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MILITAW CURRICULUM MATERIALS'

The military- developed curriculum materials in this course
package were-selected by the National_Cehter_fbr Research in

Vocational Education:Military Curriculum Project for dissem-
inatiolvto_the six regional_CUrriculum Codtdihatibn Centers and
other instructional materials agencies. The_pUrpbse of
'disseminating these courses Was to take-dUrricUlum materials
developed by the military moreaccessible to vocational
educators in the civilian setting.

The course-materials were atgUired, evaluated by project
staff and practitioners -in the field, and prepared for,

dissemination. Materials which were specific to the.nilitary_,
were ideletedk. copyrighted materials were either omitted -or appro-

val for_thdit use was captained._ These course packages contain
curritulUt resource materials which can be adapted to support
vodational'inStrUttion and curriculum development..
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Course Description:

This course discusses the knowledge required of_ meatcutters to perform their
tasks efficiently._ It presents directions, problems,.and explanations that
will teach you much of what you !lead to know to do your job.

t)

Chapter 2 -Oparatioil-and-Mairitena-Meatctitting Equipment - In this
section; uses of knives, knife pouches;thebutcher's steel,
handsaws; boning hooks, dough cutters and sharpening stones
are covered.

Chapter 3 - Receipt and Storage -- discusses the inchecking procedures
for meat received, in what forms beefi_veali_lamb, pork,
and poultry are received, and wherei when and how to store
these meats.

Chapter 4 - TrOtagaimg-and-Preparireats -- provides information on
characteristics of meats; bone structure; meat processing,
barbecuing meat and poultry.and salvaging procedUres.

Chapter 5 - Wrapping and Pricing Retail Meat Cuts -- explains proper
paCkaging and Usplay_procedures. Covers equipment and
supplies that are needed- wrapping film, packaging trays,
wrapping machines and stations, scales, and scaling deviceS.,

Chapter 6 = Weat-Detartiterit Management -- deals with effective techniques
for management of a commissary meat department; The four
geteral_areas covered are: (1) equipment, (2) panning
and scheduling; (3) inspections and evaluation, and (4) tests
and pricing procedures.

This course is designed for student self-study with text, practice_ exercises,
(answers included at encrOf course),,, ind an 8O- question volume review exercise
with no answers available. Please_npte tApt Chapter 1, answers to Chapter 1
practice exercises, and questions 1=0:Of `Cie final volume review exercise haVe
been omitted because of military !pt.-Akio-materials'.
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NOTE: In this volume; the subject matter is developed by a series of Learning Obje,ctives. Each of these
carries a 3-digit number and is in boldface type; FAA MR a leerninggoal for you; The text that follows the
objective giVes you the information you need to reach that goal; The exercises folloWing the information give
you a check on your achievement. When you complete them, see if your answers match those in the back
of this volume. If your response to an exercise is incorrect, review the objective and its text.

Prepared by
MSgt John E. Craft

3441th Technical Training Group
Lowry Technical Training Center (ATC)

Lowry AFB, Colorado 80?30

'Reviewed by
Daniel H. McCalib, Education Specialist

Extension Course Institute (ATC/ AU)
Gunter .AFS. Alabama 36118

Preface
THE ONE VOLUME course 6115; Meatcutter, discusses the knowledge required of
meatcutters assigned to Air Force commissaries. It presents directions, problems, and
explanations tha will leach you much of what you need to know to do your job.
Chapter 6 refers the managerial functions in a meat department; 1

If you have any uestivis on the accuracy or currency of the subject matter of this
text or recommen ations for its improvement; send them to Lowry Tech Tng Cen/ '

TTGX, Lowry AF CO 80230. Questions requiring immediate resolution may be
directed to thecours Authorsat AUTO- VON 926-3080; between 0800 and 1600 hours
(MST), Monday, thr ugh Friday. NOTE: Do not use the suggestion prograth to Sub=
mit corrections for t ographical or other errors.

If you have _questio son course enrollment or administration, or on any of ECIs
instructional aidkillo Key to Career Development, Behavioral Objective Exercises;
Volume Review E:ker , and Course Examination) consult your education:officer,
training officer, 'or' NCO' as appropriate. If this agent can't answer your
questions send them io ECI, Gunter AFS AL 3610,-preferably on EC1 Form 17,
Student Request for AssiOance.

This volume is valued it 18 hours- (6 points). .

Material in this yolume is technically :accurate,. adequatE, and 'current as of
November 1978. _ ;

PREP3440TH

TECHNIGA TRAIVING GROUP
BY

LOWRY TECHNICAL maws CENTER _(A TC)
LOWRY AIR FORCE BASE. COLORADO

ExrraioN-COURSE INSTITUtE; BUNTER A FORCE STATION ALABAMA

THIS PUIRICATION HAS BEEN REVIEWED AND APPROVED_ SY. COMPETE T ,PERSONI/EL OF THE PREPARING COMMAND

IN ACCORDANCE WITH. CURRENT DIRECTIVES ON DOCTRINE, P01.1 , ENTIALITY, PROPRIETY, .AND QUALITY.



GHAPT:ER 2

nce of'Mealcutting Equipment

I

s

SOME YEARS AGO an i n.tructor at an Air Force
tebeel Wat Operatiiita bandsliw. He was not using
the safety guard; because.he 4was so sure of himself.
He had only one more cut to make before completing
his project. Suddenly he let o t a piercing yell; The

hit thumb and index -finger. orlunately, the doctor
blade had cut more than an inc intobis hand between

at the hOspital Was able to sew \ up his wound. Some
tendons were :so severely cut t,4at it was 6 monthi
befOrt he -coact _fully open hikhatid. This awident
shows your great need to follow safety precautions.

In this chanter, We will diiauss: (a) handtoO1S-,
(b) powered equipment, (c) sanitation; and of course
(d) safety: Naturally you want to avoid such accidents
as the one just deteribed. To do this you must learn
the proper procedures. When in doubt; ask experi-
enced meatcutters or your supervisor before making
falle moves.

Hincitnois
In this _section, we will talk _about knives, knife

poiichet, the butcher's Steel, handsaws, boning hooks,
dough cutters; and sharpening stones. Each tool has
its use.

06. Given a Ihi- of Isandtools, match each with its
appropriate claracteristics.

Knives; Knives are used more than any other hand-
tool. As we talk about each of them, notice thediffeic,
enees in appearance among them; given in figure 2-1,
and try to understand why these differences are Im-
portant.

Steak knives; $teak knives -are long and broad (see
fig. 2-1). This knife is iliged for cutting boneless cuts
of Meat, such as top round steaks and sirloin tip roasts:
Notice that the bevel, the part slanting away from
the tidgei is wider than the bevel -on -the boning knife.
This wider bevel permits cleaner, smoother cuts re-
sulting in steaks and roasts without jagged edges._

- knives.. LOoh at= tile- boning - knife at, the
bottom of figure 2-1: It is shorter with a narrow_bevel.
With this knife you can cut close and alon_g_ bones,
through joints, and trim and.remove meat near bones.

7

The narrow bevel on boning.knives practicVy eihni-
mates nicks by bones along the cutting edge.

Sharpening Stone. The,sharpeningstont it a multi:.
ple stone. --having three sides (coarse; in ium, and
fine) mounted- in a_ case with an oil one oir in the
base. Figure 2-?/_shows'..a, meatcutter s rpening a
knife. To put a/new stone in use; do -three gs: (1)
place the new stone in oil for several hours, (22) fill the
reservoir-with oil, and (3) rotate-the stone, so that each
side is properly oiled. Only mineral oil-is used, and'
it.must bechinged frequently jland le the stones care=
fullyito prevent nicking and chipping; '; -

Sharpening knives on .stone. Refer again to figure
2-2. In this pictUre, the first stroke in knife sharpening
has just been completed; Begin on a coarse stone by
placing the heet of the knife at the upper end of the
stone and then draw the wholeblade; from heel to tip;
across the full length of the stone. This Mappens bne
side of the blade. Now turn the knife over and Start at
the opposite'side of the stone; drawing the knife across ;
the full length of the stone, thus sharpening the other
side of the blade: Repeat until you have the recluired
feather edge; then perform the same steps on a:finer
stone ,(remember that the unit has coarse, Medium,
and fine stones). To provide_ a wide bevel for a steak
knife; hold the blade at -a slight angle. To provide a
narrow bevel for a boning knife, hold the blade at a
somewhat greater angle. Immediately after sharpening
a_ knife, straighten the knife edge on the steel. To
sharpen theknife smoothly and evenly and tl!) provide
uniform wear on the stone, draw the bladealcrosi the
full length of the stone. :

Butcher's Steel; The butcher's steel is a round;
magnetized steel shaft With a handle and a guard be=
tween the handle and the steel. It is used only to

13

Figure 2 -I. lidestcuiling knives.
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I. Match each. toot found in column B with is appro-

i ) prate characteristic, gilien'in column -A, by writing
.each numbered tool (column B) beside its - related
'lettered characteristic (column A). N-OTE:. Each
tool in column B maybe used more-than once.

e

:Figure 2-i Slwagenirtg knife on stone.

,

atraiihten the cutting edge of knives. Notice figures
23,A B, and Cu we discuss the instructions for
,using butcher'saleel.

Fripire Hoe the_steel in the [eft hand with
_thefi-oiiit updart and slightly away from die body.
Place =the heel of the blade_ against ,the tar side of the
steel keeping, blade at the same angle. as the bevel.

figure 2.3 ;& Bring the end/4 blade 'Mgedown
across the itW toward the left hand with a quick
twingift_gatiop a the wris so that the tip of the
blade makes aware crossing the steel near, the guard.
The entire length of the blade edge should pirs lightly
over the

Ffeure.2-3,-,e. Bring the blade into position main,
but with the opposite side of the blade edge against
the rearside of-the steel and at the -same angle as '-

before. Repeat -the-motion of -the, riga wrist, again
passing tin entire blade edge over_ the Repeat
the Complete operation until the knife cutting edge is
straight. ;

Pandsaw; The handsaw has a frame:with-a narrow;
removable blade. Subititute a-new blade when the old .

. one becomes dull. Ur the Iiiiarsaw for cutting through
bones; For iitatancei first slice the meat with a steak
knife to near the bone, then saw through the bone and
use the knife to complete the separation process.

,

Boning Hook. This tool iaa- curved-metal hook
attached to a T-harelie; Use the boning hoc* to-hold
'meat steady during boning or .breaking.The hook
saves time and eliminates to a certainextent;the danger
of cutting yourself; since it enables you to secure a'

,,firm .grip on the meat.

Dough Cutter. This tool is a thin pieCe of steel with
a Cleat handk across the full length of one side. Use
ithe cutter to scrape. the fat and meat particles from
the top of meatcutting tabled.

Knife Pouch; The knife pouch is a metal case that
holds your kniVes and stetl:The,pouch is strapped to

arbelfand is hutirorryourworkinghand----
The pouch serves_ a dctidge _purpose. ft enables

you:to-have your tools handyaraf, promotes safety by
keeping knives off cutting suilices where they may .

cause accidents. .

a.
b.
C.

d
e.
f.

h.

Column .4
Straightens knife edge.

bevel
14aly

*We. boning.
Trims around -b-ones.
Itirs tools handy.
Scrapei table top_
Cuts through:bones.
Use mineral oil;
Doubk_ptxrptYse.
Three sides.

Columit 8
1. Boning knife.
2. Dough cutter.
3. Butcher's steel-.
4. Steck knife._
5. (kitting hook.
6. Handia*.
7. Knife pouch.
8. Sharpening stone.

1 4,

AV_

Figure 2-3. Steilling a kdife.



2-2. 1<wered Meatcutting Equipment
Powered meatcutting equipment includes meat

_ grinders; meat slicers; tenderizers, and handsaws.
Since these units are commercial machines you 'may
lind that you machines vary in detail from the ones
we will disCuss. Consult manufacturers manuali for
details and variations. Operate these mgchines only
tinder the supervision of an experienced meatcutter
mail you become proficient.

007. Supply missing information to complete seWcted
Oatensents pertaining to the operation of selected
pieces of powered equipment.

.

Meat Grinder. The meat grindris an electric power-
operated machine for grinding boneless meat. Itton-
sists of twosections: (I) the power section and (2) the
grinder sr ton.

Potivr section. The main parts of the power section
arc the metal base; motor; gears; and drive. shaft.

.setion. The grinder section- cOnsisis of
the hopper, feed tray. worm. grinder plate; and knife:
'Lila:meat is fed into the hopper from the feed tray that
has a safety guard-attached to-an opening, which fits
over and is attached to the top of the hopper. Below
the hopper, opening is the feed worm,' which forces
meat against a perforated plate. A blade attached to
the end of the worm revolves against the plate; cutting
the meat as it is forced through the plate.

To operate this tool be sure to remove
all _bones_ from the _meat and cut it into thin strips
before guiding it Never grind- frozen meat or run
the grinder when it is empty: Using thin-strips of meat
reduces. the danger of overheating and overloading
the _grinder. -Frozen meat will also overload it -.

Meat Tenderizer; The meat tenderizer is an electric
gravity led machine for tenderizing steaks. It consists
of a rigid metal housing enclosing the motor. cutting
groups; and a hopper or feed tray. The cutting group
consists of roller-type serrated cutting_ knives and
stripper combs: The machine has a safety interlock
switch to prevent operation during cleaning or at any
time when the hopper is open.

Meat Slicer. This machine_ is a gravity fed portable
slicer designed for slicing cold cuts and can be semi=
automatic or automatic. It provides uniformity and
speed in- slicing with a_minimum of_waste. ;Slicers are
made of either porcelain or stainless steel and are
built to hold all of the necessary devices for efficient
operation and safety. The meat is placed on the feed
carriage (shown in fig. 24) and led to the cutting knife
by gravity: The carriage is pushed toward the rear of
the machine, coming into contact with the blade. The
slicer has a- thickness -control knob and a thickness
-iitdi iritrg tale used' rcrattjasT the IhiCk ifeS . s ices,
l'he end slice plate is used to hold the meat stationary
while slicing. It also reduces the chances of your
Cutting your linger. Observe the sharpening attach-
ment shown in figure 24. The sharpening attachment

9

_r

has two circular sharpening stones that can be manu-
ally engaged t, the edge of the cutting knife for
sharpening.

Bandsaw; Notice the handsaw pictured in figure 2,5.
Assume that you are cutting meat with this saw. First.
adjust the meat gauge plate to desired thickness.
_Second. _place meat to be cut on the meat carriage.
13usheel firmly against the gauge. While standing in
front of the machine make the necessary cuts, by turn-
ing the switch on and pushing the meat and carriage
toward the blade.

Exercises (007k
-Fill in the blanks in items I through 5; which follow:
I. The worm, plate, and knife are all parts of the

section of the meat _grinder.
Cutting the 'meat into thin strips for grinding may
keep the grinder from

3. The most important safety device on the meat
'tenderizer is the
The
on the meat slicer keeps the meat stationary.

5. The first thing to do when operating the handsaw
is to adjust the

2-3. Meat Department Itut
You may be required t layout and arrange equip-

ment in a-commissary meat department. For efficient
operatic:op. you must consider the several factors
covered next.

008.-Identify given statements pertaining to meat de-
partment layout as either .true or false.

Equipment Arrangertiit. Space is the most
important consideration when _arranging
equipment.. Figure 2-6 is a diagram of
a typical meat department in a 31,500
square food commissary. Study f i gure
2-6 carefully, giving attention first
to the physical space required. The
principal rooms involved in process-
ing meat are 16, 17A, 17B, and 18.

Cardass beef storage. Carcass meat
is received through the outside door
of the storage room, and remain there
until time for processing. The proper
portions of meat is then moved by rail
into the processing room where it is
cut into retail cuts.

Meat processing room. Notice the
meat rail that runs from the storage
room to the two meat saws in the pro-
cessing room. The purpose of the rail

3
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1. SHARPENING ATTACHMENT. 7. THICK CONTROL /ORM

2. SLICE DEFLECTOR PINS. 8. THIC INDICATING WALL

3. SLICE DEFLECTOR. D. THIC GAUGE /DATE:

4. CUTTING KNIFE. - 10. FEED CARRIAGE GRIP.

IL RECEIVING TRAY. 11. FEED CA/IbRIAGIL

8. MOTOR SWITCH. 1Z ENO SLICE PLATE

Figure 1-4 Neat slicer.

is tq eliminate unnecessary carrying-
of heavy wholesale meat items. At
this point the carcass meat id pro-
cessed into retail cuts, utilizing the
Meat saws and trial tables The retail
cuts of meat- are trimmed, cleaned ofbe dust, trayed, and moved to the
meat wrapping room. Also located in
the processing room are the meat
qrinder; tenderizer; and patty
machine;

Meat wrapping room. The wrapping
room is set up to accomodate both
automatic wrapping and labeling
Machina; and handwrapper; The hand-
wrapper is used to wrap bulky meat
items 'such as roast oi- hams. The
slicer is located in a convenient-
location fOr slicing hams or Iunclieon
meats foic. customers; After wrapping
and labeling the retail cuts of twat,

move them to the restocking aisle and

arrange_ in the: display case.

The equipment in figure 2-6 La_
arranged in such a manner- that dis-

tance betWeen preparation points are

minitaited, and consequently procesi=

ing tire is also at a minimum.

ExerciaSs (008)
Identify each statement in exercises
I through 4 as true or false.

1. Beef quarters are handcarried
from the storage room_ to the
meat :Saw for' processing.

2= Equipment should' be arranged
in such a manner as _to
nate excess time and energy

3. The meat' Sliter: Should_ be
located_ in the meat process-
ing_ room;

4; Retail cuts of meat are trayed
in the processing room.

19.
4



1. MEAT GLIAGE PLATE
MEAT CARRIAGE

3. THICKNESS CONTROL KNOB

Figur. 2-5-. Mint bandlaW.
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2-4. Safety .

Safety is vital td you and the successful operation
of a meat department. We will discuss safety as it per-
tains to the following:

Handtotils..
Powgred equipment:
Processing areas.

009. Identify sift-led Safety precautions pertaining
to 'the meat department by completing statements
about each. ,

Haridtoob. Use handtools for their intended pur-
pose only: Do not, for instance, try to -cut through a
joint, with a steak knife---use a boning knife: Safety
aprons and metal mesh gloves must he worn when
using knives. Even experiencedmeatcutters may make
serious errors. For this reason an apprentice, such
as yourself, and also e rienced meatcutters,-must

ususe this safety equip ent. Although using safety
aprons and gloves itdu the chances of 'an accident,
be extremely careful while using knives. Meatcutting
requires_a large _atiolint of concentration. While cut-
ting and boning meat, always cut away from you.
Know where yoUr knives are at all times: Do not; for
instance, leave your knives on the cutting table, where
they may he- accidently covered with meat. This could
cause a serious injury: Always keep knives not being
used in your knife pouch- or storage rack.

Injuries may alsO be avoided by ,wearing the re-
quired hard hats and safety shoes. But wearing these
safety devices does not completely prevent accidents
or injury:To make safety-work; 'you must do your
part. Therefore, be careful When :removing or storing
meat on rail hooks. Remove, clean, and store hooks
not in use. Work efficiently ancLquickly as you safely
can without taking chances. Take enough time to
be safe: :

PoWired EqUipment. After reading_ the introduc-
tion- to this chapter, you must realize the importance
of using powered equipment safely. Therefore; always
use guards and guides when-operating this machinery,
and do not tamper with safety interlock switches:
They are there for your protection. Metal mesh gloves
should not be worn while opetating_powered- equip-
ment._ Adjust meat saws orsticers to the desired thick-
ness before_ turning on the power. Never, for any .
reason whatsoever; put your' hands in or near the
grinder hopper. while the machine is running. If you
are. in doubt -about the operation of any powered
equipment; ask an experienced_ meatqutter or your
supervisor. After you make a mistake it's tdo late.

For s-afeqes sake, it- is everyone's duty, to notice
faulty or exposed electrical power cords. Electrical
outlet should be firmly secured and have adequate
protective covers: Ground wires should be installed
where required. When cleaning any powered equip-
ment, always turn off the power at the switch box or
remove the plug from the outlet.
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Prbcessin_g_ and Storage Areas. -Cluttered work-and
storage areas are one of the'most common causes_of
accidents. Therefore, keep floors clear of debris, equip-7
ment, and supplies. Also, clean meat, fat, water, and
blood droppings from work area floors.

Storage areas. - Safety -alarms are in refrigerated
rooms andican-be activated if you a-re accidently locked
in. In addition' to this, there_ are also fire axes inside,
refrigerators. Ice on flooci-of storage areas are safety
hazards: If _you notice ice on:floors, remove it and
prevent accidents. Be aware of- improper storage tech-,
niques; so that 'yofi are not injured by falling'boxes
or protruding bbx edges. Notify your supervisor in
case -of sharp edges or protruding nails in the- storage
areas: -Last hut _not least._ there are right ways and
wrong ways 'to lift heavy bbxes or wholesale cuts of
meat: Learn the right way and prevent injury to your-
self. This means_ if at all possible, use your legs in
lifting, not ygur back.

Exercises (009):
.Complete the remainder of each safety,,precauuon

in exercises I through I I held*.
I: Use handtools only for their

2. The four safety devices to use while boning meat
are (I) (2) (3)

and (4)

3: While using knives; alWays cut
from you.

4: When knives are not being used; keep them in
your or

5. Remove, clean, and store meat
not in use.

6. Use and
erating powered equiprrient.

while op-

7. Do not tamper with on powered
equipment.
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8. The one safety device that is not worn while op- end of business each day. Be careful to prevent water

crating POWered-equiPment is the from coming into contact with the motoror electrical
connections. After cutting raw pork or poultry always
clean and sanitize the equipment before reuse, if the
Machine is also used for processing beef.

Pkwessing area. Sertib the processing area floOrs
or It, with a warm detergent or washing powder solution

at the ,end of each day, TO aid in keeping floors clean;
rubbeelike mats of solid composition or heavy paper

or cardboard are sometimes used on the floor. Re-
move' this material daily and thoroughly wash; sani--

tize, and steam clean the floors;
Storage areas. As often as necessary, wash and

clean all refrigerated rooms and refrigerators. Oh a
weekly basis, empty and clean all meat display cases.

Wash with an approved detergent, rinse, sanitize; and
air -dry meat hikikS and trays weekly; Heavy paper or
cardboard are sometimes used on the storage room
floors; but it must be removed when the floor is
cleaned.

Do not allow meat, meat pr ucts, and poultry to
remain out' of refrigerated r ms; boxes, or display
cases longer than is, necessary for processing and
cutting. ,

Cutting tables. Use plastic or hard rubbe? cutting
boards on to of the Cutting table when cutting meats
with tools other than small knives; and in particular
When cutting bones using a handsaw. When the table
develops cracks, crevices, or cuts it will be replaced
or repaired. Do not Use the cutting table for StOrage:
or keep meat on theta* longer than necessary. The
processing room tettifierature is higher than the storage

tOotti, and over an extended period of time bacteria
will grow. Frozen meat is not alltived to thaw on the
cutting table. Thoroughly clean cutting tables at the

close of business each day_with hot water, a detergent
approvect,kir meat contact surfaces; and a stiff, clean
bristle brush. ThIE base veterinarian or his representa-
tive may recommend other measures to keep the sur-

faces in a sanitary condition.
Scales; Clean scales with a damp cloth daily ormore

often as required. Place paper on the scale before
weighing delicatessen meats.

9. it is your duty to notice electrical
cords and outlets that are not
Without protective

10. In the case of accidently locking yourself in refrig-
erated rooms, _ and
are installed.

11. When lifting heavy objects, use your
not jiouk, back.

2-5. Siihitioi and Cleanliness
Sanitation is a must in all meat department areas.

Good-sanitation standard§ not only improve the ap-,_

pearance of the department; but also reduces loss of
meat and protects the health of both department per-
sotnel and fustorriert. We will consider sanitation
froth the aspects of equipment, dePartment areas,
and personnel.

010. Iden
departm

selected cleaning procedures in the meat

Sanitation; The meat department must comply with
the applicable sanitary requirements of AFR 163-8,
COntrcir -of Food. Borne Disease; and be kept_ scru-
pulously clean. To keep the standards of sanitation
required, the meat department must have an ample
supply of hot water; heated to 170° F or higher. Use
detergents and sanitizing solutions for their_ intended -

use and strictly in accordance with the manufacturer's
recommendations. Meat, blood, and offal are subject
to rapid bacteria growth and germ development if

not _properly controlled.
Hanitools.rcleari knives, steels, meat saws; boning

hOOkS,:riteSh gloves; safety aprons; and sanitary knife
racks daily: Wash tools indiVidiially in, warm water
and detergent. Then rinse and sanitize them in hot'
Water If you notice cracks and crevices_ in plastic
handled handtools, iidtifyiyOur supervisor: It this
case, he fill replace the handtools. Meat and fat ac-
cumulateIn cracks and crevices and are breeding areas

for_ bacteria growth,
Power operated` equipment. All thetal parts of

powered equipment that come into contact with meat

. are thoroughly Washed; rinsed, and sanitized at the
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ExerciSet (010:
Complete items I through 7 by supplying the missing
wordS.
I. To keep the standards of sanitation required in the

meat department, water heated to
degrees F must be available.

Z. In case of cracks and crevices in plastic handled
hand tools, your supervisor will them.

3. Equipment used to cut or -
is cleaned and sanitized before it is reused.

4. If heavy paper or rubber mats are used on the
processing area flobr this material
and clean the floor daily:

5. Thorough clean the meat display cases Onceea

<- 0

0



6. Use on the cutting table when using
handsaws.

7. Place on the scales when weighing
delicatessen meats.

_VP
011. List the three standards of personal cleanliness
and tell why meatcutters are more subject to certain
ailments than are other personnel.

Cleanliness 8nd Grooming. You are expected to be
close-shaven, keep your hair trimmed, and to keep
your handi clean at all times: Keep your fingernails
short and clean, and wash your hands frequently and
always after using the-rettroom.

Clothing; Meatcutters are furnished white smocks;
trousers, and aprons. This special purpose clothing is
worn on the basis of duty requirements and only this
type of clothing is permitted when on duty: When your
smock or apron becomes soiled, exchange it for a
clean one:

Health. If you have a cold; sore throat; skin infec-
tion, or other ailments, do not wait,_go to the-dispen-
sary. You may contaminate the meat and infect other
personnel as well. Get plenty of rest, eat properly; and
protect your htalth. When working in temperatures
ranging from 0° to 50' F, you are more subject to
colds and similar ailments than you would be in many
other jo

Exercises (010:
I. List the three standards of personal cleanliness.

2. Why are you; in your job; more subject to colds
and similar aihrients than those working elsewhere?
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0l2. List the areas of the meat department that the
veterinarianinspects and state why he must be present

- when meat is received.

Facilities Inspections. The base veterinarian or
his- representative inspects periodically the meat de-
partment. His inspec includes sanitation of the
processing area, equ pm t, display cases, and all
storage areas. He c s personnel on duty for hair-
cuts and cleanliness. During his inspections he may
administer-individual swab test oftneatcutters hands.
This test will reveal germs on their -hands that can be
eliminated by frequent washing. He checks for out-
dated code dates of meat items and discolored meats
on display. All refrigerated areas are checked for
proper temperatures. Food handler cards are reviewed,
and if necessary, the individual may be scheduled for
re-exaznination.

Meat Inspections; When meat is teceiVed, the vet-
erinarian or his representative must be present to
irispect the condition and proper temerature of the
meat._He insures proper receiving_temperatures for
beef (280°) and poultry (28-36° F). Through these
series of inspections the veterinarian achieves his
objective of eliminating the spread of infectious
diseases.

Exercises (012):
I. List the areas' of the meat department that the

veterinarian Inspects.

2. Why must the vetemarian or his representative be
present when meat is received?



CHAPTER 3

Receipt and Storage

IN THIS CHAPTER, we Will discuss the inchecking
procedures for meat received, in what forms beef, veal;
lamb; pork; an 1 poultry are received and where;
When, and ho to Store these meats. You are ex_Octpd
to note temperatures in storage areas and display
cases and know what to do if such temperatures are
tot) WV.? or ;oo high.

3-1. Receipt
You are concerned primarily with three sources of

supply for meat items. These sources areithe com-
missary warehouse_, base procured items tram local
vendors, and the Defense Personnel Suppckt Center
(DPSC).

013. Supply the missing information for sekcted state=
mertti regarding inehteking of meats.

Incheekkig. The store manager designates, in writ-
ing, incheckers who are responsible for receiving all
meat Several_ individuals are designated, so that at
leaSt One will be pi-tent When deliveries are made.

Receiving meat from the commissary warehouse.
Your tasks as an inchecker is to meet the warehouse
truck and receive, from delivery men; three copies of
AF Form 129; Tally In-Out, listing the types_ and
quantities of meat delivered. Each item has been
weighed and recorded on the form; Check off each
item to be sure everything is accounted for. After
checking the meat received, and if the delivered items
coincide with the AF Form 129, sign copies one and
three of the friern. Turn all three copies over to the
meat department supervisor; He forwards copies one
and three to the commissary accounting office -and
retains copy two for his files. You and other meat-
cutters then store the meat.

CarcaSS meats MOSt of the heef you will process
will be from beef carcass: Commissaries are limited to
the amount of primal, stibPrimal, and commissary
ready beef to no- more -than 20 percent of total beef
requirements. The- primary source of carcass beef and
primal cuts is DPSC. Only emergency fill-in require-
ments are procured direct from vendors of commercial
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sources. Weigh 100 percent of the carcass meats _re-
ceived from any source. When a Variance exists be=
tween actual net weight and weight shown on the tag
supplied by the vendor, or when such a tag is not at-
tached to the carcass,= mark each tag with the actual
net weight. Carcasses are received, accounted for, and
inventoried at the marked net weight.

Exercises (013):
Complete exercises 1 through 4 by filling in the correct
information.
1. The , designates^ the

incheckers responsible for receiving meats.
copies of AF Form 129 are used

for receiving meat from the warehouse:
3. The primary source of beef for the commissary

is
4 percent of carcass meat is wergill

when received.

3-2; Storage
After receiving the meat, you -store it in chill rooms

or freezers until time for processing. Proper tempera-
tures and code dates must aka be obServed.

014. Distinguish among a series of true/false state-
ments concerning meat storage.

Chillroom Storage. When received, most of the
meat is stored in the chillroom. However, different
types of meat require individual storage techniques.
This is discussed here.

Storage on Hooks. Quarters and whole carcasses
of beef; veal; and lamb are stored on meat hooks,
which are moved along rails from the unloading dock
into the chillroom. In hooks in this way;
rotate meat remaining fro previous deliVerieS_in
order to insure first use of meat still on hand: tf there
is no meat on hand;however, place the newly delivered
at a point from which it -can be moved easily into the
processing room. To permit proper air circulation.
allow ample space between the quarters or carcasses.



Boxed Meats; Meats reqived in boxes are stacked
in the chillroom on dunnage's. To insure that air can
circulate freely-, stack the boxes 2 inches from the
floor, 4 to _6 inches from the wall; and a minimum of
24 inches from the ceiling. Segregate and ,mark all
shipinents; so that the oldest products are used first.

Poultry. All poultry sold in the meat department
are fresh and are usually received prepackaged. You
must exercise extreme caution when storing, fresh
poultry, because of its rapid spoilage rate, In fact,
this particular item has a storage life of only 5 days.
Store ice packed chickens in crushed ice containers
with drains to the outside.

Freezer Storage; Although most cif the meat items
received and sold in the meat 'department are in a
chilled state, there are exceptions. Under some circum-
stances (such as commissaries overseas) beef; pork;
and prepackaged meats may be received -frozen. When
storing items in the freezer, use the same rotation
and stacking procedures as for chillroom storage.
Frozen beef may be tempered in a chill box at 32° to
35° F to an internal temperature of 28° to-30° F.
Process and sell the beef chilled. Display a sign in-
forrningcustomers that the beef has been frozen before
and refreezing will not affect wholesomeness but will
lower quality.

Exercins (014):
Identify exercises I through 5 as being either true
or false.

I Beef quarters are stored as close together
as possible to utilize all existing space_

_ 2 Boxes of meat are stacked 2 inches from
the floor, 4 to 6 inches from the wall, and a
minimum of 24 inches from the ceiling._ 3 Both frozen and fresh pciultry-are sold in the
meat department._ 4 Ice packed chickens are stored in crushed
ice containers for not more than 4 days.

5 Beef received frozen may be tempered prior
to processing.

015. Provide missing information -in incomplete state-
ments regarding code dines for chilled prepaduiged
meats.

Code Dates. Many meat items received and sold in
the meat department are prepackaged. Only the fresh
and best quality PrePackaged meat are sold, and to
insure freshness and quality, code dates are used on
each package.

Types. The three types of code dates are as follows:
a. Dates of pack or manufacture are those to which

reco4nmended sitielf-life may be added to determine
safe keeping'time,

h. Pull dates are those in advance of dates of pack
or manufacture beyond which an item should not he
offered to a consumer.
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c. Quality assurance dates are those subsequent to
dates of pack or manufacture beyond which the level
of quality initially provided can no longer be assured.:

Systems. Dates are normally, set to assure reason-
able tithe for sale and holding by the tustomet:.Sys-
terns used to identify these dates vary by producer.
The three common types of systems used are as follOws:

a. The standarI AMI system requires use of four
numerics. The sum of the two outside digits equals the
month; while the two inside digits indicate the day; for
example, 0154 (April 15).

b. The revised AMI system also requires use of
four numerics. However, the first two; reading from
left to right, represent the month, while the last two
indicate the day; for example, 0415 (April 15).

_The system is the alpha numerical system;
which *Itiires use of the first three letters of the
month; followed by two numbers indicating the day:
for example, APR IS.

Standards. The commissary and base veterinarian
are furnished a complete index of code dates; plus an
explanation of both the type code and dating system
used. The open-dates or the alpha system are encour-
aged, To insure that customers have a reasonable
home storage period; the following criteria applies:

a.. Vacuum packaged smoked hams and -slab or
sliced bacon must be delivered with a remaining shelf
life of 21 days based on pull dates or an quality-
assurance dates, or within 15 days after packaging,

b. Fresh chilled pork sausage must 'be delivered
within 72 hours after packaging, except that which
has an established shelf life of-21 days or more may
be delivered as much as 7 days after packaging. .

C. All other chilled prepackaged meats must.be
delivered within 5 days after packaging.

Exercises (015):
In exercises I through 7, insert the correct word or .

words to complete each statement. _ _

I. Code dates that are in advance of dates_ of pack or
beyond which an item should not be sold; are called

dates.
2 ^ dates are subsequent

to dates of pack or manufacture beyond which
the level of quality initially provided can no longer
sbe assured.

3. The code dates to which recomended shelf life may
be added to determine safe keeping time are called

of
4. If a package had 0172,as a code date under the

standard AMI system, the date would be
5. If a package had MAR 12 as a code date, the date

system would be the
6. A package, code dates 0320 under the revised AM1

system, 'would be dated
7. Sliced bacon and vacuum packaged smoked hams

must be delivered with a remaining shelf life of
days, or within days

after packaging.

0 -)
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Associate given correct tiniiperat e ranges with
selected appropriate refrigerated area and state how
these temperatUres are recorded.

Temperature Control. Temperature tOnti-01 within
the meat_ depastment is vital. In warm temperatures,
gernis multipl, and meat spoils rabidly. Peop-ce tern=
peratures:retard spoilageand prevent damage to meat
Quality, In this objective; we will discuss the propel
temperatures_ for the chillroom, freeier, processing
room, and -display cases as well as how often these
temperatures are recorded:

Chdiroorn. The chillrobni is maintained at a tem-
perature of 32° to 35 F, with the least possible fluctu-
ation. The 1 temperaturt of this room Sticiiild not lie
permitted to go heldW 32° F, because the slow freezing
action. will cause discoloration of the surface of meat
items and will adversely affect quality. Fresh pork
and poultry have an extrethely limited storage-life.
These products are stored in the coldest part of the
chillroom.

Freezer room. The freezer storage coon is main-
tained at_a temperatureof 0° to -10° F, with the leatt
possible fluctuation. Frozen items received in a slightly
:defrosted- condition, if accepted by the veterinarian,
are refrozen without delay to prevent spoilage.

Processing room. The meat processing and preps
ing areas are refrigerated to the extent that maximum
temperature 'does not exceed 50° F at any time.
Temperatures in excess of 50° F promote_ bleedinf
and hasten discoloration. The Meat processing room
should never be used as a defrosting area;

Display eases: Meat department display cases are
operated at temperatures 'commensurate

in
the

requirements of the major group of artieles in the case.
In open type distlay_cases, the temperatures normally
are maintained at 28° to 33° 'F. Cheese and dry
sausage are displayed at 36° to 40° , F. The Closed
type _cases are operated at_ a temperature 32° to
34° F. If cases are arranged so that one part of the

S space is colder than other parts, fresh pork cuts and
all types of liver arc displayed ifithecoldest_section:
Display cases are checked frequently for proper tem-
peratures;

Temperature Recordititt. Temperature recordings
are maintained on all refrigerated rooms. Where auto-
matic temperature recording deViceS are not available,
thermothetett are used. The thermometer should be
located about 5 feet above the floor and away frOm
the cooling coils or other metal surfaces. Thermome-
ters with metal backs should be mounted on wooden
surfaces:

Operating temperatures are checked at least twice
dailyat the beginning of the day._ and at the end of
the day. If you find any abnormal temperatures, do
not try to repair the unit yourself, but notify your
supervisor, who will call the proper contract Main=
tenance. Temperature charts are posted on the outside
of each walk-in box and temperatures recorded.
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Exercises (016): .

I.. Match each appropriate refrigerated area found
in cOlir'n A, with its related temperature -range;
given in column B, by writing each numbered area
(column B) beSide its corresponding lettered range
(column A), NOTE: Each item in column B may
be used only once;

_ Column A ..V _. Column B
Temperantre_Ranges _ Refrigerates' Areas

a. 0° to -10° F. I. Display case opepcheese, dry
b 32° to 34° F. sausage.
c. 50° F maximum. L 2. Processing room.
d.:32° to 35° F. 0 3. Freezer room.
e 36° to 40° F. 4. Display case open (n rural).
f.. 28° to 33° F. 5. Chillroom.

6. Display case closed (normal).

2. State how and when-the temperatures in exercise I

are recorded.

017. Astociate significant approximate keeping times
With various frozen meat items; identify factors affect-
ing storage life, and give solutions to removing mold
froth hams.

Keeping Time. For various keeping time for_as-
sorted frozen stored meat items, refer to figure 3-4,
which we will examine:next. .

,__Cured and smoleed means: The keeping qualities of
cured and smoked meats depend upon the type of cure,
the length of the-smoking period, and the method of
packaging. The storage:life of such items is further
influenced by the Condition. of the -storeroom with
regard to humidity, temperature, and sanitation.

Growth of mold and development of rancidity in
hams_ and bacon can be-retarded by stowing them th
the chill space for currept _consumption, and in the
freezer for seasonal stocks. Since the growth of mol
on cured and smoked meats is avored by the presence."'
of condensed water; avoid excessive hurnidity.:ff the
relative _humidity is higher than recommended, it is
essential that good circulation of air be maintained.

Hams_ and bacon Which have heen individually
Wrapped on one or more layers of paper have a tend-.
ency to retain upon the surface of the meat any rtibiS:
ture which may have come from the product after
Wrapping. This moisture in a measure; stimulates
mold and bacterial growth. If hams so wrapped_ are
held at temperatures __of 45° F or above for a con-
siderable length of time; mold and slime will tOrm on
the surfaces of the meat. Surface slime and mold make
the ham unattractive and unpleasant to handle; but
do not necessarily' indicate spoilage. Accordingly.
such products sholild be carefully inspected to deter-
mine how far the mold has penetrated. In most cases.

-



APPRQXIMATE
KEEPINd TIME

.(MONTHS)

Beef, froren:
Boneteu, fabricated (w/o ground meat) 10
Boneless; fabricated (w ground Meat), 8
Carcass, wholesale cuts ib
Coined

. . . . .. ... , . ... . . ...
Liver, whole/portion cut
Tongue, freah

Bologna:
Lebanon
50 percent beef
60 perced beef
75 percent beef

Cervelat:
Dry

(thuringie-t)
Hams:.

Woneless, cooked .... .

Smoked, bone -in

,6y
12
4

1'

; ... . .

Lamb:
Boneless; fabricated

r
Carcass, wholesale cuts
Telescoped

Salami:
Conked=
Dry

Sam*:
Liver
New -England style . .

Pork, bulk style

Carcass, Wholesale cuts

8
34

:34

.0

Figure 3-I. Frozen'storage of meat items.

where only the stittkce'ts affected, the mold can he
remoted from the meat_ with a stiff-bristled brush;
wiping with a c*iii cloth moistened:with a vinegar
or-salt water solution; and alloviing the meat to air
dry. When the mold growtkis hearty it may be trimmed
away. If the ham does not haVe deep cracks or abra-
sions; the meat underneath the surface is usually per-
fectly sound and wholesome. When mold growth or
spoilage is evidenced deeply between the muscles and
around the bone; a survey is usually necessary:
,..(WfVf4rif; filittUd,C11(1....Quatters Calrf-4-53C3,
primal cuts of beef; lamb; and veal are hung or placed
on racks when in a chilled' condition. If such items
are -in a solid frozen condition. when received, stow
compactly as possible in the freezer space: Frozen.
boneless beef should be stacked_ compactly. Veal
carcassit or cuts, particularly of the lighter WeightS
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'34
4
3

and, lower grades; are subject to rapid deterioratio
Heading time of such items_ in the chill space sho
be held to a minimum. Fresh chilled pork cuts sho
be treated as highly perishable,

Vcirfay meats and sausage. These ttemsa,re highly
Peristable and storage time should be held to a
minimum.

Exercises-MTh
I. Match each keeping time found in column 8 with

its related appropriite frozen meat item; given in
column A, by writing each numbered time (column
B) beside its corresponding lettered meat item
(column A): NOTE: Each item in column B may
he used once or more than Once.

1.)



Column A
Meal .11ems f.

4- L.Finb carcass,
b Hams, boneless. cooked.
c 8ai.. curried.
d Ve carcass,

on bologna, 1

Colgmh B
Keeping rirne (Urinals).

I. 6.

2. List the three factors that affect the keeping time
of,smoked meat.

-3.,Give.the two solutions that may be used to remove
surface mold on hams.

20
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Processing and Preparing Meats

IN THIS CHAPTER, we will discuss the following:
Characteristics of meats,
Bone structure-
Meat processing
Barbecuing meat and poultry.
Salvaging procedures.

4-I Charecteristics of Meats
Some meat is dark red. Other meat is light pink.

Also, the- bones of young animals are notthe same.
color aaare the bones of older animals. These and
other different characteristics indicate more desirable
or less desirable quality in the type of meat.
Accordingly we will examine s h characteristics in
this section.

018. Associate given meat Characteristics each with
certain meats and name various cuts of pork the com-
rniseiry procures.

lied. Wed is the flesh of mature cattle a year or
more old; Grain-fed steers under 3 years of age pro-
vide the beat qtalt1 beef. Good beef hu bright red
fleth;.well-marbled tissue; and is finely textured with a
covering of fikti, white fat. Steers and heifers differ in
that a greater percentage of alible meat (fat -to-bone
ratio) is contained in steers. A heifer is smaller than
the average steer carcass. Steers can be easily recog-
nized by the preserag of the piule eye for cap) located
a ve the aitChWne at the rump end. Marbling_is the
network of fat; this dines- running through the middle
of a cutf-as distinguished from the rim of fat around
the edges of thecut. When you first cut beef, it is a
dark, ptirplish red which -turns bright red soon after
exposure to air. Less desirable beef hail heavier lines
of Marbling and tends towardyellowish fat on the rim
or covering; Bones of older tattle are white and brit-
tie, witikin young anitnala, the bones are soft and red.

Veal Veal is the mut of milk-fed calves usually
tinder 3' months of age. Good quality veil is charac-
terized by light pink, finely textured flesh, surrounded
by firm, white fat; with gleaming white cartilage (the
early, soft bime structure whith chlitgos to harder
bbne as the animal grows older). You will 'find the
flesh ofolder calves redder than that of younger ones.
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In older calves;. flesh is more like the darker. red
of mature beef

Wally beef 10 months of age; and is larger_in
confirmation thait puie veal. The NA of baby beef it
more like the darker red of mature beef.= Both baby
and veal have a high, Moisture content; and the pro-
tective covering of fat is thin.

Laiteb. Sheep under I year of age is classified as
lamb; The flesh of Isimb is firm-grained and light pink
in color. You will find the bones soft, small antrred.
Lamb has a: plainly visible joint. This is a temporary
cartilage which forms a serrated- (tooth-like) surface
between the shaft of the bone (tibia) and the head of
the bone just above the fetlock joint on the foreleg.
Older sheep have harder and whiter bones than lamb
and no "break joint" is present; They have a "spool -

,ictins",_thatis the regular fetlock joint on the foreleg.
The break joint has turned to bone; and the break will,
no longer occur aboye_the fetlock joint.

Pori. Pork is the flesh of hogs usually under I
year of age. Good pork has smooth skin; grayish-pink
flak and is_fine-grained and firm-textUred, with a
covering of firm, -white fat. Poorer quality pork is
dark pink to red and iometimes has fat with a yel-
lowish tinge or east, especially in Iowa grades. The
commissary only procures pork in cuts; such as loins;
spaikribs, hams, boston butts, bacon, shoulders, pier
nics, and fat back.

0

Exercises (018):
I. Match each meat type found in column B with its

related charictexistick given in column A, by
writing each numbered type (column B) betide its ,

corresponding lettered chailecteristics (column A).
NOTE: Each item in column B may be used only
once.

Column A:
Characteristics

.i.; Firm white fat, bright red, tine-
textirecL

b. HIM white rat; grayish punk flesh.
c Light Pink, fitin=gritiad flesh; soft,

small red bones.
d Fine-textured, light pink flesh. .

Column Ilk
Meat Types

a. Veal
2. Pork
3: Beef
4: Wnb
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2. In what cuts does the commissary procure pork?
Name five out of eight.

structure and Primal Cuts of Beef
The structure of an animal includes both bones

and flesh. Like allartinials, cattle have Major bones
with which are associated less important bones. In
this section; we will consider major bones and their
relationship to the two major divisions of a side of
beef (hindquarter and forequarter). Let's hegin with
major bona.

019. Associate groups of associated facts with related
major bona.

Ma* Beam_ Figure 4-1 shows a skeletal_char_t_ of
a side of beef. Observe this chart carefully as we study
None structure Refer to it often in this diicussion.
We shall_ study these major lion= neckbone, ack-
hdrie, pelVie bone, leg ;bones;. ribs; arrnbone and
shankbone;

Neckbone. At the bOttom left of figure 4-1, note the
neekbene. This bone cdnsists of vertebrae (jointed
bones) which support the animals' neck.

Backbone._ AbOve the neckbone (fig; 4-1) you_see
the backbone; extending from neck to tailbone. The
backbone is similar to the human spine. Notice these
benet associated with the backbone: the blade bone;
which you use as one guide in processing chuck; a d
the Chine- bOne, used as a measuring point in s
beef processing-. Although shown here as a sin
point, the chine bone is actually krigge or crest along
theliftekbOrit. Notice that the backbone supports the
upper end of the_ribs. ._

Pelliic bone. This very important bone which cor-
responds to the human pelvis; contains both the aitch
(or rump) bone and the hipbone. The aitch bone is so
called because- it resembles a rough capita/ letter H.

Leg bones. Strictly speaking; the leg bone refers to
the round bone of the hindquarters, but we also find
a shankbone attached by a joint to the round (leg)
bone; Note the stifle joint between the round bone and
the snankbOrie. ,.

. Ribs. Cattle have 13 ribs; attached to the backbone
at one end (left side; fig. 41)and_to_the breastbone at
the other end. A beef forequarter contains all but the
last (13th) rib. You will We ribs to determine where
to make key forequarter cuts.

runt and foreshank bones. The armbone (lower
center; fig. 4-1), actually part of the animal's front
leg, is surrounded by_meat which makes .fine arm
roasts. Use the -armbone as it guide when separating
the arm and shank from the chuck area of the fore-

Atiatter. The foreshank bone is the lower part of the
animari front leg.
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Exercisei (019):
1. Match selected associated facts; found in column .

B; with major bones, given in cOlumn A, by writing
. each ntirribered group of facts (column B) beside

its corresponding major bone_group (column A).:
NOTE: Each item in column B may be used only
once.

A
Major Bones

a Arm and foreshank 1.

b. Pelvic bone
c. Neckbone 2.

d Legiboues (including
ItuidslUtnk) 3.

e lirtekbOtit
f Ribs 5,

6.

Column B.
Associated Farts

Include round' bone, stdle
joint, and shank.
Attached to backbone at
at one end._
Parts of foreleg.
Supports neck,
Cottlisu of aitch bone and
hipbtint,
includes blade bond and
chine bone.

020; Associate siptillcant retell cuts with their ap-
propriate rellt*J Orbital Mg of beef;

c
Hindqinitter Primal Cuts; Carefully study figure

4-Z beef hindquarter chart; as you relate hindquarter
bone structure to standard cutting lines (primal cuts)
and invididual cuts; A hindquarter,which consists of
the last (13th) rib; part of the backbone, the pelvic
and leg Whet (including the hindshank),--contains
seven cutting areas. Let's study the details of each
primal cut.

kik. The shank (area 1 at the_ top Of fig. 4-2)
pro es ground beef and stew beef. The shank is the

r end Of the animal's hind leg.
Heel of tumid. The heel of round (area 2) inchideS

the stifle joint, Which joins the leg (round) bone to
the shankbone. It provides ound beef; stew beef, and
roast Note the dotted Li next to the-bone. You have
to cut along this detted ne in processing the heel of
round area;

Round. The round (area 3, fig. 4-2)_is one of the
eticiite heef areas. It includes the round (leg)_ bone
and yields swiss steak (a) and round steak (b). Round
steak is a favorite with customers.

SietOira tip. Also called knuckle, area 4; is directly
opposite the round and contains such individual cuts
as roast and steak. Sirloin tip provides excellent tip
roast; a choice bit of meat._

Rump; The riniip (area 5) includes the aitch' bone
and tail bone. Process the rump into _roasts.

Loin. One of the most choice beef areas,the loin
(area 6) provides sirloin steak; porterhouse steak;
T-bone steak and top loin steak.

Flank. The flank (area 7) yields not only flank.

Steak but- ground beef and beef stew. Note that
the only 2 in the flank area is a part of the 13th
rib. The it It. is removed from area shown within the
dotted linc
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PELVIC BONE

TAIL BONE

BACK BONE

NECK BONE

BEEF BONE CHART

AITCH (RUMP) BONE

HIP BONE

V
SLIP/JOINT

CHINE BONE

FINGER BONES

FEATHER OR
SPINE BONES

BUTTONS
BLADEBONE
CART)LAGE

BLADEBONE

RIDGE OF
BLADEBONE

HOCK BONES

HIND SHANK BONE

)STIFLE JOINT'

KNEECAP

LEG (ROUND) BONE

RIB CARTILAGEA

BREASTBONE

ELBOW BONE

FORE SHANK BONE

ATLAS
ARM BONE

Figure 4-1. Skeletal side of beef.
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1. Shank
a. Ground bvef
b. Stew beef

2. Fled of round
a. Ground beef
& Stew beef
a. Roast

3. Round
& Swiss steak
b Round steak

4. Sirloin tip (knocida)
a. Roast
b. Steak or roast

$ Rump; bond and rolled

& LOW
a. Sirloin sunk
b. Pin hips, steak

POrtertIOCir steak
a. T-bone Ida*
e. Top loin steak

7. Flank
a. Steak
b. Ground beef

Figure 4-2 Hindquarter chart showing cutting lines oT standard cuts.

F L carter Pritind Cidt. Look carefully at figure
forequarter includes the neck; blade bone,

part of the backbone, the firSt 12 ribs, andthe shank-
bone. Let's examine each of these primal cuts.

Shark. The shank (area I) includes the foreshank
bone and a small portion_ of the annbone. From tie
shank you get ground beef; beef stew, and soup ti

with bone.
Neck. The neck (area 2) is processed into ground

beef; stew; boneless roasts, and bdrieS can be proc-
essed and sot$ as neck bones.

Chuck (are* 3). This large area is one of the more
desirable parts of the forequarter. You first separate
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the chuck from the rib and plate section,-and then the
two sections are processed into retail cuts from the
various areas listed; _ _

Area 3a. This area is processed into blade bone pot
roasts or steaks. It includes part of the backbohe and
most of the bladebone. Bladeborie_ roasts and steaks
are recognized by the long flat (blade) bone running
through them;

Area 31,. Area 3b has a portion of the artnbone and
blidebcitie and the first six ribs; T-bone pot roasts/
steaks or boneless pot, roasts/steaks.

Area 3c. The round bone and lower rib bones are
included in this area; Area 3c yields round bone roasts
or steaks;



J.:

1. %is*
a. Ground beef
b. Stew beef
e. Soup meet wibone

3. Neckbonsiess roast. stew bOef or ground beef

3. Chuck
a. Blade bone pot roast or steak
b. 742one pot mat Or steak
e. Round bone pot roast (arm) or steak
d. Boneless pot roast b, or c)

5. Rib
a. Rib steak
b. Rib eye steak
e. Roast

S. Plate
a. Short ribs
b. Ground beef

7. Short plate. ground beef

S. 3-rib eons..

4. Brisket _

a. Stew beef
b. Ground beef
r. Boneless pot mart

Figure 43. Beef forequarter chart showing cutting lines and location at standard cuts.

Area 4. The brisket yields ground beef, Ste* beef,
and boneless pot roait.

Area S. The rib includes the upper part of ribs 7

through 12 and a portion of the backbone. From this
area you receive rib steak, rib eye steak, and rib
roasts.
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Area _6_. The plate area consists of the center rib
bones of 7 through 12. It yields short ribs and ground
beef.

Area 7. The shortplate consists of the lower part
of rib bones 7 through 12 and yields ground beef.
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Areal The 3-rib corner yields boneless pot roasts,
stew, and ground beef. Rib bones 4 through 6 are
located in this area.

Exercises (11214:
1. 'Match each individual cut found in column B ith

its related appropriate standarithindquarter pa 1

cut, given in coltirran A, by writing eachnumbered
individual cut (collimn B) besideitsccorresponding
lettered primal cut tcolumn A). NOTE: The in;
dividtial ;MS in tolunin 15--may relate to more than ;43. Bid
one primal cut.

Processing

4

lettered primal cut (column A). NOTE: The in-
dividual cuts in column B may relate to more than
one primal cut.

Column A:
Primal Cuts

a Chuck
b Plate
c Shank'_
d ShOrt plate
e. Briaket
f Neck
g Rib

Column A:
Primus! Cuts

a Shank
b Heel of round
c. Round
d. Sirloin tip
e Rump
f Loin
g. Frank

Column B:
Individual Cuts

1: Boned and rolled rout.
2. Flank Steak.
3. Beef stew.
4. Ground beef.
5. T!bone steak, top loin steak.
6. Swisasteak.
7. Roasts and steaks (opposite

round area).

_
2. Match each individual cut found in column B with

its related appropriate standard forequarter prima
cut, given in column A, by writing each numbered
individual cut (column B) beside its corresponding

s I
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Column Et.
TndiviclUal Cuts

1. Ground beef.
2. Beef stew.
3. Boneless pot roast.
4. Steak.
5. Blade bone pot roast.
6. Short ribs.
7. Round bone pot roast.
8. Soup meat with bone.

You are now ready to Study the processing of beef.
We will discuss preliminary hindquarter breaking
procedures and the final processing- of _retail cuts of
the hindquarter. Then we will cover forequarter'_
breaking and-, further processing procedures. We will
also diScuii fabricated iubprimal cuts of beef. Let's
aegin this discussion with hindquarter processing.

021; Differentiate between correct and incorrect
given statements reflecting preliMittiry hindquarter
breaking procedures, correcting the latter;

likidqUarter Breaking Procedures. Refer to figure
4-4 through 4-13 as we discuss the breaking pro-
cedures for the hindquarter.
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Figure 4-6. Saw through the 13th rib to complete
removal of the flank.

Figure 4-6. Sawing through 13th rib.

f
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Figure 4-7. Removing sirloin tip:

Figtire 37. Next, remove the sirloin tip.
a. Loosen the kneecap thikovers the sulk
b. On the top round side, cut from the kneeeap

(the length of the legbone) down to the aitchbolie to
expose the center of the legbone.

c. On the lkitteim round side, cut from the kneecap
(the length of the tegbone).down to the 'tchbone to
expose the cenier of the legb-ciiitt.

d. Intert_your inieatho-ok through the tissue of
the kneecap; cut the memb , 7.'1, the meat to
the bone, and pull the sirloin dp down to aitchbone.

s. Turn the knife at the rump knuckle and draw
out 1_ inchabove thegland on the flank iide, leaving
the gland on the tip.,



Figure 4-8. Marking angle for removing full loin.

Fitiike 4=8. Mark the cutting line for separating the
full loin from the round area.

a. Establish the correct angle by using the fifth
sacral vertebra' and the rump knucklebone as pivot
points.

2
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:Insure 44. &marls full laia from Tama

FlifUrt 44. Complete the separation by sawing
through the bones. Cutting at this angle will result in
less bone in pinbone steaks.

.Flgure 4-10. Remove the such (rump) bone from
the rotihd.

r4 Malt a line on the round side one inch from
aitchhonei using the top points of the aitchbone as

Remove the tailbone and trios
c. Remove the meat from the exposed cavity of

the eitehbonc
4 Remove the aitchhone by following the curve-,ture of the hone.
e. Use trimmings for ground beet

At this time the round may be left as iii for
processing bone-in steaks, tor further boded far :bone-
less retail cuts.

*. ripas 410. ReOiovini algal bor fiod n
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fygure 441. Separate t round from the,,hind-
Shank by cutting below the gambrel cord to the natural

_ r,

Non 4.13 eosin rived,bwilegbine.

2

ArIgtwe 442. done the round from the legbn-e.
a Follow the natural nowt.° the kgbimie.

_b. Combat* cutting arousal the Inborn down to the
- ban portion of the leglione. 1-vitight of the round

*ill lisist in the separation of the leghom and round.
c. Rehme the round by cutting around the end of

the legbone.
.
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4-11 Using the previous landMarks as
grids., separate the rump from the round.

siaA,21ha
1, Distinguish_between correct or incorrect RAW

'meats that f6110W placing a T or.F in the blanks
provided gad thaitnitts the incorrect stateminti to
correct OWL

a. To bang the bind extend the_ meat-
hooks!' of the Way ough the gambrel cord.

b. %fore removing the. flank, remove the kid-
ney and all fat covering the tenderloin.

When removing the sirloii tip, leave the
gland on the full loin.

2. What are die two steps involving measurement
mid seam location preceding the sawing through of .

the' 13th rib to complete removal of the. ?;

3., In .establishing the Correct angle for the cutting
line separating the full loin from the round area
what ate the pivotal points?.

d. Remove the full loin from the round by saw- 1122. Provide miming Information in liKompiete state-0

ing through the rump knucklebone and the asesstkpirtabial_to the fitsarPromesing gprFtnal cuts
fifth sacral vertebra. from the idndquarter aid risequilee _correctly the +,

steps In Silifiradug top round from bottom round and
promising both.

the round from the hind-thank by
cutting abovethe gambrel cord to the natural
seam.
4,*

Flank._ Refer so figures 4-14, and 4 16 in re- .

moving the Think/steak and processing it into steak.



Figure414. Removing flank steak.

4

Figure 4-15. Flank steak.
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Figure 4-14. To remve the flank steak from. the
flank section; proceed as follows.

a. Cut a thin strip from the navel side to untie the
heavy membrane-.

b. Remove the membmne by pulling from the thick
end to the opposite end.

a Locate the natural seam under the flank steak .
e, d. Releate on the thick end and pull the flank steak

far as it will pull easily; then cut off the flank steak.
e., Use the remaining portion of the flank for stew

beef and ground beef.

Figure 4-15. The flank steak is lean, oval shaped,
and free of serious membrane or white fibrous tissue,
with the grain running lengthwise.
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Figure 4-16.: Merchstadisingthe flank steak.

Figure 4=17. Sirloin up with covering on.

0

Figure 4-18. Merchandising sirloin tip with covering on.

Figure 4-16. The flank steak may now be merchan-
dised in any one of the_following ways:

a. Shorten the muscle fibers by scoring the steak
with a knife; making crisscross cuts about 3/4 of an
inch apart.

b. Tenderize the steak-, using the tenderizing ma-
chine

_c. Prepare the flack steak with a _pocket by opening
the thick end of the steak crosswise toward each side
(forming an opening but not cutting through the sid).
Insert the knife in the opening and cut a pocket on the
inside of the steak.

. d. Prepare mkt of flank by rolling the steak around
a piece of fat. Insert toothpicks or meat skewers, and

'= cut it up into individual steaks.

Sirloin Tip. Refer to figures 4.17 and 4-18.in proc-
easing the sirloin tip.

Figure 4-17. In the following steps the sirloin tip
is processed with the cover on.

a. Remove the kneecap by cutting parallel with the
face of the sirloin tip.

b. Remove any excess fat.
c. Cat the tip into steaks or roasts.
d. Using any trimmings for stew beef or ground

beef.

FY- 4-18-. The sirloin tip may also be processed;
removing the cover. To remove the cover, follow the
natural seam arpand iha sirloin tip. The tip is then
rperchandised arkfolloals:

a. Cut the siribincip into roasts of varied weights.
Thin, wide slicei -bf cod fat can be placed around
roasts_and tied for a more desirable finished- product.

b. Cut the sirloin tip in varied thickness for steaks.
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Figure 4-19. Rolled rump resit.
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Figure 4-20. Full round, bone-i

ki

Figure 4-21. Processing bone-in round steaks,
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Rump Roast. The finished rolled roast is shown in
figure 4-19. Use the following steps in preparing
rump roast.

a: Form the boneless rump into a roll.
b. Tie the roll crosswise with roast cord; approxi-

mately 1 inch apart, or use netting:
c. Merchandise the Dial1 wholt or cut into varied

weights.

I

Bone-ln Round. To process bone-in round steaks,
refer to figures 4-20, 4-21, and 4-22. Figure 4-20
shows the full bone-in round before processing.

ww

Figure 4-21. To process bone:in round steaks, pro-
ceed as follows:

a. Slice the round steaks,: doWn throtigh the gland.
b. Slice it into one 2 inch swiss steak.
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Figure 4.-22; Remove excess fat and the gland from
round steaks before merchandising.

Full Boneless Road Cats. Refer to figure 4-23 or
processing full boneless round cuts.

Figure 4-23. Processing full boneless round Steaks.

_.4111111111c

Figure 4-24. Heel of round.
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Figure 4-,23. To process full round boneless cuts,
proceed as follows: ,

a. Slice the steaks 1/2 inch thick until the heavy
deposit Of fat in the, center of the round is reached:

fr Trim this excess fat and any discoloration from
stesiki before merchandising.

a The remainder of and can be merchandised
as roast, steak, and stew f.

Heel of Round. The heel (fig. 4=24) is the back por-
tion of_the round that includes a portion of the shank
meat. The heel is merchandised as pot roast, stew
beef or ground



Figure 4-25. Separating top round from bottom round.

Figure 4-26. Top (inside) round.

Figure 4.27. Full bottom (outside) round with eye attached.
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Processing the Individual Muscles of the Round.
To separate the round and process individuaNns,
refir to figure 4=25 through 4:I5.

Figure 4-2.5. To separate the top round from bot-
tom round, proceed as follows:

a. Separate the top (inside) round from the bottom
(outside) round by following the natural seams.

b. Leave the eye of round attached to the bottom
round.
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Figure 4-26. In processing the top round, prbceed as
follows:

a. Remove any discoloration and excess fat found
on the outside.

b. Merchandise the round as steak or roast
a Cut these steaks 1/2 inch thick.

*d. Cut the roasts lengthwise (with the grain of the
t)Ao give a uniform crossgrain carving when they
ate cooked.

e. The back portion can be used for stew beef or
ground beef.

-

Figure 4-27,____To process the full bottom (eye of
bottom round as one unit) round, do the

following .

a. Remove the popliteal lymph gland.
b. Remove the sillier strip located at the seam where

the sirloin tip was ,separated from the bottom round.
r. Cut these steaks 1/ 2 inch thick.
d. Cut the roasts into various sizes.
e. Trimmings are used for stew beef or ground

beef.
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Figure 4-211. Eye and bcAtom (outside) round.

Figure 4-29: Trimmed loin of beef.

Figure 4-30: Processing sirloin.

f ,;)
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:Figure 4-28. To process eye of round and bottom
round cuts; proceed as follows:

a. Separate the emilf round from the bottom round
by following the natural seam:

b. Remove any excess fat and the lymph gland from
the bottom round.

c: Remove the silver strip from the bottom round.
d. Cut the eye of round into steaks 1 2 inch thick, or

leave it whole or cut it into roasts of various sizes.
e: Process the bottom round in the same way as

the eye is process-ed.
f Use any trimmings for stew beef or ground beef.

Full LAS. The fall loin (fig. 4-29) consists of, two
wholesale cuts, the sirloin (a) and the short Join- (b).
To separate the sirloin (a) from the short_ loin (b),
locate the end of the hipbone (pinbone) and gut paral-
lel with the face of the sirloin end. To process the sir-
loin and shoryloin, refer to figures 4-30 through 4-35:

I

Figure 430. The sirloin may be boned rid the
steaks merchandised as boneless top sirloin ste s and
to process bone in sirloin as follows:

a. Cut these Staab of iinifcirth thickness by loping
the sirloin pressed against the guide.

b. Cut these steaks 3/4 to 11/2 inthet thick (act rd-
ing to customer demand).'

c. Trim all individual steaks of excess fat and bolie.
d. -Remove any bone dust before merchandisi



Figure 4-31. Sirloin and pin bone steaks, trimmed and untrimmed.

Figure 4-32. Trimmeg short loin.

Figure 4-33: Processing short loin.
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Figure Notice the whole sirloin (top center);
pinbone smtk, trimmed and untrimmed (center); and
sirloin steak trimmed and untrimmed (bottom).

F7gure 4-32; To trim the short loin, do the folloiing:
a. Remove the excess chine bone.
b. Tritit the backbone to remove any discoloration

and sharp bones.
c. Remove any excess flank meat and remove any

tails that exceed 1 inch before cutting into steaks.

Figure 4-33. To process the short loin, proceed as
follows:

a. Cut steaks of uniform thickness by keeping the
short loin pressed against the guide.

b. Cut porterhouse and T-bone steaks 1/ 2 to 11/2
inches Thick and top, sirloin steaks 3/ 4 of an inch
thick. However, the actual thickness of the steaks
depends upon customer demand.

c. Remove any bone dust.



Figure 4-34. Staab cut from short loin.

Figure 4-34. Figure 4-34 shows porterhouse steaks,
trimmed and untrimmed (left); T-bone steaks,
trimmed and untrimmed (center); and top loin steaks,
trimmed and untrimmed (right).

The upper cut k the trimmed loin of beef, showing location ofsteaks:
A. Sirloin
B. Porterhouse
C. T-bone
D. Top loin

The lower cuts are steaks cut from loin of beef:
A. Sirloin, cut from large end of loin.
IL Porterhouse, cut from large end of short loin. A large tender-

loin is characteristic of porterhouse steaks.
C. Tbone, cut after porterhouse has been removed down to point

Where tenderloin becomes thin. A smeller tenderloin is charac-
teristic of Tboos steaks.

*1-
D. Top loin steak, the remaining portion of short loin. Top loin

steaks are characterized by very little or no tenderloin.

Figure 4-33. Trimmed loin and steaks.

Figure 4-35. Notice the full loin,4he individual cuts
derived from it, and their location.

1
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Cuts Received From Hindquarters. Figure 4=36
Shirks and lists the standard retail cuts received from
the hindquarter.

-A

15J-RFPirlir

1

yea

Ip

v
A. Hind *sink maim bons-in
B. Siiiipbcina
C; Kidney
D. Flank stork
E. Bottom (outside) round steak, aye removed
F. Eye of round steak
G. Sinoin tip (kininkle) steak, covering on
H; Sirloin tip (knuckle) steak, covering off
I. Full round steak

Top (inside) roundJtiesk_
K. Bottom (outside) round steak, eye of round included

L. Sirloin Steak
M. Club steak
N. T =I mi steak
D. Porterhouse steak
P. Sirloin dp, covering on
0. Top (inside) round
R. Eye of round
S. Sirloin tip, covering removed
T. Rump roist, boneleu
U. Bottom (outside) round, eye still attached'
V. Heel of round

Figure 4=36. Cuts from beef hindquarter.

Exercises (022):
COmplete exercises I through 8 by filling in the
blanks with the appropriate word or Worth.
L steak has grain running lengthwise;
2. The may be merchan-

dised with the outside covering intact or removed.
3. The retail cut that has a gland in the center is

4. Thi cut Of bid that has shank meat attached is
the

5; The silver strip separates the from
the

6. To separate the sirloin from the full loin, cut petal=
lel with the face Of the sirloin end to the

7. Klarge tenderloin is characteristic of a
steak

8. The last steak processed from the shortloin is

9: The following are -steps in separating top round
from bottom round and proceising both correctly.
Resequence their order after first separating them
into fa) top (inside) and (b) bottom (outside)
rounri
a. Cut the steaks 1 / 2 inch thick.
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b. Follow the natural seams in separating the top
round from the bottom round.

c. Use the back portion for stew beef or ground .

beef.
d. Remove_ any discoloration and excess fat from

the outside; -
e. Leave the eye of round attached to the bottom

round.
L Cut the roasts lengthwise (with the _grain of the

meat) to give a uniform crossgrain carving, when
they are cooked.

g. Merchandise the round as steak or roast..

023. Discriminate between Correct and incorrect state-
iboutpreliminary breaking procedures of the

forequarter and final rib processing,- invalid, cor-
recting the 'attic, and identify acceptable ways to
nitrehandGe the short plate from a.mixed Ilst Of ac-
ceptable and unacceptable such Ways.

.
Prelithisuiry Foreqttarter Breaking. Refer to figures

447,4-38, and 4-39 for preliminary breaking proce=
dures.



Figure 4-37. Breaking forequArter.

Figure 4-38. Merchandiiing she shirt Meat.
A.

Figure 4-37. While the forequarter is hanging on
the rail; proceed as follows:

a. Remove_the spinal cord.
b. Triin off any dark exposed surface, especially in

the neck area. Do not use this for ground_ beef,
c. Remove any meat in the cavity of the chine

bone; .trim, and we it for ground beef:
_ d. Remove the skirt meat from the inside of the
forequarter on the plate lettion by cutting a thin strip
from the thin edge to untie the Membrane; pulling the
membrane Irons this inside and the outside) Of the
skirt; and cutting under the skirt, staying close to the
rib bones and over the rib cartilages.

Figure 4-38. To prepare for merchandising, remove
any excess fat from the meat. The skirt may be mer-
chandised_in any one ofthe following ways:

0, As skirt steak (fillet of steak, center of fig. 4-38).
To prepare the skirt steak, cut a strip of cod fat ap-
proximately 1/2 inch square; place the strip Of fat
crosswise on the skirt meat and roll it lengthwise; so
that the fat will be in the center; insert toothpicks to
hold the roll together and- slice between the tooth-
picks to make individual cuts.

b. As ground beef (top right in fig. 4-38).
c. Beef stew (bottom right in fig. 4-38)



Figure 4-39. Separating wing section from crpsS-cut chuck.

Figure 4-40. Marking plate.
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Figure 4-39. Count five ribs from the neck and
pierce between the fifth and sixth ribs, then proceed
as follows:

a. Cut between the fifth and sixth ribs, -parallel
with the rib bones.

b. Saw through the breastbone and the backbone to
separate the wing section from the crosscut section.

Processing the Rib (Whit Section). Figures 4-39
through 4;50 show processing of the wing section.

Figure 4-40. Measure 7 inches from the ckine bone
On the small end and make a. landmark to be used in
separating the plate from the rib.
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Figure 4-41. Separating plate from rib.

-Q.

Figure 4-42. Processing short ribs and short plate.
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Figure 441. To remove the plate (navel), saw from
the mark keeping the line of cut parallel, with the
back of the rib.

Figure 4-43. To prepare shOrtfibs (left in fig. 442),
cut across the ribs in approximately 2 inch lengths;
then cut between each rib and rkmoveany_excess.fat.

To, prepare the short plate (right in fig, 442), cut in
between each rib bone and.through the_ribartilages;
remove_ the excess fati and merchandise it as soup

'Meat with bone in, or bone it and grind the meat.
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F '4-43. Merchandising cuts from plate.

Figure 4-44: "(rimming rib:

Figure 343. The short plate 'may be merchandised
in any of the following ways: ,

a. With the plate boned, excess fat removecL and
used for ground beef.-

b. As stew beef (bottom left in fig. 4-43).
c. As skirt steak processed from the skirt meat.

Theiskirt meat is located on. the inside-of the short
plate (seccmd from the left in fig. 443).

d. As soup meat (with bone in, processed from tl)e
short plate) with the top layer of meat and exces_sgat
remaining on the cut third from left in fig. 4t3).

e. As short plate with the top layer of lean meatand
excess fat removed (bottom center of fig, 4=43).

f As short ribs cut full length for barbecuing.
g As short ribs cut short for stewing or braising.

Figure 4=45 Trimmed rib
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Figure 444. Remove the chine bone and trim feath-
erbones, proceeding as follows:

a. Hold the rib at an angle to cut at the base of the
chine bone (where the chine bone contacts the spinal
cord channel).

b. Close the guide on the saw to remove any sharp
bones and discoloration from featherbones.

c. Do not allow the saw blade to penetrate into
the meat:.

Figure 44.1. The trimmed rib can then be processed
into steaks or roasts:



Figure 446. Professing rib.

Figure 4-47. Rib steaks. trimmed and untrimmed.

Figure 4-411. Merchandising rib rout.

Figure 446. Uie the following steps in cutting rib
steaks_and roasts:

a. Cut the first three ribs from the small end for
rib steaks or roasts.

b. Use the, next three ribs for steaks.
e gone the renittining two ribs and process them

into rib eye steaks;
d. Determine the thickness of the steaks according

to customer demand.
e. Remove any bone dust from the steaks before

traying them.

Figure -47. The bone in, trimmed rib steak: is
shown in the left of fig. 4-47. The rib'steak, showing
the necessary trim of excess bone and fat is shown on
the right in this figure.

Figure 4-48. Use the f fading steps in preparing
-rib roast:

a. Remove the backb e, the featherbones, and
Ole backstrap (left fig; 4-48). _

b. Place a thin (1/4 inch) layer of fat where bones
have been removed (c7nter fig. 448):

c. Tie the fat into place (right, fig. 4-48). Thii fat
will prevent excess shrinkage in cooking and facilitate
carving.



Figure- 4-49. Boning rib:

=1111111211M

Figure 4.50. Merchandising boneless rib.
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Figure 449. To bone standing ribs, proceed as
follows:

a. Cut the meat from the rib bones down to the
featherbones.

b. Release the meat from the featherbones.
c. Lift the boneless rib from the cradle of bones.
d. Remove the backstrap from the natural seam.

Figure 450. The boneless rib may be processed into
any of the following retail cuts:

a. As boneleis rib roast (top left, fig. 50). Roasts
may be merchandised as flat or rolled;

b. As boneless rib steak (bottom, fig. 4;50).
c As rib eye roast (top right, fig. 4-50) or rib eye

steak (bottom right fig; 4-50): To process the boneless
rib into rib eye, remove the outer covering by follow -
ing the natural seams. Merchandise the lean trim-
mings from the cover as stew beef or ground beef.
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Fot exercises jthrough 5, indicate the correct state-

by plaitng iiCT or F in tha blanks provided..
Change tWineorreet statements to correct ones.

1. The membrane-: is removal: from the plate
_ before procamint.
2. The . latag seetkiii Slid crosscut section is

separated between the .fifthfth and sixth ribs._
3 Separate the-plate and_ rib 5 inChei from:the

chine bone on the small end in a line parallel
with the back _of the _rib;

4. Th4 hill rib yields rib steak, rib ye steaks,
and short ace.

-;;=. 5. Tha back strap is removed from less rib
cuts. .

6. From thi_folloWitig taxed Sit of ,acceptabk'aiid
usimxeptable ways to merchandise the short plate;

the blank pro . Leave unacceptable ways with
identify by placing R (right) in

nothing :befo them
soup meat with the top layer of meat and

excess fat remaining on the cut;

f

Figure 4-51. Removing foresiumk and brisket from cross-cut chuck.

Figure 4-52. Processing foreshank and brisket.

6

b As short ribs cut full length for barbecuing.
c As skirt steak processed from the skirt meat

located on the outside of the short plate.
d As stew beef.
e With the plate boned and used for ground

bef, with excess fat removed or not, depend-
ing on the grade of ground beef intended;

f. As soup meat with the top layer of meat and
excess fit trimmed from the cut.

g. As short ribs cut for stewing or braising.
h. As short plate with the top layer of lean meat

and excess fat removal.

024: Supply nsissing Information in incomplete state-
ments pertaidng to procesenj JIM bri&d and chuck
sectkin of the tortaluarter and resequence correctly
the_ steps In processing the arm section into roasts
Ind Maki.

Psocessing the Foreshank and Brisket. Figures 4-51,
4=52, and 4-53, show brisket processing and mer-
chandising;

Figure 4 -51. Remove the foreshank and brisket
from the.crosscut chuck, then proceed as follows:
'a. Locate the knuckle and cut 1/2 inch above the

knuckle on the shoulder side. By cutting 1/ 2 inch
above the knuckle, you avoid a large bone in the first
arm roast.

b. Keep the line of cut parallel to the back offthe
chuck.

c. Saw through the arm and rib bones.

Figure 4-5j. Separate the foreshank from the
brisket by following the natural seam located under-
neath the elbow bone (note dotted line in fig. 4-52).
Merchandise the foreshank as boneless stew beef,
ground beef, or soup bones with meat.



Figure 4-53. Merchandising brisket.

A. Bloek cross rib
B. Shouldar (arm chuck)
C, Chuck --
D. Nock

Figure 4-54. Square chuck. showipg location of cuts.

Figure 4-55: Separating chuck and shoulder.
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Figure 4-53. The brisket may be merchandised in
any of the following ways:

a. Bone-in brisket (left in fig. 4-53) used as
bone-in soup meat.

b. Boneless flat brisket (cagier) may be used for
roasts of various sizes, stew bi-*, or ground bid.

c. As rolled brisket, boneless, with the deckle
removed (right, fig. 4-53). To prepare large briskets

'for rolling, cut the brisket lengthwise, reversing_ one
piem, and then tying the two pieces together with the
fat sides out. Two small briskets may be rolled and
tied together for a roast.

Processing the Chuck Section; Notice figure 4-54
for the location of standard cuts of the square chuck.
For processing of these ciits, refer to figures 4-55
through 4-64.

*gur e 4=55, Separate the chuck from the shoulder
(chuck left in figure 4-55, shoulderright in same
figure as 'follows:

a. 1.6c11fr. the blade cartilage in the face of the
chuck and fnEtkapprOximately 1 inch on the arm side.

b. LoCate the ball portion bf the ball-and-socket
joint of the arm on the neck end and mark 1/2 inch
from the ball on the chuck side.

c. Connect the two marks and cut parallel with
the back of chuck to complete the separation.
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Figure 4-56. Separate the cross rib from the arm
as follows:

a; Cut between the th and fourth ribi (count
from the neck end). ,

b. Merchandise the cro4 rib as pot roasts, stew
beef, or ground beef.

Figure 4-56. Separating block gross rib from arm.
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Figure 4=57. Processing arm roasts and steaks=

Figure 4-58: Ann roast.
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I Figure 4-57. Cut the arm section into roasts and -
ittakt as follows: .nca: Cut from the round armbo _Aide bac o the
large ball bone. Avoid cutting into t large babone.

b. Determine the thickness of roasts and steaks
according to patron demand.

c. Remove any hone dust. ..: 4i
d. Bone the remaining portion of the arm and use

it for roasts, steaks. stew beef, or ground beef.j
Figure 4-58; On the left in this figure is-the trimmed

arm roast. The arm_roast itself fs sliown on the right,
with the excess fat and bones that should biremoved.

1
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Figure 4-59. Cuu processed from shouldiri.

Figure 460. Removing knuckle portion of shoulder
using alternate method.

Flau're 4-61. Processing eltaeL

.
Figure 4=62. Chuck roast.
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Figure 4-59. Notice the retail cuts processed from
the_shoulder section (top center; fig. 4-59). They are
as follows:

a: Cross rib roast (left iiottom, fig. 4-59)._
b. Bali bone used for soup bone (sect* from left,

fig. 4=59) -
c; Shoulder (boneless) used for roast or steak

(second feciM right, fig. 4-59).
d. Am roast (extreme right in fig. 4-59).

Figure 4-60. The knuckle portion of arm may be
removed by taking the following steps:

a. After the arm roast has been removed; turn the
'chuck with the bone side tip.

b. Locate the blade cartilage in the face of the
chuck and 'cut approximately 1 inch on the arm side.

c. Cut parallel with the back of the chuck to sep-
arate the knueklebone and the remaining arm section;

d Remove the knucklebone and use it for a soup
bone.'

t. Use the bone arm section for rolled roast or swiss
steak._

Use any trimmings for stew beef or ground beef.

Figure 4=61. Cut the chuck into roasts and steaks
as follows:

a. Trim any excess chine bone.
b. Trim the backbone lightly to brighten its ap-

pearance.
c. Begin cutting from the face of the chuck per;

pendiculat to the back of the chuck:
d. Cut chuck _roasts and steaks until you reach the

heavy deposit of fat in the neck area.
e. Remove any bone dust.
f Use the neck for roast, stew beef,-or ground beef.

Figure 4=62. Notice the trimmed chuck roast on
the left, this figure; and the one on the right in the
same figure, showing the excess fat and bona that
should be removed.
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FilM* 4=63. Cuts promesed from chucc.

Figure 4-63. The retail cuts pyocesseit from the
chtick section center, fig. 4-6154e as follows:

Lean meat used for stew or ground beef.
firstvut chucks identified by the presence of

the blade cartilage (top left; fig. 4-63);
c.. Blade chuck; identified by the presence of the

blade! (iottom left, fig. 4-63).
-bone chuciq identified by the portion of

the resembling the number seven (second
frti t in fig, 4-63).

k; a less desirable cut (bottom right in fig.
4-43):,t

k bones, merchandised as beef neck bones
t in fig. 4=63).

Firm X64. Cuts prinfrised from square-Mat chuck.

B
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A Skirt, (fink of skirt) steak
B. AIM ribs, cut Omit and long
C. Mort (date, fiat covering removed
D. Rib rwns

Rolled rib roast, bo-ness
Standing rib roast with covering
tied, replacing featherbones

E.
F.
G.
H.

Fig** - 64. The retail cuts processed from the
square-cat chuckam as follows:

a. As blade chick (center top, fig.
b. As boneless shoulder rolled roasts (second from

top, fig. 464).
c. AS blade chuck roast (left, in bottom two rows of

fig. 4-6).
d. As arm roast (right, in bottom two rows of fig.

4-64).

Standing rib, feadierbones removed
Standing rib featherbones still intact

Ribiesteak
Rib steak; boneless
Rib steak tion4=in
Boneless brisket

Flit
Rolled and tied

Figure 4-65. Cuts processed from the forequarter.
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N t.

I. Chuck roasts
sock (English, Boston)

K. Shoulder, homeless
L. Arm roasts
M. Neck bones
N. Rib bbnes with finger meat
0. Soupbone



Cuts Processed From Forequarters. Figure 4-65
shows the retail cuts processed from a forequarter of
beef.
Etireis4S (020
Complete exercises through 4 y in the blanks
with the appropria* word or.words.
1. To avoid a large' bone in the first arm roast, sep-

arate the foreshank and brisket from the crosscut
chuck inch above the knuckle on the
shoulder side.

2. Separate the from
1 inch from the blade cartilage.

3. When the cross rib is separated from the arm,
ribs are left on the cross rib section.

4. The first cut proteased from the chuck section is
roast.

5. The following are steps in processing the arm
section into roasts and steaks correctly. Resequence
their order from the incorrect one given, deleting
any not needed steps:
a. Determine the thickness of roasts or steaks ac-

cording to patron demand.
b. Bone the remaining portion of arm, using it for

roasts, soup meat, and ground beef.

5 Al

c. Avoid cutting into the large ball bone a you cut
from the round armbone side back' to the large
ball bone.

d. Make,ground beef, roasts, steaks, and stew beef
out of the remaining portion of arm; after boning
it.

e. Cut from the round armbone side back to the
large ball bone: then slice carefully through its
center.

f. Remove any bone dust.

025; Diserttnitote between true and false statements
concerning _fabricated. sub-primal cuts of_ beef and
supply Misting information in statements about such
fabricated cuts;

Fabricated Cuts of Beef; The major subprimal cuts
of beef are shown in figure 4-66. Market-ready cuts
may vary depending on the packer's pioduction
methods. For example; some packers diVide the full
loin (a) into thfee cutssirloin butt, shOrt loin, and
butt tenderloin; For a detailed description of each
cut, follow litares 4-67 through 4-72.

44,

A. Loin
B. Round
C. Rib

Figure 4-66. Major subprimal cuts of beef.

D. Sirloin tip (knuckle)
E. Armbone chuck (shoulder)
F. Blade chuck
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Figure 4-67 Full loin.

Figure 4-68. Round.

Figure 4-69. Rib.
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Figure 4-67. The full loin contains the 13th rib
where the side was separated between the 12th and
13th ribs. The .flank is cut 3 inches above the eye
muscle on_ the rib end; and the tenderloin is trimmed
within 1/ 2 inch Of fat. The sirloin end is separated
froth the rump parallel with the rib end to give the cor-
rect loin angle for retail cutting of bone-in sirloin
Maki. Fit is trimmed to within 1/ 2 inch. The loips
are packed one in a box.

Figure 4=68. The hindshank is removed at the stifle
joint. The aitch frump) bone, sacral vertebrae; and
tail joints are removed. The round leg bone remains
intact. Exterior fat is trimmed to within 1/ 2 inch;
One round is packed in a box with one sirloin tip.

Figure 4-69. The rib is separated from the chuck
between the fifth and sixth ribs; The rib is separated
from the plate 3 inches above the eye of the loin end
and 4 inches abbve the eye of the chuck end. The

.chine bone is removed along a straight line where
the vertebra joines the featherbones. The blade bone
remains in. Exterior fat is trimmed to within 1/ 2 inch.
Ribs are packed two in a box.
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Figure 4-70. Sirloin tip.

Figure 4-71. Arm chuck.

Figure 472. Made chuck.

Figure 4-7th The sirloin tip is the portion cif the
primal round that is underneath the round bone. The
kneecap and connective tissues are removed. All ex-
terior fat is trimmed within' 1 / 2 inch. The sirloin tip
is packed in a box with the round.

Figure 4 -71. Armboire chuck (shoUlder; is the por-
tion.of the square chuck that remains after splitting
in half, Exterior fat is removed to within 1 / 2 inch. The
shoulder is packed one in a box with the blade chuck..

Figure 4-72. The blade chuck is half of the fine rib
square chuck. The tip of the neck is removed at the
atlas joint. The entire thrgat area 'is trimmed corn-
pletely free of blood clots, glands, and surface fat.
Exterior fat is trimmed to within I/ Z inch;The blade
chuck is packed one in a

e
box with the shoulder.
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Exert:WS (025):
Identify exercise statements 1 through 4 as being
either true or iliac:

I One inch of exterior fat is left on all sub -
- primal cuts.
2 The round is received minus the aitch bone,

sacral_vertebrae; and tail joints;
_ 3 The rib is separated from the chuck between

the fourth and fifth ribs.
4 The sirloin up and round are packed in

separate boxes.

5. Supply the missing words in each of the following
statements about fabricated cuts of beef:
a. Some packers divide the full loin into three cuts:

sirloin butt, , and butt
tenderloin;

b._ The portion of the square chuck remaining after
splittinit in half is rites
(shoulder).

c The is-one half of
the fine' rib square chuck.

d. The blade chuck is packed one in a boit with the

4-4; Cutting Differences Between Veal and Mature
Beef

Veal differs from mature beef in structure and cut-
ting procedures. These are covered in this section to
the degree you need to know them for your job.

026. Matteis te variOuS types of meat with appropriate
related theriettrittict.

Listed below are the five major cutting differences
existing between veal and mature Beef:

a. The first difference is that veal is received in
whole sides. Mature beef ,has -been separated into
forequarter and hindquarter before receiving.

b. A beef hindquarter contains the last (13th) rib,:
but we separate a veal side behind the lastrib. All
ribs remain on the forequarter.

c. Notice the greater size in mature beef_ (areas 3,
4, an 5, fig. 4-3) than in veal (areas 3 and 11, fig. 4-73).

The areas of veal are _processed into blade and arm-
bone chops and oast. The corresponding areas of
beef yield blade nd arm roasts .and steaks. In veal
these areas are fled shoutcter, but in mature beef
they are called druckRib chops are cut from veal
rib; whereas mature beeef yields rib steaks and roasts.

d In the veal leg; area," 12; figure 4-73; notice that
you cut completely through the round bone just below
the lower end and process cutlets and roasts. In beef,
two major cuts are made from this part (area 3, the
round and area 4, the sirloin tip). In veal, only one
major cut is made.
_ e. One final difference: Area 13 (Veal hindshank,
fig. 4-73) is one major, cut, while the same beef area is
two cuts (area 1, shank and 2, heel of round, fig. 4-3).

Exercises (026):
I. Match each of the types of meat given in column B

with its related appropriate characteristics of meat;
found in column A, by writing each. numbered
type (column B) beside its corresponding lettered
Characteristic (column A); NOTE: Each item in
column B may be used more than once.

Cotwnn A Column B
Charactertuici Types of Meat

a. Received u a whole side. 1. Beef.
b. Rib chips._ 2. Veal.
c. Blade roasts.
d Forequarter received separated.
e Rib roasu.
f Round area constitutes single

major cut.
g. Sirloin up removed separately.
h All ribs on forequarter.

4-5. Veal Processing
We will consider a number of veal processing steps.

The next objective covers separating the hindquarter
and forequarter and processing the forequarter.

.

4
late various steps in veal forequarter proc-
their related appropriate taiik. °



1. Shank
a. Ground vial
b. Stew
c. Chop surf:

-ft

2.: Neck
t. Ground void
b. Chop_suatr

3. Shoidckto black bon. chops

4. Shovildar, arm bona chops

5. Brisket
a. Packet vast roost
b.. Ste*
c. Chop surf
d. Ground void

6. Rib-rib chops

7. &oast
L Pocket veal roost
b. Mks

Straw'
d. &Wain!!
it. Ground void

S. Loin4oin chaps

9. Flank, tround veal

10. Sirloin-chops or roast

11. Rump, boned and rollid

12. Log
s. Cutlets
b. Rclatt
c. Cutlets

13. Shank
SISIN

-b. Chop way ,

c., Grounctioal

ih Cutting 1ines:



_
Figure 4.74. Side 'of veal.

Figure -75. Separating hindquarter from forequarter.ter

4.

Figure 4-76. Marking off rib from shoulder:

1rt

'
Figure 4-77. Separating_ rib and 'navel from shouldet and breast.-
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-Sotinriting_Hhidituarter 'Front Forequarter. In this
separation prOcedure; first you must place _the veal
side' on the preparation table, meat-side doWn, as
shown in figure 4-74. Then trim any discolored sur-
faces,: remove the kidney knob and spinal cord, and
hang it tender. tut throne' the meat behind the 13th-
rib, lenvings:11 ribs on the foreqttarter,..then saw
through the backbone, as shown in figure

Piot Foritquattat. Forth fgrequa'
easing 'Steps distussed 'next; 'refer to -1*
througb..448.

yatki-og Of frOnt'
figure 4-76.- First, count front_ the_ neck e0
between the sixth and seventh ribs.
mark penetrates thr gh the meat toth

-Separating rib and navel front shoulder and breast.
This is shown in figure 4-77. Now turn the forequarter
over and usitng the mirk as a guide, separate it by
cutting between the sixth and the seventh: ribs:



Figure 4-71. Removing (onishink end breast from shoulder.
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Removing the foreshank and breast from shoulder:
This is shown in figure 478:Locate here the joint
where the arrnbone joiner the foreshank and mark I /2
mch,on the shoulder side. Be sure to mark off parallel
to the back and then separate it. Notice that figure
479 shows you different Ways to merchandise the fore-
shank and brisket; These are as follows:

a; As shank, whole (upper left-hand corner, fig.
4=79).

b. As shank cut for stew (left sidei second -froin
top, fig. 4-79).

c. As veal stew; boneless (lower left -hand corner,
fig; 4-79); .

d. Using the large knuckle portion of the shank for
a Soupbone.

e. As, ground veal for meat loaf.
f. As ground veal.
g. As patties: _

k As brealtj;wholt for Staling (tut a pocket is
the breast before merchandising). -

As breast for stewing (cut into small pieces ap-
ProximatelY 1 inch wide)..

. .

ti

Reniobirr three -rib _eOriteir; This is shown {n fig.
..4-80 and involves the followingf' ,

a. Locate the-bladehOne Cartilage and mark ap-
proximately 1/2 inch on the_shoulder side.

b. Cut parallel to the batk through the first three
rib ones.

c: Cut parallel to and between the third and fourth
ribs to the alit tine of the cut to remo.ve; The chops
proassid froths the. shoulder will have bet-
ter eye appeal with'iM tfiree;rib corner removed.

'it Pro-ass the three-ritecoiner into ribletsloi Stew- ;
ing or braising, or bbne the Meat for grinding.

P ;,



Figure 441. Cutting masons snots; and roast.

Figure 442. Cutting blade chops apd roasts.

Figure 4-83. Separating breast.froin ri

Cutting armbone chops. This is shown in figure
4-81 and involves the following:

a. Cut chops from the armbone side down to but
not including, the large knucklebone.

b. Trim any excess fat and bone and remove any
bone dust.

r. Cut the knuckle portion into chops or mists. Be
sure to trim the knucklebone and any excess fat before
merchindising.

a The arm portion of the shoblder may also be mer-
chandised as roasts.

Cutting blade chops and roasts. ;This is shown 4
figure4-82 and involves the following:

a. Remove any excess chine bone from thesemain-
ing portion of the shoulder; .

b. _Cut chops, or roasts perpendioular to the biac fo,
the deposit of -t d gland in the neck. %

Trim ny fat and remove any bone clust
rota the _ps or roasts.
d; The shoulder may also be boned and processed
to boneless roast.

Separating breast from ribs and processing breast.
This process involves the following:

Mark 4 ifictiei,froni the chine boiie on the small
end; cut parallel to the back, and separate the breast
from She ribs, as shOWn in lguri 4-13.
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Figure 4-84. Cutting brit into three pieces of uniform size.

j

Foure 445: Shang into uniform
_

trips for stewing or braising.

b. Cut the breast into three pieces of uniform size,
as shown in figure 4-84.

e. Slice the three pieces into uniform strips for
stewing or braising, as shown in figure 4-85.

el. Refer to figure 4-86 for procedures in merchan-
dising the breast.
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Figure 4-87. Removing chine bone from ribs.

4

fignre 4-88: Pr Odessing rib chops.

Processing rib chops; Remove the chine bone from
ribs, as shown in figure 4-87. But see figure 448 for
processed rib chops with any excess fat and all bone

P dust removed.



Exercises (027):
1. Match each of the processing steps given in column

with its related appropriate task, found in column
A, by writing each numbered step (column B)
side its corresponding lettered task (column A).
NOTE: Each item in column B may be used only
once.

Column A Column B
Tasks_ Processing Steps

Cut behind 13th rib. 1. Separating rib and navel
b Cu r berivetti sixth and from shoulder and brew.

seventh rail: L Cutting armbone chops
c Separate where the arm- and roasu._

bone joins foreshank. 3. Removing foreshank and
d Cut down to large breast from shoulder.

knucklebone. 4. Separating hindquarter
e Mark 4 inches from from forequarter.

chine bone. 3. Separating breast from
ribs.

Flip re 4-89. Marking for removing flank.

Figure 44). Removing flank.
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028. Associate various steps in veal hindquarter proc-
ening with their appropriate tasks.

Hindquarter Processing. As yogi process the veal
hindquarter follow figures 4-89 through 4-96.

4

Removing,Jlank. This is shown in figures 4-89-and
4-90, is done this "way:

a. Lay the hindquarter on the preparation table,
with the skin side down.

b. Mark 4 inches from the chine bone on the loin
end.

c. Cut through the cod fat to thepnatural seam.
d. Follow the contour of the round (knuckle side) to

the lower flank;
e. Cut in a straight line to the 4-inch mark to re-

move.
f. Remove any membrane from the inside of the

flank and merchandise this as stew or ground.

t 1



Figure 441. &pirating rump and kin front leg.

Figure 4-92. Processing veal cutlets.

A

Figure 4-93. Processing back portion of leg.

Figure 4-94. Separating loin; sirloim and rump.

66

Separating rump toinfrom kg. This is shown
in figure 4-91. To do t mark 1 inch from the aitch
(rump) bone, cut parallel to the aitch bone, and
separate them.

Processing veal cutlets. This is shown in figure
4-92 and is done as follows:

a. Slice cutlets of desired thickness until the heavy
deposit of fat in the center of the leg is reached

b. Trim any excess fat and dark or dry areas and ,
remove all bone dust..

Processing_ back portion of leg. This is shown in
girure 4=93. To process the back portion of leg (center
top of fig. 4-93) proceed as follows:

a; Remove the shankbone (top right; fig. 4-93) at
the Stifle joint.

b. Saw off the large portion of the legbone at the
stifle joint.

e. Fold the heel meat into- e area where the por-
tion of the legbone was remd.

d. Tie this up with roast cc*.
e: Merchandise this as a semiboneless roast.

Top left in figure 4-93 can be seen the leg roast,
scmiboneless; and lied. In the bottom left of this
figure ytiti can see ground veal and veal patties, (bot:
tom, second from left; fig; 443). The back portion of
the leg may also be processed 'and merchandised as
cubed steaks (bottom, second from right; fig; 4-93) or
boneless veal stew (bottom right, fig. 4-93).

Separating' oin; sirloin, and rump. This is shown in
figure 4-94 ro separate; do this:

a. Remove the loin froth the sirloin at the hipbone.
b. Separate the sirloin by cutting _I inch from the

ball end of the aitch bone and parallel with the loin
end.

c. Merchandise the rump as bone-in or boneless
roast.

, (-)
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Figure 4-95. Processing loin chops.

- 4

4}rle."..t,30,ess tog sirloin chops,

IJ

Processing 1g in. This is shown in figure 4-95. To do
this remove Ahe chine bone, process the lOin into
chops or roasts, trim any excess fat, and remove all
bone dust.

Processing sirloin. This is shown in figure 446.
Cut chops or roasts into desired thickness and remove
any excess bones from the chops (bottom left, fig.
4-95). Trim any excess fat and remove all bone dust.

Cuts Processed From Veal Carcass. Notice the cuts
processed from a veal carcass shown in figure 4-97.

A. 'Leg of Sail
B: Veal cutlets (round steak)
C. Veal kidney
D. Stew, boneless

if: Leg roan, samiboneless
F. Rump roast
G. Sirloin ro-ii-d-rk.
H. Sirloin chop
I, Loin Of veal
J. Loin chop

Breatt
L. Breast (navel) for stew

Figure 4-97 Cuts processed from a side of veal
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M.
N.
0.
P.
Q.
R.
S:
T.
U.
V.

W.
X.

Rib of veal
Rib chop
Arinbbne roast
Veal cubed steak
Armbone chop
Blade and neck portion of thoUlder
Blade roast
Blade chop
Shank, whole
Breast (brisket) for stuffing
Veal patties
Breast (brisket) for new



Ex-eirthel (021W
1. Match each of the veal hindquarters processing

steps given in column B with its related appro.=
priatt task, found in column A, by writing each
ntimbe tep (column B) beside its corresponding
lettered k (column A), NOTE: Each item in
column may be used only once.

BAW,BONE

1'81

NECK BONE

Column A
Tasks

a. Mark 4 inches frOti
dune boot On loin exit

b Cut Walkl to witch 2.
bone. 3.

c. Cut 1 inch from ball end 4.
of aitch bone.

d Remove excess bones
from chops or roasts:

AITCH BONE

Column _13
_ Processing Steps
Separating toin, airloin,
and rump.
Processing sirloin chops.
Removing_ flank.
Separating rump and
loin from leg

LOWER -HIND
SHANKBONES

BREAK JOINT

HIND SHANKBONE

STIFLE JOINT

SHANK KNUCKLE BONE

KNEECAP

LEGBONE

RUMP
KNUCKLE BONE

SLIP JOINT

CHINE BONE
,

; FINGER BONES

FEATHER OR
SPINE BONES

*UMW
ittAcitsoNE
CARTILAGE

BLADEBONE

RIDGE OF
BLADEBONE

HIPBONE

y

RIB CARTILAGES

BREASTBONE

ELBOW BONE

SHANK
KNUCKLE BONES

ATLAS ARM
KNUCKLE BONE

. ARMBON

Figure 4-98. Skeletal chart of side of lamb.
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BREAK JOINT

FORE
SHANKBONES

LOWER FORE
SHANKBONES



4-6, Cutting Differences Between Lamb and Beef
As in beef and veal, there are particular cutting

procedures that apply only tojamb. These are taken
up here.

029. Differendate between correct and incorrect
statements of cutting differences in processing lamb.

A lamb skeleton, shown in figure 4-98; is obviously::,
very similar to a beef skeleton; of course, it is tiitAlil.-
smaller. Another difference between the two is Aim;
whereas a lamb hindshank contains "break joints,"
beef doet not.

The terms "hindsaddle" and "foresaddle" are used
to describe the two basic divisions of lamb carcasses,
shown in figure 4-99. However, lamb carcasses are not
split lengthwise into sides. Also; when saddles are
Made in lamb, the tW.6 forequarters or hindquarters
are left joined at the(backbone. Finally, while lamb
loin yields chops, beef loin YieldS steakS.

A. Hindsaddle
Foresaddle

Figure 4-99. Hindsaddle and foresaddle.

41111

Figure 4-10D. Sepaiating hindstddit from kw:saddle:

Figure 4101. Separating ribs from shoulder.

Exercises (029):
Identify the statements about lamb and beef cutting
differences in exercises. I through 3, as either true or
false by placing a T or F in the blanks

rt
provided._ I You receive beef in quarters, but iamb may be

received in carcass form._. 2 Lamb carcasses are split into des.
3 Lamb loin yields lamb chops.- 9

Lamb Processing
In discussing the processing of Iamb, we will pro-

ceed in the following_ order: ti

Separating tie foresaddle from the hindsaddle.
Processing foresaddle.
Processing hindsaddle.

030. Indicate whether selected statements correctly
reflect lamb processing procedures. If a statement is
invalid, correct it.

Separating the Foresaddle From Hindsaddle. This
is shown in figure 4-100. To perform this separation,
first remove kidneys and trim any dark surfaces from
then k area. Then cut behind ,the 13th rib, leaving/
all of the ribs on the foresaddle.

Processing Foresaddle. As you study the processing
of With foresaddle, refer to figures 4-101 through
4-111.

Figure 4-101. Begin by separating the ribs from
the shoulder between the sixth and the seventh ribs
(cOunting from the neck end).
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Figure 4-102. Processing rib section.

Figure 4-103. Removing breast from ribs.

Figure 4-104. Removing chine bone.

70

Figure 4-102. First, saw through the backbone of
the rib (rack) section, leaving equal amount of back=
bone on each side.

Figure i; ,03. Here, meastue4 inches from the chine
bone and cut parallel to the biick of the rib to remove
the breast.

Figure 4-104. Next, remove the chine bone from
the rib.

0



Figum4-105. Merchindising the rib section.

Figure 11A. Removing Wk.

Figure 4-107. Splitting shoulders.

Figure 4-105. The rib (top of figure) may be mer-
chaldiied in any of these ways:

a As french lamb chops (second from top. fig.
4-105). To prepare; cut chops in between each rib
and remove the meat and membrane. approximately
1 inch from the end of the rib bone.

b. As rib chops (second from bottom and bottom,
fig. 4405), For this, cut chops into the desired thick-
ness and remove excess fat and bone dust. ReitioVe
the lamb fell for better eye appeal. Double rib chops
may also be processed from the rib section.

0. Figure 4-106. Remove the neck, slice it into uni-
form cuts. and merchandise it as stew or boneless
ground lamb.

A.-
Figure 4 -107. Split shoulders through the venter of

backbone, leaving an equal amount of backbone on
each shoulder.
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'411
Figure 4 -108: 'Remove the shank and brisket from

the shoulder, then proceed as follows:
a. Locate the joint where the arnibone joins the

fore shankbone.
b. Measure 11 2 inch from the joint on the shoulder

side and mark.'
c. Cut parallel to the back to remove these cuts.

Mock ducicis_prepared from the top porticin
lamb shoulder. To obtaidThic,-i-eparate-the shoiAder
byblemoving the top from the rib-and-neck portion:
Next; remove meat from around the joint end of the
shank, just aliove the breakjoint, to make the bill and
mouth. Remove any surplus fat. Now mold the meat
into the desired shape and-secure it with small wooden
skewers. Sew it up with roast cord, then remove the
skewers. Carve.nthe wings on the side. Use half cran-
birries for eyes and a strip of beef for the tongue.
Beef cartilage may be shaped into a fan and used for
the tail.

Figure 4-103. Removing shank and breast from shoulder.

Figure 4-109. Removing two-rib corner from shoulder.

Figure 4-110. Processing and merchandising lamb, shoulder.

Figure 4-109. To remove the two-rib corner from the
shoulder, proceed in this way:

a. Locate the bladebone cartilage, measure 1/2
inch on the shoulder side, and mark.

b. Cut from this mark through the first two ribs;
parallel with the back..:'

c. Cut parallel to and between the rib bones to
remove.

d. Process the two-rib corner into stew.

'Figure 4-110. Process the lamb shoulder into these
cuts:

a. As shoulder roast; bone-in (top left,_fig. 4-110).
Cut two or three chops from each side of the shoulder
and merchandise the remainder of the shoulder for
roast:

b. As blade chops (left and second from left, bot-
f torn; fig: 4-110). Trim _any fat and remove all bone

dust from the chops. Blade chops are identified by
the bladebone and the color and texture of the meat:

ci As armbone chops (right and second from right,
bottom, fig. 4-110). Trim any excess fat and remove all
bone dust from the chops: Arrnbone chops are identi-
fte the round armbone and the color and texture
of meat.

d. As shoulder roast, boneless (top right, fig. 4-
110). To prepare this, cut as follows:

Remove the shoulder from the rib; back, and
neckbones by following.the contour of bones.
Pull the backstrap from the shoulder:
Open the shoulder frOm the sides only, cutting
meat from the bladebones and the arm-bones.
Roll anclotie this up with roast corii
Merchandise boneless roasts in various
weights.
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_ _ le;
ss, and Merchandise the fort-

e& (top, fig, 4-111) pro-

must do as follows:
etion t 8pinktone.
e.for in dual fo elegs

smaller p for stew.
forItew o. ourid.

tft you cut into tibbeti.by
rib bone and actott tht,
fig. 4PI 11), dr the breast,k

of4tew or ground. ,;,4/

into 'n6,11'01'41 cins311 pr..
fig. 4-111) or bone t

Figure 4-III. Merchanditing foreshank. breast. naval.
stew (extreme

. and neck neck for.st

_g _

tbane ten,
and navel May bi

Neck. This

Figure 4-112. Separating loin'from leg.

r cg

Pro-easing Hhidsaddle. To process the hindsaddle,
follow figures 4-112 through 4-121..

Fiktike 4=112. Separate the7loin and leg; then pro-
..

ceed in this Way:
-V al a. Locate the hipbone.

b. Cut immediately in front of the hipbone on the
loin end.

Figure 4=113. Processing loin.

1,1

Figure_ 4-111 To process 'the loin VI as.follows:
a. Split the loin, leaving an equal:king:sant of back-

bone on etch side,
b. Measure 4 inchet from theilifne hone and re-

move any excess flank by cutting parallel wish. the
backbone.

'9 73
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Figure 4-114. Merchandising loin.

Figure 4-115. Splitting legs:
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Figure 4-114. The in may be merchandised: as
roast (top of this Ogu ) or loin chops (bottom 3 of
this figure): Loin chop are identified` by the T-bone
and the ,color, texture. d size of muscle. Trim any
excess fat, remove all b ne dust from chops, and mer-
chandise them by varying the number of chops per.
package.

Processing Legs. To process, these split the legs
through the center of the backbotit, as shown in figure
4-115. Trim the tailbone from the legs, as shown in
figure 4-116. Remove the excess fat_and flank from the
legs, as shown in figure 4-117. Saw off the- lower
shankbone, approximately 1 inch above the break
joint, as shown in figure 4-118.
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Figure 4-11& Tri Mmtlia tailbone from legs.

Figure 4-117. Removing CXCeSS fat and flank from legs.,

8. Removing lower shankbone.

Figure 4-119. Merchandising leg of lamb. whole.

alb
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Figure 4-119. Merchandise the whole leg of larnb in
these, ways:

a. As American leg (left; fig. 4-119). To do thir,
you must:

Remove the shankbone at tge stifle
leaving the shank meat attached to the kg.
'Fold tilt thank meat into the natural seam
that is zxposed when separating the shank
bone and secure the meat into place.
Saw through the backbpne every I/ 2 inch to
make carving easier.
Remove any excess fat.

b. As French kg (right, fig:- 4=119). To do this
you must:

Removeihe meat from the shankbone approxi-*
finitely 2 inches above the break joint and

- scrape the bone free of meat.
.Sa* through the backbone every half inch for
easier carvin&
Remove the excess fat.

81
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Figure 4-120.- Matclumiratint teg of lamb. halves.

Figure 4-120. The. leg may' be halved into the
following:

'Leg half (left; fig; 4120). For this; cut the leg inf,
half by cutting parallel to the aitch bone. It is usually
priced higher than sirloin half.

b. Sirloin half (right4 fig. 4-120). For this chops may
ba,removed to reduce the size of the le& Leg May be
cut into chops or boned, rolled, and tied for roast.

Cuts Pro-reified From Lamb Carcass. For the re-
tail cuts procesied from a lamb, carcass study figure
4=121.

*I

A; Saddle (two legs joined together)
B. AiiiirefoiTn leg
C. Leg chops_ _

O. Woolen shank meat
E. Leg with. sirloin chops removed

- oin chops
G. -nth Ip
H. Loin, untrimmed
I. Loin, trimmed
J. Double kidney loin chops
K. Kidneys _

L. DotiAle loin chop
M. Loin chop

N. Rib crock)
O. Riblets
P. &out
0: Croisbie rib chops
R. Rib chops
S. Crown roast
T. Irian-10e
U. Mock duck
V. Boneless shoulder roast
W. Armbone chops
X. Bled* chops
Y. Foreshank
Z. Neck and neck slices

Figure 4-121. Cuts processed from carcass of lamb.
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Z'' 4 ' OW i ':i0._,01 '. `,24.° ' " 1 Remove the backstrap from the shoulder for
to whether orlaCitilheglitChteilts.in ekeT ises I bcineless roast.

gh 9 _reties lamb pr643.sini; proCedilres by !. ,

4._4
Agacing a T or F, _whichever is Optic:Ole,. -in the '"
.,.. blanks provided. If a statement is itivaii4V-torrect it. .,

4. 1 Separate the foresaddle from the hindsaddle 8 To separate loin from the leg, cut immediately
"V -;-.."`X behind the 13th rib, leaving all libs on the behind the hipbone. .

. hindsaddle. 6
.

,.., .
,, r .1(

.,1

9 Lamb legs may be merchandised whole, half,-

Separate the shank from the shoulder be- or as sirloin cut into chops.
tween the sixth and seventh ribs.

3 French lamb chops, are procesgeti from the, 48. Pork Processing,.
loin. The wholeiale pork items received in the commis-otc saries that must be processed are hams, loins, bacon,

and salt pork. Wevill discuss the...procesSing pro=.'
cedures for each of tESe in turn, beginning with hams.

1 _ 4 The shoulder must ^be split at the backbone
before processing. c.

5 Mock duck is received from the top portion of
a shoulder.

031. Given various steps in the processing of hams,
identify the weight range of ham for each such step.

We will divide our discussion of hams into (a) thoie
6 Before cutting retail cuts frorn the shoulder, under twelve pounds and (b) those twelve.pounds and

remove the three=rib corner. over.

--:
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'Hans Under . Twelve -Ponnalc Hams weighing
twelve pounds and under are sold;either as half or a
whole hams. Split Mins in half, cutting parallel witth
the aitch bone (ft& _4122, picture A). Remove the
bone tip on the end of the butt portion for better wrap-
ping (fig. 4-122, picture B). :

Figure 4-122. Processing ham iroptalves.
4t

9
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Figure 4-121 Preihninary hams cuts.

Hams. Twelve Tonna and Oier. Process larger
harms into individUal cuts To its this: observe figure.
4123 as we proCeed.._ FirSt, pierce the area of the
knuckle bone with the knife to locate the edge dearest
the center of the ham to remove the shank portion (pic.7
tale A; fig. 4123). Remove Shank p-cittion at this mark
by cutting Parallel to the aitch bone, (picture B, fig.
4123). Remove the heel portion from the bone side of
the shank (picture C, fig. +123). Now refer to figure
4124. Here, slice the heel portion into breakfast

Figure 4-124. Further ham cuts.
rp

slices4riii off any excess fat, and cut the remai
of hock into Seasoning pieces (picture A, fig. +12._
Cut center slices down_to thO,Aitoli bone :of the butt
portion (piettire B, fit 4-124); Center ham Slices :/
are: the most choice ham cut. Next plice the_remaiO- .

ing butt portion face down and remove the aitch bone
portiolt (picture C, fig. 4-124); Cat the aitch borie por-
tion into small seasoning piece*. Cut the cushion por-
tion into breakfait Sheet (fig. 4-125); For final prepara-
tibn, trim off any excess fat:
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Exertai (031):
For exercises 1 through 5, give thec6irect.size range
of ham to which each of the processing steps cited
pertains::

032; pply missing iniOrimidim It a series of state-
mentslIbout pork loin. processing.

Pork Loin Processing; Loins may be processed and
merchandisd in a variety of ways, depending upon

mer preference. For -example, the entire- loin
be processed into chops and merchandised as

'cut, center cut, and rib slops. In addition, the
lointy be processed to prpiguce roasts and country
style ribs along with _centevutchops, or, the loin may
be boned and rheriandiiO4 as boneless loin roast
and spareribs. First, we will', discuss processing the
full loin into chops.

7(;

1 whole.
Remove heel. portion. _ -

3: Cut cushion into breakfast slices.
4-- Morrchandise-,a3 half hams.
5 ReMove the:,biaiii_tilion the butt portion for

better wripF4-:::*

Figure 4-125. Slicing breakfast slices,

Figure 4126. Pork chops properly prepared.
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Center, end, and rib chops. The size of the pork
loin and customer preference governs the thickness-of
the chops; Loins, weighing 8 to 12 pounds are cut
Into-chops 1/2 Inch thick, and chops from loins in
the 12 to 16 pound weight range are processed 3/8
inch thick. Pork chops for stuffing are cut I to 21/2
inches thick. In figure 4426 are shown the properly
processed chops. On,,tlie )ekare end -cut} center
center cut; and on the right, rib chops. Center cut -
chops are the Most desirable of the three. Package
chops provide a variety for customers (two or more
chops per package)..

Lci6



Figure 4-ttir7 Re Mbving rib seetiew
. - S.

°

90
Roasts and country s Remove the rib sec-

thin seven ribs from the n end of the loin, shown
figure 4127. TO merchandise the rib section as b ve-
in roast; make a cut approximately halfway own,
across, and through the rib bones for easier ca ing.
To prepare boneless rib roast; remove the blade b
and upper layers of fat from two rib ends. Place the v

tyo bonelest pieces together, fat side out; and tie
them; The finished boneless rib roast_ is shown in
figure 4-128. The rib bones are merchandised as back-..

r, Remove the loin end_ 5 inctaitrom the tip o the
-'``.: loin endas ahtiWil, in figure- 129. Saw through- the

chine hip bone for e _carving; but do not
emove them. (See fig. 4-1 Maittifidise the loin

end as sirloin ast.
Countiy sty ribs are prepared by cutting through

the length of he rill end diagonally, recnovinethe
blade bone; core ltween the ribs: The ribs can be
seen in figure 4-131.

"um, - The remaining_center cut portion of the loin maybe
cut into chops; bone-in roast, or boneless roast. The7...
roasts are prepared_ by using the same method in pre-.
paring rib roast. -ix

this_Boneless roastiasdbacktibS. ROM this final methOd
Of lircicetiitig !oho, you will -receive boneless roasts -,
and backribs,_ Remove tile !kenclerloin from the inside
of the loin. Then remove[[ meat frOm the bones by
following the contour of bones; as seen in figure-
4132 : Cut the boOtfas loin in half to paCiduce two
pieces of equal length. Plate one piece of boneless
pork loin on the preparation table; fat side down; and
placecthe pork tenderloin on the!bimeless loin length
*Ate. Plate . the 1;i'od. half of the loin on _top,- at
side up and 'tie approximate I inch apart. Merchan-
dise this loiit--.*hole or cut into roasts of various sizes-.

To obtain backribs; separatethe_rib bones from the
backbone; as shown,An figure 21334Merchandise the
backribs whole or --u through the ribs at -two or three
rib_ intervals_ foLddlidual servingstnis as shown
in figure 4-43411:' 0

Figure-4-128. BoiseleM rib roast.

o

Eirertial 03*
Provide the missing word or words in exercises 11:7

o *through 5:
1. Cut porlcloina*eighing Reto 12 pounds into chops

_ inches tpick.
to ;J2. Cut ins weighing "

noun .4c,b clipps_3/8,ina thick.
3. Sepses -;the rib section from the'pork loin

ribs from rip end of the pork loin. 4
4. Remove the # inches

from the oft oin.
5. When process bone in rib roast, 3t cut is made

across and th ough the rib bones to make

Figure 4-129. Removing IoiWnd.

033. List the processing procedures for slab bacon --
sidt pork. .

8L t;=
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Figure 4-130. &pains ehUr bone.

-vet,
TO44 .."

No
5.

Slab Bacon. Bacon may be received in the COMMIS*
sary meat department sliced and prepackaged or in
slab form. Slab bacon may be cut into one or to
pound pieces for display or sliced and displayed in
one-pound packages;

Pork. Salt pork is obtained from the belly sec-
don of a hog. Salt pork may be received prepackaged F,
Or in billk. Bulk salt pork is also processed in pi
sliced for display. Frocesied pac of
should not weigh more than 1, PountgallipPor-.;

Exercises (033):
1. State the processing procedures for slab bacon and

salt pork.

2. Places T for true or F for false beside each of the
following statements about salt pork:
a. Salt pork is obtained from the sides and belly

section of a hog.

When it is received; sat. pork' is either pre-
packaged or in bulk form.

c. Once , packages of salt pork should
never weigh 'More than 1 pound.

Figwe 4- 31. Country style iijal

Barbettihng Meat And Poultry
We are concerned with, one last function in the pre-

paration of meats. This function known as "bar-
becMrig meat and poultry. In sequence we will discuis

ng next:
ent required;

stability.
dates.

ght range chicken.s.
gOelting and 23pldinktemperatures.-
Displaying.

034.Mhstinguas6 between selec ted tifie or false state-
Matti concerning barbecuing meat and poultry;

.

Equipment Required. The necessary miscellaneous
accessories for the barbecuing and displaying of items,
are purchased as commissary operating supplies:
These include such items as elastic or foil lined bags,
wrap ' rs; phofil b r cleaning brushes;

. heat t rmometers, u ning. _cleaners,
'aerosol- silicone, focid release, al 'num foil pans,
and teflon mitts.

Acclountabilik. Barbecue items the responsi-
bility of the meat department' ma er and are ac-

roo loin strips-, counted for as regular meat items. erefore, cautionFtgure4-13i Separating Mu and backbone
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Figure 4-13. Separating rib bones from backbone

must be used to assure that raw product costs are
fully efibovered. Each barbeette item_ sold stands on
its own merit, and losses are not absorbed by other
items in the -meat department._

Keeping Thife of Chickens._ Barbecue chickens have
a self life of only 2 days; On the second day; they are
sold chilled, and "after theeecond day, they are dis-
carded.

Code Dates. Al! barbecued items areorted or coded
to insure freshriesit: Use different colnied ties to iden-
tify items pazkaged each day:" c ,

Weight Range of Chicken& Use only chickeni
tWo to three pound weight range and make

-w.r.hey are thoroughly cooked.
Cooking and Heldiril Temperatures. To insure

that chickens are cooked thoroughly; a minimum in-
ternal temperature of 16$° Fahrenheit ritust be
reached. In harbtaing pork, the minimum internal
temperature must be 185°. The hOlding warmer must
mgintaiwan internid temperattire for barbecued
Of at last 450° Fahrenheit;

Dispill'fin11; To preclude unsanitary Conditions an
enhance eYt 4401, display barbeeued items ip
throu-;44- ." rim bags.

(113d)c

4-134. Cutting rib section into individlial servings.

`4

440. SilSiging ;WM* Fat, and Trimmings _

Throughout this- chapter; we have referred to boning
and triMming._In this section, We will a- alk about
these tasks and also about bones and Tat osition.

035: Differendate between a series of correct and
incorrect state-relents anterning_proeedures to follow
in salvaging hems; fa4 and trimmings.

Beef Trhniiing& Trim all meat from bones before
discarding. Meat left on bones results in higher pr.ices
for customers. Discard any dark exposed trimmings.
Under no circumstances should ground 'beef_be tiled
a§ a .Salvage outlet for dark -trimmings; Be careful of
fat in ground meats; Too much fat in ground meat is 4,11

not: attractive and will remain customer complaints
and afito, a loss to tire cUstomeilk.,

DIsposttion-of &ones and Fit Much of airseef
caws consists of bone and fat. Some bohe will be' left
On retail cuts of tat; We have; hOwever; bones, fat,
and dark outside trimmings which are not usable.
AccOrditilly,, the meat department m dispose of
the items. Your lotal Defense Pro 1.Disposal .
office Vilkobt.iin a contract for SW of bones and
fats They are stored in containers, inderrefrigeration,

4 until picked up by the contractor. To preclude un-
&tie-able odors and spread of germ% the containers
must be washed and sanitized frequently. For the
sume reasons pickups by the contractor are made
'frequently. Items turned over to the contractor are
listed on AS Form 129 (prepared in tr iplicate). The
contractor or his representative sans tOe 'forms and
retains the third copy. The original and dttprecate
forwarded to the voucher and control clerk; who will
pos 'ntities one monthly basis. Op each operating-
gain ft -loss test, the abstract is subtotaled. The
quartiles turned over to the contractor are priced;
extended, and` percent*-the Value is :entered on
the inventory as a. sale from the maiitt de_partmellp

If a contract for hones and fie is not possible,
these items are disposed of by sanitary-fill personnel. :`

eXermis 1 througli 6.a 'either true or faise
Moments by plat=ing a T or F in the bhsnks.provided:

L.. I. Salt and pepper may be purchased as opera-
fion- supplies tor harbecuin§ items;

2- Ltisses of barbecued kerns sold may be ab-
sorbed by ing the prices of other. meat

. items.
3; Barbecued i ms are discarded after the

third day.
.

4. Ulp- cfifferent .colored ties to identify runs
pickaged ear kday.

5. Chickens. for btalbecuing should weigh
between 2 to 4 ds each.,

6 The internal to raturareooking pork is
a minimum of 18 °F.
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Exercises (035):
Idtntify each Statement in exercises 1 ihrough 5 as
true or false by plgteinta T or Fin the blanks provided.

1. Use all trimmings for ground meat or stew.
_2 Sanitize containers used for bones and fat

frequently.

3

f possible, a contract is made for the sale of
,r tkinei and fat.

4 AF Form 129 is prepared in duplicate for all
bones and fat sold.

5 All of the value of the items released to the
contractor is credited to the meat depariment.
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_tieing Retail Meat Cuts

-.-:'
YOU HAVE LEARNED t
procedures for processing

. Now you are the payoff. ctilto
heat, Clean, and sanitary par
proper packaging and display _Tee
key and final reason for meat pWcessi
in peeking and pricing meat ite
and preparing them.

You must learn the equipment an supplies that are
needed=wrapping film, packaging trays, wrapping
machines and stations, scales, and scaling devices. In
this chapter, yon Will find all of the information you
need to produce attractive packages.

L4
Cj

, 11% 1,

ncip lea, and
nd poik:

ce meat in
mime learn'

s- This ii the-
. as careful

u are in cutting

4ts

5-1; Packaging Supplies
The supptiet required are clear or- styrofilm meat

trays ai4 PVC films, rolls only.

036. U proper storage of wrapping film, and
Indicate appropriate size trays and wrapping film
needed to tray and wrap selected retail cuts of meat;

Wrapping. filen. Figure S-L-iista the rod isize and
mach* setting,-foreaCh size tray, to be died with
automitic wrapping machines._ Film' is' a perishable
product which requires special storage and handfink.

Storage- The following guideliiiei are tiled her
storage of filM:

a. Store film in original containers until reedy
to use;

b. Do.not stack rod stock tubes on eta L
e. Do not stack roll stock cast° over 50 inches

high.
Conditions fot storing film; Ide onditions for

storing film are follows:_
_a. Store film in a dry-place not subject to extremes

of teniperature, humidity; and diw., sunlight.
b; Relative humidity for stort*rbtilk stock should

be from 35 to 50 percent and packages from 50 to 65
percent.

c. . Temperatures for storing all types of film should
be.65° F toJ5° F.

\..7

gq
CHAPTER 5

7.

e
is`'an .elastic type film and is

-uncoated. It requires sealing at a temperature as lbw
possible. Because. of its elasticity, Atte amount of
rewraps are. minimized.

Meat Packaging Trays: Figure 5=2 lillKyarious meat
cuts with the appropriate sizze trays. For instance,
tray model 2-S, which is 8incheslong, 51/2 inches deep,
is used for porterhouse, rib steak, T-bone steak, etc:

Exertillei (036):
1. Identify each of the following statements as either

true or false.
a Stock roll stock tubes on end;
b Relative humidity for storing bulk stock

should be from 50 to 65 percent.
Temperatureslor storing film shOuld not
'go below 75° F.

Wily figures 5;1 and 5-2 as necessary indicate
appfopriate size tray and film needed tolkeral
wrap each of the-Meat cuts listed below.

Meat Cuts
a. Top round steak
b. Chuck roast
e. Rib steak
d. Tripe
e. Chop Suey

MO She titm Slie

5-2. Wrapping, Piicing, Mid Ditgltying
In this action, we will talk about wrappi and

scaling systems used in meat departments. We wil idiri
discuss proper display and rotation methods that
enhance sales of retail caw

037; Identify various packaging procedures and
associate selected characteristics With thirirelated,
appropriate type of scaling system;

Packaging Merchandise; To package meats proper-
ly; definite procedures; equipment, and training are
required. It cannot be overemphasized how essential;
proper wrapOit: Wto the patron. Proper tightly sealed

85
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Model No. _

Roll
size

.

lachill,
setting_

Alength of
product in

inches)

tr. Trays:
i .

4.1#.'
):::,2

-8 -
' IC-2:-S

3

5-3

10-3

ps
/15-S

17-S

Flat pachage .
w ulRoast bk package;

Flat packee ..,

Full pack or large Rom --
Flat par- , full,pack or shingled
Fkt vac
MA P
B pack
Flat package
Bodging pack
Flat package
FUll pack ft" thick fumy

flat packais-
Geer %" thick Item
Flat package ft" thick Item
Flat package
Flat package

.r
.,

.

1_

1)12
11
12
It
16
12 ,

14
14
18
16
18
14
18
18
11

12

i 1

12
11
12
14

C.... 16
'12

14
It
16
16
18
14
18
18
11
12

Figu re 5-1. Film roll size and machine setting fol. cut.

Model
No.

L W D
(in inches)

Unge-

.

.5

o

'T

.

,YrisYse

. 54, ..._
,vP:f7

3-3

1 .....

543

10-8

12-8...
A

15-8 ,,
l71-43.-......p...rk

5 z 5

8 ,z 354 s. 1

'' 8 z

_ 10 z- 1

.. 5'4 z. 5t4 1 54

.

S

.*,..
!.%1-- A 7

9% 1 7% 1 %

10% 1 534 1 %

Hof I 8% S. fil
_ 1_

11# it %
-48 z $i

.

.,..i.:
1

p Sturri_Cirougt113eed, 'Raney, Bulk Sausage, Ham for Skasurdng,
k Rooks, Small 113lest. ..

ShOrt RV" 'Tongues, PorkRearta, Whole Pryers, Chicken Wings, Bed

Ground Beel,ititUartft.Tripe,POrk Feet, Chicken Necks aiii Backe,
4.1fideken Breasts, Cut Up,Fryers; Chicken Less and Thighs;

er Roasts. i -
Cl 156*-_P6itsiAsots, Rib. Steak; T-Bone Stisk; Globe Steak; Rump

Relit,Bonelcss. ck Roaati.tamb Chops; Vial Chops, Vial .Steak,
V4dllisj*k Preirl -pi, Spare Rft; Pak FWut; Rolled Pork Roast;

'''Sella _I) Steak, Slrloia.Tip Reis!.
- !if"- ,-,03-riitid Bid, ireeindliens, Pork Simik; Boneless Chuck

*eV
'--4i' ousel; Rib Steak, Shuck Steak, Sirloin Tip Roast.

i'. . Fittt;?uutound Wostelot Itciait, Full Cut Round Steak; Sirloin
"." 8%eakt Swiss_ Chuck Steak. ..#-"'

Bottom 1304S1 Btak, Top Round Stealt, Phibone Sirloin Steak, Flank

Fiill cralliLarire Round Stiik Full Cut Large icire.Stesk, Sirloin Steak;
.

.

_ Bona In, Whole Veal
F-oritied Ground Fer4', cad Luncheo ,'SlAkBolled Ham. - ,

Short Ribs, CUt- Beet Shank, an Lam Patties, timb Lei--
ChoPi. ..

.
S 11.._ 1 -;vi

Figure 5-2. Meal ackagi

yss
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appear more attractive and palatable. __Improper
wrapped packages are passed over and rem& in the
case. When cuts of meats have lost their bloom and eye
appeal,. convert them to Other products through
reproCeSSing.

Principtes. Packaged meats Must represent accu-
rately the quality of the contents of the package. Keep
the following principles in mind in the packaging of
meats:

a. Select packaging supplies Which are economical
in cost, compatible with the equipment; and which
require little :manpower:

b. Select packaging material thittplotects the meat
and enhances its appearance until it is prepared for
consumption.

c. Cut .and trim all meat, so that there are a mini-
mum of exposed bones that may break the package.

d. Tailor packaging to the cut of meat.

Automatic wrapping and
automatic wrapping sysfSiii
machine with a s

automatic weighing
labeler. No initial oVari4
The wrapping mihine';,;,,A.,
range of sizes. Most ,

r 74.4multiple'film arbors. Th
by turning a control to
desired.

a

%, A completely
contiOs of a wrapping

nnel, a conveyors an
tang scale, and a

v;}perator is required:
ys within a given
re available with

required is selected
ilm from the arbor

a.

gip

Handwrap (automatic weighing and labeling). This
system' consists of a handwra_p station connected by
conveyer to a shrink tunnel and an automatic scaleand
labeler; as shown in figure 5-3. Handwrap stations
also have multi film arbors that hold rolls of film
of various size he weighing and computing scale
and labelecis fully automatic and operates in the same
manner as with the automatic wrapping system:

Handwrap .stations Handwrap stations, as ShoWn is
figure 5-4. may -be either of console type (A) or of the
tabletop type (B). The status has suspended rolls-of
film; a hot wire cutoff, and a built in hotplate_ kir
sealing packages. The station may be used with either
the automatic, seiWtomatic or manual scaRik
system:

Scall Scales are checked for accuracy;
.0-.-

level lusted before each day's operation.
1-11 cure maintenance are not used. Signs

are '"'"',:n those needing maintenance .:or not
weighing correctly. It is the manager's responsibility to
insure that all scales are in proper order and Adjusted
to_ zero balance. He inspects packages at random to
insure*dttect weight and prices. Prior to weighingand
wrapping Meat items, make certain scales are properly
calibrated to allow for weight of the packaging
materials used. Three scaling systems are authorized:- 9

(I) automatic, (2) semiautomatic; and D(3) ,manual
systems. We discuss these next in the order named.

Figure 5-3. Handwrap station connected by conveyor to shrink tunnel. automatic scale, and labeler.
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ittrair 1110111111/ OW'
Semiautomaticsystem. This system also consists of

three components: a scale with aikeyboard att ch-
ment. a label print* which is electricallyintert ked
with the keyboard to operate as a unit; and abel
activator. The keyboard is used tniindicategt B rice
per pound.

Manual system. This .system likewise consis4.of
threecoMponents: prepa* scale, label printer; and

bel activator. The scale contains a dial which the
rator uses to set the pride per pound: When 1
age..isiplaced on the scale it weighs and computes

the otal pnce of the package:The operator is required
t insert a name plate slug into the label printer, so that
the name of the item will at on the printed label.
The lb. .4. ( r h rd which' the operator
uses tb'm infoiMation (waight and
total price) he scale. The label is then
manually placed on e third component, the label
activator.

Maintenance. -Periodic maintenance is 'performed
" on wrapping machines a minimum of twice annually.

The Manufactures calibrate and verify the accuracy
Of the scales and tag them to reflect this calibration.

Sy
4 Exercises 7) .

iI.- Match wrapping system given in colu
witbits related appropriate characteristics, f
in column A, by writing each numbered n
(colurrm)B) betide its corresponding lett
characteristics (column A). NOTE: fac .item n
damn B niiy 'be. used more than once.

A. Consols -type
B. Tabletop station

Figure 5-4. HandWrapping stations:

Atatoftlic systems. One system consists of t ree
corriponiints: the scale, the label producer. an. the(,
,la activator. After a slug indicating the na e o

em_ is inserted and price dials are set, the
a tomatially weighs, computes, and issues a la
the system is connected to the automatic ppi
pricing Machine; the scale will automati Ilyplace the
label on each package. If used in con notion with
handwrap stations, the package' of mea is manually
placed on the label' activator containing the label
which results in' the Abel affixed to d'utside of the
package. ,.:-

- The other automatic system' contains the entire
system for syeighing; computing, and labeling in one
compact, housing. The actions of both systems are
similar and obtain the same results. "4_1.1'..

Column A
Characteristics

a Consists of a built-in shrink
tunnel, conveyer, and automatic
scale.

b Multiple film arbors.
c Con,sole or tabletop type.
d Consists Of suspended rolls 13f

film, .hot wire cutoff. and built-in
hotplate,

41,

Column B
Wrapping Systems

I. Automatic machines.
2. Haodwrap stations.

2. Why is proper packaging so important?
Alto 904
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3. Match each characteristic given in column B with
its related. appioptiate type of scaling equipment,
found in column A, by writing each numbered
characteristic (colunin B) beside its corresponding
lettered equipment (column A). NOTE; Each item
in column'B may be used only once.

;.5

a
ti-

.

d

Column A Column B
Sealing Equipment Characteristics

Automatic scale. -- _

Semiautomatic scale.
Automatic scale in
cbmpa_ct form.
Manual scale.

I. Weight and to price
manually transposed On
keyboard.

2. The keyboard is used to set
Hie prices per=pound.__

3. Housing contains weigh-
ing. computing, and label-
in_r equipment as one

4. Prepack_ scale.
5. Automatically weighs.

computes. prints, and
Mat a label.

038. Associate selected items of display efficiency with
related proper elements of display, and relate the
procedures for rotation of meats.

tt Display and Rotation. e now come td. 'final,
and one of the most impo nt processing s ps, the

diSplayint of meat items. We 'II talk here a t sopie

of_tkielaiost desirable display chniqiiet. ill also
discuss-the importance in rot ion of mea/ ins.

Display tavout. The most efficient d' layout

is one in which you oan place meat in display
case frbiii behind. The processing dry possible,
SI1041 be directly behind the display case herwise,
it takes more time and effort to reload th e and also
diStracts customers. There should be room directly
under display caseefor temporary stylige-Of meat so
cases can be quickly refilled. A patiAolly rack, or
similar 'aid, is used to move meat from the.scale to the

display case.
Signs for meat d4olays are not hand Printed, but

'Made with black lettZring on a sign making machine.

..,..-..1 Neat signs add to the iittract4..reness of your displa
Commercial signs are availablein a wide variety iiid
should be useltwhenever possible.

Display arrangements. Yoll will find display cases

Stdeked_itione of two ways:. (1) grouped by type of
ineaC(beef, veal, lamb, pork, etc.) or_(2). grouped by

method of _cooking (roasts, broiling meats, 'and
braising meats)._ A key display feature y to keep the

entire
,_

bottoItthe case filled at all times (the cus-
tometlikes to thathe has a wide selection). During
slack periods, a _single layer is usually enough. but
tithing busy periods items may be stacked two or
three layers deep: It is best to arrange items by

_ .
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typesall beef together, all pork together, etc: This

arrangement aids customers in identif ing meats.
They are accustomeditO seeing beef in a c am section
of the case. Then, too, meats such as b f and pork- -
contrast in color. _Keep contrasts down 6y using the
type-of-meat grouping plan. .11 it is necessary to
relocate acertain cut of meat, use appropriatejigns to
idect the shopper to the new location.
Display lighting. Good lighting helps the customer

to read signs, labels,_and prices, and makes the case
more attractive. What color should the lighting Pk?
When only fluorescent light is used, the soft white-
natural is preferred, because its peakness teruis to
Make up partly for the lack of incandescent sparkle.
When fluorescent light is used in combination with
iricandetcent, deluxe cool white is preferred:

Rotation of meat. In the delicatessen display case,
place tray meats in a manner that the oldest cuts are
nearest the clerk and toward the rear display case. In
the self-service display kuse, the reverse is true. This
will provide -for proper ratation of processed articles.
In meat departments with multiple deck display cases,

use top portion of the display for smoked meats and
sausageiteMS. All meat items are code dated td assure
that the freshest meat is alWayS available to the

customer.

Exercisei (038):
1. Match each proper element of display, given in

column B, with its related appropriate items of
display efficiency. found in column A, by writing
each numbered display element (column B) beside
its corresponding lettered item of display efficiency.
(column A). NOTE: Some of the elethents of dis-
play in column B may not be used at all;

Column A
Display Efficiency hems

a Moil efficient display layout.
b Most desirable meat display

arrangethent:
c Most desirable display lighting_s

_Column B
Elements of Display

2

3

5.

5.
6.

Soft white-natural.
Temporary storage
display case.
By Livhcid of
cooking.
Case loadi'frotil
front.
Bac type of meat.
Case Loads from
Behind.

41

2: State the proper procedure for rotation of
processed meats in self-service 'type display cases.

A

4,



CHAPTER

Meat Department Management

§.

FROM 'T S CHAPTER you will_ tt-Lin effectiVe
techniq for management of a, conttnissitry meat
department. The four general areas we will cover are:
(1) tilpment, (2) planning and scheduling, (3) inspec-
tions and evaluation, and (4) tests and pricing pro-'
cedures:.

, &f. Equipment. ..:

. In this section; we will discuss the categ -*et of
equipment and vivrating supplies ant 1 - : e',I

t department. Wevvill also examine '. - '...;.
\,min- the quantity of equip

,,..- .1-,_

and, '-t but not least, how , r...-
suppli are controlled.

.

039._ Identify b_y category the types of equipment and
state selected operating supplies authoriked end the
Sind used for purchasing them in the commissary meat
departmem. .

z..

Category I Eiquipinent. Category I eciiiiPnient con-
sists bf major ice- is of equiptherit, such at display
cases, automatic '%rapping machines; grinde, and
bandsaws. Contracts 'for maintenance and repair of
this type of equipment may alto be authorized. The
contracts may cover such services as/replacement of
saw blades, sharpening and replacement of knives
and plates for grinders, and maintenajre_and inspec-
tioneof scales. The quantity of categort4 equipment
that y;,be purchased is hased on tb1rctta.Ssification
of_ttie_sit nig, which is based on the average monthly
sales for khe 'latest 3-month periOd. Only the actual
cpantity of equipment that _can be used efficiently
should be procu type of equipment is nor-
mally obtains y local procurement-.

Category II Eckipment. Category II equipment
consists of miscellaneous items, such as pads and eat-,
wrapping stations, ,The commisktry
this type of equipthent fromjiti,* sup
bursable basis, obtaip; it directly from
Services Ad Ministtation (GSA) q4 u
The commissary officer lefOr
the quantity of each ed.

reim-
e
it local

termining

Operating Supplies.Atems with a unit cost of less
than $500.00 that are required for the operation of
the store may be obtained as operating supplies: These
items consist of such items as handtools, cleaning
supplies, knives and plates for grinders, packaging...
trays; and wrapping films. Operating supplies may
be obtained_ from base supply on a reimbursable basis
or directly from the GSA.

Funds for Purchase. Unless otherwise indicated or
limited; all items of categories I and II equipment and
operating supplies are purchased with the surcharge
revolving fund. This includes the cost of equipment,
.certain installation cost, and the cost qt maintenance.

Extrelaiii039):-
1; Identify each of the following items as belonging

to Othercategory I equipment or to category II
equipment by placing I or ,II in the appropriate .

'blanks, ,
a: Meat grinder;
b. Bandsaw.'
c. , Wrapping station.
d: Display case.
e: Pans and racks:

ai °

2: Siete the requirement of category I equipment
Aegis.

43. What inchviclual is res
the quantity of category
purchase?

risible foir determining
II equipment items to

4: Litt four items that maybe procured as operating*
lies

to purchase equipment and op-".*

. 90



040. DbtinguiSh among true and, false selected state-
Merits concerning the control, of equipment and
supplies.

Controlling EquipMent, Final accounting for equip-
Mein and supplies isthe responsibility of the commis-,
sary officer: _But he must have help from the store
rnanagOe and the meat department manager to make
the system work: To this end everyone in the store
msut be careful to turn in required forms that reflect
the actual supply and equipment on hapd. An inven-
tory of all types of equipment is taken arleatt annually
and when there is a change in commissary officers:
A record of this equipment is maintained and is subject
to audit;

COiritiolting .._Operititit Supplies. All department
managers have the responsibility of insuring gond
supply discipline. An operating level-should be estab-
liShed.fOrtach item, normally not to exceed 30 days
consumption on CONUS. Since more surcharge funds
are used fin- operating supplies than for any other au-
"thoriZed category, good supply discipline must be
exercised in establishing levels in procuring,_ storing,
and consuming supplies. The objective is. to have suf-
-ficient quantities on hand while at the same time
-avoiding overstockage_ arid waste. Operating supplies
are inventoried monthly.

Exercises (040):
Identify the statements in exercises I through 4 as
either true or false, changing invalid ones so that they

:.are true.
I An inventory of all I types of equipment is

taken at least annually.

I 2 A record of equipment on hand is main-
tained and is not subject to audit.

3 Operating levels of supplies normally should
not exceed 613 days.

4 More surcharge funds are used fOr operating
supplies than for any other authorized
category.

6-2; Planning and Scheduling
One of the supervisor's major duties is that of plan

ning_ and scheduling, which involves organization
and staffing. meat items autborized, daily assortment
of items for sale, and meat purchases.
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041. Differentiate among a series of correct and in-
correct Statements pertaining lo organization and
staffing..

,

Organilation. The Air Force Commissary Service
( A FCO N4S) is a component of_the Aifforce Engineerz.
ing and Services Agency (APESA)..The commander
Of A FCOMS hat command jurisdic,tion over assigned
pe,rsonnel, facilities; property; and funds through four
subordinate geographical -region commanders, The
regiont,_ designated the Western; Central; Eastern,
and European regions. exercise oPerational.control
over, the commissaries within their 'respectiye geo!
graphical areas._

Complexes. Each region may have . one or more
commissary- complexes within the Kgriiphical area.
If a complex is formed.,all functionsiOdve the store
operations level are consolidated in the complex office:
The -c-oniitiistary complex officer is.responsible to the
region commander for. the operation of _all satellite
stores assigned_- to the complex. The satellite, store
manager is responsible to the commissary complex
offiCgr for operation Of the StOre.__

CominiSSary (single). The commissary officer is
y-responsible so-the region commander. The stone man=
ager proVideS overall guidance for operation of all
three subdepartments (grocery, meat; and produce)
and is responsible to the commissary officer. The
meatdePartment manager is responsible to the store'
manager for an efficient meat departmentoperation

Staffing. AinhoriiatiOnS fdi staffing are contained
°ih AFM 2673, Air Porte Manpower Standards. This

manual provides, personnel authorization guidelines
for each work_ center (commissary) on the basis of
average. Monthly sales volume' for the commissary
store. The actual number of personnel at a particular
stores determined by manpower authorities operating
under Air Force direc_tives, on recommendation and
advice of the commissary officer. All department
bianagers_have the responsibility of keeping the com-
missary officer informed of additional manpower
authorizations that may be needed.

Exercises (041):
Identify exercise statements I through 4 as true or false:

I There are three geographical regions under
AFCOMS:

2 There May be one or more commissary com-
plexes under each region:

3 The store manager provides overall guidance
to all sections within the commissary store:

4 Manpower authorizations are based on
average weekly Sales volume of the com-
missary store.

042. Cite selected meat ormeat product items author-
iied to be stocked and sold in ,the meat department
and specify certain meat tenderizing processes and
how to display meat items in the delicatessen.



Meat and Poultry. Refer to figures 6-1 and 6-2 for
meat items authorized in the meat department. TO
avoid confusion in the' location of certain itemS,
grocery items are also listed: Whenever the possibility
of cashier cbrifusion exists regarding the proper de-
partment for recording of a sale, distinctive labels
or markings are used for clarification. Note then that
the items indicated to the extreme right of figures 6-1
and 62 are the only meat items authorized to be
stocked and sold in the meat department.

Pretenderized beef Your commissary may also
sell pretenderized beef. This is beef that has been
injected with a tenderized substance before the animal'
is slaughtered. The tenderizing action takes place.
when the_rneat reaches a certain temperature while
eboking. The three types of, processes used for this
tehderizin_g, are: (I) papain.papaya, (2) bromelin-
pine-apple; and 93) ficin-figs. When this type of beef
is sold; display signs are used advising patrons that
the meat has undergone a tenderizing process and; if
known, the required cooking temperature at which
the tenderizingaction takes place: On the label of each
retail cut, the name of the tenderizing protess is listed:
The purchase of name brand tenderized beef is not
authorized: On orders to DPSC, the meat department
must stipulate the type of tenderizing process desired.

Fresh fish. Prepackaged fresh fruit is authorized
to be stocked and sold under the follOwing guidelines:

a Prociire fresh fish only from approved sources.
Insure that theseproducts are inspected in accordance
with AFR 163-2, Veterinary Food InspectiOn, and
that procedures, comply, with applicable portion# of
AFR 163-8; Control of Foodborne Disease.

b. See that all fish have arrived at the commissary
within 24 hours tifter being processed.

c: Do not accept previously frozen fish, and reject
items_which_do.not arrive at the proper temperature:

d. Keep fish at a temperature of 34° F. or lower;
but do not allow them to freeze.

e. Do not commingle fish products with meat
:products.

Realize that meat department personnel will
not perform steaking, filleting, packaging, or other
processing of fish products:

g. Destroy fresh fish products 48 hours after receipt.

Delicatessen. A delicatessen section, on a clerk
service basis, is authorized as a part of the meat de-
partment. In this "deli" a variety of ready -tout meats
or meat products and cheeses are provided. Note, too,
that these items are not prepackaged but rather dis-
played in bulk.

Exercises (042): .

I. Identify each of the following meat or meat prod-
ucts as being either located in either the grocery
department or the meat department.

a Bacon, smoked, sliced-prepfickaged, frozen.
b Beef, boneless, chilled.
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c, Beef liver.
d Shortening 11 types, bulk.
e Fish; salted: smoiced or dried (not can

2. List the three typ s of tenderizing processes
in pretenderized

3. Complete the foil wing: Fresh fish must arri
the commissary hours after packs

4. How should meat items be displayed in a delic
seri section of the meat department?

043. Provide selected factorsinvolved in deciding
amounts and typesof meat to place on sale and
tinquish true from flilse statements about 'he
and meat types.

/
. .

Amount. In deciding how much meat to display, se
.

--Mthe main guide you have fro st sales. By review g
past sales; you c,an_almost pre. -t-the amount of sa
on any given day of the week or month. Naturally; he
space available for display must also he considere

Types o_ f Meat. Factors to conside deciding
niehtypes of at to purchase and display fre nsu ti

data, First° er preference :religious CUStO ,

season, and availability of the product. Only the hi
est quality meat items consistent with price and c
tomer acceptance should be purchased and sold.

Exercises (043):
1. State the factors to consider when deciding ttie

amounts and types of meat to be placed on sal

2. Beside each of the _following statements write T
for true -or F for false:

a The second most important consideration
in determining the amount of meat to
play js the space available for such display.-__

b By reviewing past sales, you can almost pre
dict the amount of sales on any givercday of
the week or month.

c Only the highest quality meat items shohld
be purchased and sold.

_d Consistent with customer acceptance and
price, nothing but-the highest quality meat
items must be purdhased and sold:

a

1



MEAT
GROCERY DEPARTMENT

ARTICLES SUBSECTION SUBSECTION
,

DAIRY PRODUCTS
Cheese, bulk, all 'typescut and packaged in

ineat delAartrnent
X

MEAT AND MEAT PRODUCT'S
`).- Bacon, Canadian, bulk X

Bacon, Canadian, prepackaged X2

Bacon; smokkl, slab
X

Bacon, smoked, -diced, prepackaged X1 X2

Flam, cooked - canned or otherwise requiring refrigeration X

Hain, smoked, whole X

Ham, smoked, processed X

BEEF AND BEEF PRODUCTS
Brains

X

Boneless, chilled or frozen X

Comednot canned - X

Dried, sliced=bulk
X

- Hearts
X

ICidneyi
X

Liver, beef
X

Liver, calf
X

Oatiils
X

Sweetbreads
X

Tenderloin
X

Tongue, fresh or smoked not canned) X

buLk
X

-Whole:tale clita
X

LAMB
Carcass and wholesale market cuts X

PORK
Bellies, dry; salt cured
Boneless; smoked' butts

X

/ . Boston butts
X

Fatbacksi dry, salt cured X

Hints, ,fteish
X

LOhis, None in or partially boned X

Shbulders, fresh or ed, including picnic style X

Spareribs, half dwelt
X

EAL
Sides, andi.or wholesale cuts

Legend: 1._ Frozenprepackaged
2. Chilled

Figure 6-I. &cation of meat and poultry items:
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ARTICLES

SHORTENING
All typespackers' prepackag. X
All typesbulk X

, .

MEAT AND MEAT PRODUC (MISCELLANEOUS)
Chili con can (not canned) Xl X2
Headcheeseany packaging r quiring refrigeration X1 X2
Frog legs X1 X2
Luncheon meatrequiring re *geration X1 . X2
Meat loaf, assorted X1 X2
Rabbitdressed; doinestic Xl X2
Sausage; bologna .. X
Sausage, tervelat, dry or soft X
Sausage; fraAkfurters F X
Sausage; liver X
Sausage; pork; bulk or links . Y( 421
Sausage, salami 1 X

Sausage, other NYX
Sausage, scrapple X

Sausage, all types, frozen, p -packaged I. X

POULTRY
Chicken, dressed, eviscera

Fowl: fryers, roasters, b Hen; Xl .7 X2
Chicken, ready to cook: .

Broilers, capons, fowl, Xl X2
Packers, prepackaged ole or parts X1 . . . . . X2

ucks and geesedressed, rated X1 X2
eydressed, eviscera X1 X2

Eggs; fresh, X

WATER FOODS
Fish:

Frozen; preparkaged or k
--,,, ted, smoked br dried ( of canned) X

Sh ., 4fresh or frozen Xl X2

MEAT
GROCERY DEPARTMENT

SUBSECTION SUBSECTION,

OTHER
Meat pies X
Meat dinners
Portion pack (brand-name stJ ales, chops, patties, etc.) Xl

Legend: 1. Frozenprepackaged
2. Chilled

Figure 6-2, Location of meat and poultry itemscontinued,
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144. Cite selected factors that may affect meat Epur-

chases and differentiate between correct and incorrect
statements alout these same factors.

Pa At Ptiketiates. By carefully reviewing past records,
you can easily determine the amount of beef.ipark,
and lamb purchased in the past. This informatiOn is of
great value in determining present and futtire re-
quirements.

Changes Base Mission; If the mission of a base
changed, the number of base personnel may alSO
change. Meat purchases are then adjustedaccordinglY.

Peri-Orman-et Standards Job performance is based
on pounds of merchandise handled per hdiur and
quality of praceSSing. When establishing standards
of performance, skills of the meatcutters should be

considered (experienced meateulters will produce
more than apprentices with limited experience):

From the above inforMation, you can understand
how performance standards can also affect meat
purchases.

Exercises (044):
1. State the factors that help determine meat purchases.

2. Write T for true or F for false- be-side each of the
following statements:

a To determine the amount of beef; pork, and
lamb purchased in the past, review carefully
past records.

b It is on the pounds of_merchandise Andled
per hour that job performance is based.

c,;j14eatpurchases must be adjusted if the mis-
sion of a base is changed, bringing with it
resultant changes in the number abase per-
sonnel needed.

d Both the quality, of processing and the
pounds of merchandise handled per hour
serve as bases for job performance.

6-3; Tests and Pricing Procidurei
)11 this section, we will discuss cutting tests, testing

ground meats for fat percentage. inventories, and
price adjustments.

I
t
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045. Distinguish between true and false statements
concerning cutting tests and pricing chtrts.

Cutting Tests; The prescribed procedure for estab-
lishing retail prices for processed meats. meat products,
and poultry is topredetermine the average yield for
each cut in relation to the average weight of the Whole7
sale article or carcass, taking into consideration the
waste, bones, fat, and shrinkage: Shrinkage is a vary-
ing percentage of unavoidable losS. It is caused by
normal evaporation of moisture and drainage during
storage, cutting, display, and 'rewraps., Therefore, an
initial markup of 1th to 2 percent is required to cover
these losses.

_ A F Form 400.,-Air Force Form 400, Processed It-em
TeSt (fig. 6-33, is Used to record all cutting tests. The
description of the wholesale article being _tested is
found irt block In block 2, the weight of the article
is recorded. In block 3, the price per pound_ of the
article is given; and the cost is record&d itt blotk 4.
The descriptions of the processed items are listedin
column A. In column B is given the weight of each
processed item. The percentage of yield.for each retail
cut, compared to the weight of the carcass or whole-
sale cut from which they were_ processed, is computed
and entered in_column C. Refer to the, first processed
item in figure There are 23.70 pounds of beef loin
sirloin steak: The 23.70 pounds oftsteak is divided ly
the weight of the wholesale article (618 pounds). For
example, 23.70 ÷_ 618 = 3.83 percent: Column D
lists the price per pound of each item, and the value
in column E. At this time, columns B, and E are
totaled and the following information is obtained:
The total percentage of yield, the total weight Of the

processed- meat items, and the total value: The total
Value of the processed items compared to the cost of
the wholesale article determines the profit or loss of
the cutting test. The prices of the processed items are
then adjusted_to show the IM to 2 percent gain to
cover losses. The adjusted prices are recorded in col-
(Mt F-and the new value is given in column G. The
gain is listed in block 7 and the percentage of gain is
fotind in block 8. The shrinkage is obtained by deduct-
ing the total weight of the processed items from the
weight of the wholesale article, and then recording
the result in block 5. The weight of the shrinkage
divided by the weight of the wholesale articl gh,et
the percentage of gain 'or loss recorded in blocks 7
and 8. The commissary officer or store manager must
then approve the cutting test.

Frequency. Cutting tests must be conducted at least
once a month. or when significant changes occur in
weight-ranges or when the style or method of cutting
is changed_ far merchandising reasons. The results of
the analysis ;of the cutting test dictates the necessity
of other cutting tests, The consistedey of the meat-
cutters in cutting op carcasses will also have a bearing
on the frequency of tests.
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Figtire 6=3.- Air Force Form 400.

Consistency. When conducting cutting tests it is
important that the same method of cutting and trim-
ming be used to secure average yields of meat cuts.
A unit-of-T.-Aim also insures:the patron a true value
of the product. This technique increases eye appeal--
and creates uniform movement. Tests on various Car=
cass weights depend upon weight ranges used; grade,_
conformation, bone structure, and trim.

.4tAccurnutatton _of cutting tests results is necessary
to set up average weights of resale cuts and can be
continued indefinitely. Each time The figures become
More valuable as a pricing tool. From accumulated
cuttittg tests, the percent yield of each cut can be
determined; This percentage, when applitl to a given
weight of a carcass, side, owholesale cut, indicates
the average weights of the resale meat cuts. The per-
centage of yield for 'resale cuts Will remain the same
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as long as the method of cutting is not changed and
quality (grades) -remain constant.

Meat types. Cutting tests for all types of meat, that
requires processing, are recorded .on AF Form 400.
A separate folder for each type (beef, pork, veal, lamb.
and ham) is maintained in the meat drartinent. Each
form, is kept for 6-months.

Special cuts. Although we must have consistent
cutting tests, using the same method of cutting as we
have discussed previously, that does not prohibit our
occasional deviation for special orders. Meatcutters
process special thickness and special cuts for custo-
mers. You and other meatciitteit will also slice canned
hams and tenderize meat cuts as requested to enhance
customer service. Freezer orders for sides or quarters
of beef may be processed on an optional basis, but first

1 0-6
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priority is maintaining the best possible meat selection
in the display cases. ( .

..

Pricing Chases- The pricing guide formats (fig. 6-4)
assists the meat department manager in establishing
retairprices for Meat itettiS. S !ling prices,
as listed On the charts, are merely an ample and
these are not to be interpretedas acts prices to be
used. Determitiatibit of selling prices are the results
of several different factors; such, as patron_demand,
variations in yield; and the reSilliS of AF Form 603.
Record of Operation.

Use of pricing charts does not eliminate the requite=
ments for cutting tests. Meats are procured in the
topes, weight ranges, and grades shown in the pricing
charts.

Exercises (045):
Identify as true or false statements in exercises I

through 7: . .
,

1 In establishing retail prices, the average price
-' for each retail cut in ref ion to the average

weight of the wholesal icle must he de=
terthined ,,

' AF Forth 400, Processed Item Test, is used
_ only for carcass beef._ 3 The value of each procesSed item listed on

AF Worm 400 is determined by multiplying
the weight by price per pound._ 4 The amount of gain is determined by deduct-
ing the cost of the wholesale item being
tested tom the total processed value._ 5. The percentage of yield for each retail cut
will always remain the same.___ 6 Pricing charts may be used instead of cutting
tests;

2.-____ 7 The same method of meatcutting remains
the same for special orders and freezer

_,orders.

046. Provide the missing information tip incomplete
selected statements regarding fat percentage testing.

Fat Percentage Tests. To insure that gtound meats
do not exceed the allowable fat percentage, fat tests
are performed during each processing; The veterinar-
ian also performs.similar tests periodically to verify
the cornmissary tests.

,41tovvabte percentage of fat. Groutui-beef with fat
content ranging from 19 to 25 percent must be labeled
as "ground beef not less than 75 percent lean." This
labeled ground beef never exceeds 25 percent fat

' content.
Ground beef containing 18 percent or less fat (de-

rived from lean trimmings) is labeled as "ground
beef not less than 82 percent lean."

Equipment. The fat measuring kit is contained in
-a carrying case consisting of two funnels, three test
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tubes, a calibrated scale with movable pointer, two
cleaning brushes, a power cord with plug; and a heater

Opel-anon. A, 2-ounce sample of ground meat- is
inserted under the heating element. The machine is
turned on for a It-minute interval (the machine may
be unattended during this period), and fat is rendered
from the sample. Both a calibrated scale and a movable
pointer; located next to the test tubs, are used to meas-
ure the percentage Of fat that has dripped into the
test tube. After each testing; wash the fimnels; test
tubes; and screen thorougt.:.

Exercises (046):
Supply the missing information in the form of the
correct or or word to complete required statements
I through 5 respectively.
1. Ground meats are tested for fat content during each

2. At no time Should_ grtiiind beef exceed
percent fat;

3. Ground beef fromileahttittirningsiS labeled "ground
beef not less than lean."

4. Fat testing is accomplished by using a
ounce sample of ground meat.

minutes5. Fat tests are completed in minutes
after turning the tesier on.

047. Identify significant inventory and prising pro-
cedures followed 0 the meat department.

Meat Departmeiit Inventory. The purpose of the
meat departmen% inventory is to determine the exact
financial condition- of the meat department; [riven-

/ones are taken semiannually; monthly, semimonthly,
or if required. on a more frequent schedule. The in-
ventory will assist-in determining consimption factors.
ann_ requirements; and adjusting gains or losses.

Operating instructions (Of). Commissary 'barrage-
pent_publishes a detailed 01 for_meat departtnint.
InvenlaY . The 01 outlines specific procedures Tor
meat department employees in conducting the in-
ventory: . /

Semiannual Formal Inventory. A inven-
tory is taken during February and August of each
year. AF Form 603 is used for inventory (fig. 6-5).
The forni is overprinted with the nomenclature of
items to facilitate inventory: Commissary _manage-
ment appoints two diStinet teams to perform two
separate inventories and insure that all count differ-
ences are reconciled. All inventory entries are recorded
in ink.

Inventory procedures: Items processed and pack-
, aged ir. the meat department are inventoried at the
sale price indicated on each individual -package. Indi-
cate items so iniventogied as a single line entry on the
inventory form. Fck exaMple, procelsed meats
$157.30, These items are not subject to an inventory
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CARCASS COST PER POUND

.63 14 .66 [ .66 .67 '\ .68 ] .69 .70 11 .72

SUGGESTEtRESAlE PRICES f

RETAIL CUTS MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX . MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX

Porterhouse steak 1.33-113 1.35-1.65 137-117 139-1.69 141-1.71 1A3 -1.73. 1 A5-1 35 1 A7-1.77 1;49-1;79 1;51-1:81

1 lione steak 1.27=1.57 129:1.59 1.31-1.61 133-1.63 1.35=1.65 1.37=-117 1.39-1.69 1.41 =1.71 1.43-1.73 1.45-1.75

Sirloin steak 1 23-153 1 25-155 11771.57 119-159 131-111 133-153 135-12 137-1.67 1i39-1.69 1 A 1 -1. 7 1

Top loin steak 135-115 1:37-117 139-119 1 A1-111 1 A31 ;73 145-1;75 1 A7 -1 ;77 . 1 A9-1 ;79 1;51-151 153-183

Round steak 1.13-143 1.15-145 1.17-147 1.19-149 121-151 113-153 125-115 127-157 1:29-1:59 131-1:61

Top round steak 1.19-1.49 1.21-1.51 .123-1.53 1.25-1.55 117=1.57 129=159 131=111 1.33-1.63 1.35-1.65 1.31-1.61

Bottom round stk 1.11 -1;41 1.13 -1,43 1,15 -1,45 1 ;17-1 A7 119-1 A9 121-151 113-1.53 115-155 1.27-1.57 1.29-1.59

Tip steak 1.19-1 A9 121-151 123-153 115-155 117-157 119-1-59 131-111 133-113 1.35-115 137-1;67

Cliuck blade steak .83=1.13 15=1.15 .87=1.17 59=1.19 .91 -1.21 .93 -1.23 '15-115 J7-117 :99 -1 :29 1.01-1:31

Chuck 7-bone stk, .87-117 .89-119 21-111 .93-1.23 15-115 17=117 99119 1.01=131 1.03-133 1.05=1.35

Cube steak 1.17 -1,47 1.19-149 1.21-151 113-1.53 125-1.55 127-157 1.29-159 1.31-1131 1.33-113 1.35-1.65

Flank steak 1.15445 1.17 -1.47 1.19 -1.49 1 21-15 L 1137153 115-155 117-157 120-159 131-111 133-153

Rib steak 111=1.41 14 3=143 1.15445 1.17-=1.41 1.19-149 1.21=1.51 113-113 125-1.55 1.27-1.57 1.29-1.59

To p round roast 1.11-141 1;13-143 1;15L145 1.17-147 1.19-149 1/17151 123-1.5J 1.26=1.55 127=1.57 121.59

80ttbrilpund rst 1;09-139 1111 -1 A1 1:13 -1:43° 1:15-145 1.17-147 1;19-1 A9 121-151 123-153 1.25455 1.27-157

Tip roast 1.17-1.47 1.19-1.49 111=111 123-1.53 115-155 117.-157 119.159 131-1:01 1:3371;63 1;35-115

Rib roast 1.00-139 1:11-1A1 1.13,1.43 1.15-1.45 1.17=1.47 1.19-1.49 111=151 1/3453 125-1.55 1.27-1.57

Chuck blade roast 31 1 ;11 33-1.13 35-1;15 57-1;17 2971.19 .91-121 .93-1.23 .15-1.25 ,97=1.27 .91.29

Chuck 7-bone rst 19-1.19 11-111 13-1.23 J5-1.25 ;97-1;27 19-119 111-131 113-1.33 1.05-1.35 1.07-137

Chuck arm roast .91=1 /1 - 13=1/3 /5=125 .971.27 19-129 121-131 123-133 115-135 117-137 129-139

Eye round 1:27-1.57 129-159 131-1.61 133-1.63 135-1.65 137=117 139.-1.69 141-1.71 143-1:73 145-1:75

Short ribs .61- 11 53- .93 .65- .95 .61- .91 .69- .99 .71-1.01" .73=1.03 .75=1.05 .77=1.07 .79=1.09

Stew meat 11-111 23-113 :15-125 17-127 .A-1.29 111-131 1.03-1.33 1.05.-;135 1.01-1,0 119-1.39

Ground beef 75% .65- .95 .67-- .97 .69- .99 .71-1.01 ;73-113 ;75-1.05 .77-127 ;79-119 11-1.11 .83-1.13

Grua lief 82% .93=1.23 .91.25 .97=1.27 29=1.29 1.01-1.31 1.03-1.33 105-1.35. 1;07-1;37 1;09-1;39 111-441

Figure 64. AFCOMS bee( pricing chart.
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111101014 IN--INVINTOIIT

ITI/M OT' MCI ANOINT ITIIM 1 OFT 1 ma

Chaco; Amer, lb: 181/2 .65 12 02 ssouolo FoewAso .±723.7 55
Cheese, Swiss, lb. 3 .67 2 01
Bacon, Slab; lb. 128 .60 76 80
Bacon (lean), Slab, lb. 15 .62 9 30
Hun; Cooked; 111. 218 .80 174 40
Ham, Cobked, (511), lb. 166 .85 90 10
Beef Carcass, lb. 7845 .70 5491 50
Ham, Friel, lb. 240: .53 127 20 ,

+lam, Fresh; Shank, lb. 77 .47 36 19
Ham, Smoked, lb. 19772a .49 96 65
Pork, _Boston Butt, lb. 38 49 18 62
Veal, Sides, lb. 228 .90 205 20
Beef Liver, lb. 18 .67 12 06
Pods, Loin, lb. 500 .77 , 385 00
ProCessed Meats 500 50

....-""' .

.
. ..

..

e
AIM FORWARD

3772*
TM _7237_ 5

Figure 6-5. Record of operation (Section III).
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price adjustment in the succeeding month. Price fat,
suet; and bones which have not been diSpOSed of
bfore the inventory at 90 percent of the established
contract price. This is indicated on the form as a single
line item entry in the same manner as prescribed fOr
processed items.

Vendor -packaged merchandise is inventoried by
item at the'selling price in effect on the last day of
sale prior to inventory. Invoice costs must be recouped
When two or more lots procured at different prices
are On hand. .

.

ItEms awaiting processing are inventoried.at the
exact invoice cost._

Other inventOrieS. A semimonthly inventory is
taken on the Saturday closest to the 15th of the month
and the last sales day_ of the calendar month. This
inventory deterthineS that the established tetalipritesiare not resulting in excessive profits or a lo . Persons
taking the counts, recording; and making tensions
sign the inventory forms. Additidnally, the meat
department manger and store manager will sign to
attest to the correcttjes of the inventory: Accomplish
all inventories using AF Form 603,_ The semimonthly
inventory may be taken, using drillar inventory pro-
cedures_ to the extent feasible. Aco_py of the inventory-
is keat for -6 months. If the inventory results in exces-
sive gains or at a loss; the commissary officer attacheS
an explanation'and a statement of corrective action.

Record of Operation. After the physical &mint,
recording, and extensions the front of AF Form 603
is completed This is the actual sales record. listing
the operating gains or losses for the meat department.
Refer to figure 6,6-as we discuss thik form; Section 1
lists cash and/.or charge saki for each day of the two
week period and then totaled. Section II lists the open-
ing inventory and receipts for this period.

Section IV. The total sales from section 1 is entered
in block I of section IV..The total receipts from section
II is entered in block 2. The total inventory is taken
from the reverse side of the form (section III) and
entered in block 3. To get the value of the items sold,
the total inventory is subtracted from the total re-
ceipts and placed in block 4. The gain or loss is the
difference between block 1 and block 4. The gain or
loss is listed in block 5. In this case, we see a losS of
$14.75.. The percentage of loss is found by divIding
the loss by the. total 5iles. In block 7, we enter the
cumulative gain or loss for the six month period to
'date. The percentage is listed in block 8.'

A gain or loss _of up to 3 percent of-sales for the
evaluation period is permitted (evaluation period is
the period since last inventory; usually_ 15 dayS). ThiS
variance is authorized to permit flexibility While re-
covering losses or decreasing gains during subsequent'
evaluationperiods. It is not an authorization .for the
meat department to operate at a gain or loss. An op7 ,
erating gain or foss of 0.1 of. I percent is'authoriled
on the semiannual inventory. Control section person.-
nel 14hulate the results n the. AF Form. 603 and
forward the results to sto and cornplek management,
personnel prior, to the nex duty day,

Reirviii-k file. All kisses resulting from damage or
deterioration are supported from the initial markup:
Normal losses resulting from detericiration and items
processed to other retail saleable items are recorded
on AFCOMS Form 1001, Rework_File: The commis-

ssary officer or his d ignated representative initials
Thall individual entries n excess of -S20. The rework file

f

iS attached to the:AF Form 603 for the accounting
period.

Pricing Meat Items. Selling prices of processed
meat items are set at a level to recoup invoice costs.
PriceS for pecicdSed items are based on_cutting tests.
analysis of operation, standard commercial prices for
comparable items; and _customer demand. Care is
exercised-to prevent wide fluctuations, in sell prices.
The meat department manager must obtain_approval
from the commissary officer or store manager prior to
adjusting prices:.

Factors on Pricing Cuts. Based on the .-id, the
folltiwitig-factors are considered when estr lishing the
price of each cut:

'a. Prevailing commercial prices.
ti. Season'and approaching holidays.
c. Demand for steaks and ground meat.
d. Demand for roast on hOlidayS. .,

Exercises (047):
I. List the two types of inventories that are taken in

the meat department.

2. When should each of the inventories be performed?

3. List the method used to inventory processed meats.

4. Why are variances authorized in the meat depart-
ment's gains br losses?

5. What individual must initial entries in excess
$20 on AFCOMS Form 1001, Rework File?

6. List the factors to be considered in pricing retail cuts:

.

6-4. Inspections and Evaluations
One 'of. the silpervisor's major duties ;is the evalua-

. tiont-,of his department's operation. Ai this time he
should receive self-satisfaction of a job well clone. He
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RECORD OF OPERATION
.... TkIleta 7 _

EIPPIO_CI"Gff r/CMi4",
1,4 OM (0..1
1 onc 77

i 0 Watt')
1-5 Oet--7-7--

1. SALCS RECORD
IL RECEIPTS

SOURCS
I

Awattlir*

MONDAY
CASH 1,315 so

_ OPENING INVENTORY
(From Lln 1, Sec, )VPreetoo Report) 7,567

CNARGE Subs subsection - 5 Dec 1,48f0'
\--,

00

TUESDAY
CASH 1,396 12 Swift & Co - 6 Dec

_ .
. 3,547 10

Subs subsection - 7 Dec 2,890 15CHARGE 144, 03

vsoustoAv
CASH 1,179 29 Subs subsietion = 8 Dec 1,433 05

cHAplos Atinotir & Co - 11 Dec 2;372 - 16

THURSDAY
CASH 1,412 89 Subs subeAstion - 12 Dec 1,129

1,490

18

32182 91 Hormel & Co.- 13 DecCHAR,

FRIDAY
CASH,. ;130 35

.

Subs subsection - 14 Dec 1,119
r

10

CHARGE

SATURDAY CAS` L137 01

CHARGE

CREDIT (nor /n. 4.4 tranolor out) 17 00 .

MONDAY
CASH 1,147 35

CHARGE

. -rucsoAv
CASH e 1,323 52

CHARGE 167 59

WEDNESDAY
CASH h188 TOTAL 23,028 13

,..11Y.

111.
CHARGE

,

- -

----y-T-rSoo-No.....,)
---. RESULTS

THURSDAY
CASH,

. 1531
,,
Q...)

t. TOTAL.
Mem Sefli:1) 15;775 83

'
=23,028 13CHARGE ,. 159 29

S
CP,44.

TOTAL.
544fie
RICSI

1PT1m41

i

FRIDAY
CASH 1,39§ ,Z

S. TO,TLAt. iNvENTORT,
-(r.4ti. s..a. in) 7237 55

^CHARGE
.1.V 4:4/1C 0.0 TIM/

1-01.0-
Mine 2 Line 3) 15,790

c.

.SA TURDAY -
i

CASH 1,177 A
82-.

. 4 ALAt_oR LOSS_(Due....,,,....)
(1.4.4 ).44 tants 4): (14 5)

LOSS 935% For
.

CHARGE
S. Pitstc AAAAAA

6 ^'N °P LOSS
L.(-.4.4-s-M4-,1)-.

CREDIT ,trorri'in mut tranefer'ouil a
6 Mon _pens 4 to date

CUmULATtvi GAIN OF! LOSS S 34 .
, .

,
TOTAL 13,773

....--'-

6 ritonth period to date,

CUAAAAA EstlOo TO OATS
' .018

A? com. 603 .REVIOUS
140V1,1

TIOM IS 0501-ST

Figure '64)., Record of dperat
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ion

accomplishes this duty by careful and thorough in-
spections of all phases of the meat departmenropera-
tion. HOW customer complaints are resolved are of the
utmost importance.

048. List the areas of inspection within the meat de-.
imuiment and complete a series of statements about
most department hupectione and substandard coo-
ditioUs.

Inspections. The meat department manager directs
the meat department operation-, plans for improve-
ments, and insures that improved methods and pro-
cedures are placed in effect and followed. For proper
department operation he must continuously inspect
all phases ofitheoperatiOn. Otherwise, he could not
detect proccdurts or conditions that need improve-
ment; His duties_ include inspecting meat and supplies
for quantity and condition. In addition, he inspects
the entire meat processing procedure: meratcutting
wrapping,, pricing and displaying; The supervisor
insures that early morning breaking crews break_ a
fiill day's supply of carcass beef into. primal or sub;
primal cuts for processing into retail cuts, He plans
for preparation of at least 50 percent of the daily re-
quirements prior to the It is needed. Preparation
of thit type is essential to_ insure a complete supply
of retail cuts is available for display at all tunes;

Substandard conditions. Whenever you notice pro-
' cedures or conditions that can be improved, notify

your supervisor. =If he thinks more space will help;
he, will take action to secure more space; additional
tables and equipment, or whateVer is necessary to
Make work safer and more efficient. ,Stay alert to
possible hazards. Your supervisorwill call in special-
ists; as needed; to c such conditions as defective
electrical apPli -ces, refrigeration equipment, etc.
Meatcutters are of allowed to make major repairs
to such equipment. Have your subordinates report
substandard conditions that your supervisor may
not know about.

Exercises (048):
1. List the areas of inspection within the meat de-

partment.

2. Supply the missing word or 'words for each of the
followinx
a. For proper operation the meat_ department

manager must inspect all phases
of the operation;

b. Prior to the time-it -is needed, the meat depart-
ment manager plans for preparation of at least

of the daily re-
quirements.

c. Meatcutten are
to make major repairs in such equipment as
electrical appliances or refrigeration equipment.

049. Supply _the s cant factors to be analyzed in '

evaluating the e eness of the meat department
operation and distinguish true from false statements
about this Operational effectiveness.

Operations Evaluation. The supervisor evaluates
the effectiveness of the meat department operation by
anal-ging fink factOrt: Cuttotner complaints, produc-
tion charts, reports, and accounting record: Each
has a separate meaning; kg of them combined tell
how efficiently the department is operating.

Exerdses (049):
1. Lisi the factoit to be analyzed in evaluating effec-

tiveness of the meat department operation:

2. Identify by T for true or F for false each of the fol-
lowing statements related to operations evaluation:

a The effectiveness of the meat department
operation is evaluated by the supervisor;

b. The factors- analyzed in the operations
evaluation_ of the meat department have
little meaning except as taken as a whole.

c An analysis of the four factors conlbined
will tell you how efficiently the meat de=
partment is operating.

050; Describe the correct procedure to use when
customer complains and identify correct and incorrect
statements about resolving customer problems;

Resolving Customer Problems. No probleths are
more delicate than that of resolving customer com-
plaints, What you say and how, and your manner
toward customers determines whether you resolve
customer problems or whether you have a more diffi-
cult time: According to _industrial studies, human
relations have a greater influence on a person's success
than any other single factor. Some days -will be more
difficult than others; and customers vXII complain.



Siippose ohe says that he got a-tough cut of-meat.
Should .you suggest that the meat was not prepared
properly? No, this would likely add fuel to the flames.
Should you defend your meat as "only the very best ?"
This- too; is likely to further upset_the customer and
put him or her on .the defensive. Probably the best
solution is to listen carefully to what is said and then
ask how you can serve hirn/ her now. You will always
gain by being considerate of people and by listening
to their side-of the story. This does not mean that
supervisors&-meatcutters should take abuse and
insult. But very few people will furnish su h abuse
in the face of courtesy and consideration:

Exercises (050):
I. State the correct procedure to use when a customer

complains.

Indicate by COIL for CORRECT and INCOR.'
for INCORRECT the truth or falsity of each of
these statements about the resolving of customer
problems;

a According to industrial studies, human
relations have a greater influence on a
person's success than any other single
factor.

b If -necessary, meat department personnel .

should lie prepared to take abuse and
insult silently in order to maintain good
customer relations.

C One thing you might say .to defuse the
situation when a customer complains is
that he got a tough cut of meat:

d You should not try to defend your meat
as "only the_ very best," because this is
likely to further upset the customer and
put him or her on the defensive.

051. State the purpose of the USAF Graduate Evalua-
tion Program.

Reasons for Program. The Graduate Evaluation
Program is a major aid in the quality control of formal
and career development courses and serves as a source
of information to determine the following:

a: Ability of recent graduates to perform their
assigned tasks to the level of proficiency specified in
the applicable training standard:

103
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b. Extent to which acquired skills are used by recent
graduates.

c. Extent to which knowledge attained is-retained
by recent graduates:

d. Need to revise the approved specialty training
standard. formal or career development course in
order to improve training effectiveness and respon-
siveness to the requirements of the using commands.
. e. Need for further evaluation of training problems

identified by the evaluation of graduates.

Exercises f051):
I. State the purpose of the USAF Graduate Evalua-

tion Program:

2. Some of the following statements about what is
determined, usingthe USAF Graduate Evaluation
Program as a source, are valid; some, invalid.
Write V for those VALID and IV for those IN-
VALID:

a The extent to which acquired skillS are
used by recent graduates.

o

b The need for further evaluation of training
problems identified by the voluntarily
submilied comments of gradates.

c The ability of recent graduates to perform
their assigned tasks to the level of pro,.
ficiency specified in the applicable training
standard.

.(k
d The exte to which knowledge attained

by recen= graduates is used by them to in-
r in solving problems on the job.

e The need to revise theial:VCVed_g_Fictially
training standard: formal or career devel-
opment course in order to improve train-
ing effectiveness and responsiveness to the
requirements of the using commands.



ANSWERS FC3R EXERCISES

008., I. F.
008 - 2. T.

WOTE: CJuse+er Z
008 - 3:
008 = a.

E
T.

ait5uJet5 0m;P:44i4 dut
009 - I.
009 -

Intended purpose..
I. Metal mesh gloves: 2 Safety:aprons'. 3: Hard hats: and
4. Safety shoes.

+t, ont;ss;ort oV-
009 - 3.

009 - 4.
Away:
Knife Nadi or storage rack.

009 - 5. Hooks.
009 - 6.
009 - r

Guards and guides.
Safety interlock switches.Ckiiipter

009 -, 8: Metal mesh glove.
009 - 9. Faulty or exposed; firmly secured: coven.
009 - 10. Alarms and fire axes:
009 - II. Legs.

010 - 1. 170°.
010 - 2 Replace.
010 = 3. RAW pork or poultry.
010 - 4. Remove.
010 - 5. Week.
010 - 6. Cutting boards.
010 - 7. Paper.

011 - I CleitiliWt and grooming clog ing health.
011 - 2, Because you must work in to erasures of 13-44f 50° F.

012 - I. Processing area, equipment: display cases: storage
personnel: meat on display; food handlers cards: meat

012 = 2. TO Maitre proper receiving temperatures for beef and
poultry.

CHAPTER 3

CHAPTER 2 013 1. Stoiage measlier.
013 - 2. Three.

006 - 1. a. 3. 013 - 3. DPSC.

b: 4. 013 -4. WO.

C.-. _5:

ti. I.
014 - I. F]

e. 1.
014 - 2. T.

f. 2.
014 - 3. F.

IV 6.
014 - 4. F.

$:
i. 7.

014 - 5. T.

1. 8.
015 I. PU11:

015 - 2. Quality assurance.

007 - 1. Grinder._ 015 - 3. Dates of peek.

007 - Z Overheating.' 015 - 4. Feb 17___

007 - 3. Ufity_interlock switch. 015 - 5. Alphanumencal.

007 - 4. End slice plate. 015 - 6. Met 20: _
007 - S. Meat gauge plate. 015 - 7. 21 di* 15 days:
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016 - a. 3.
022 - 1. Flank:

b: 6: 022 - 2. Sirloin tip.

c.
022 - 3: Bone -in round.

d. 5. 022 - 4. Heel of round:

e. I.
022 - 5. Sirloin tip; bottom round,

4:
022 - 6. Hipbone.

016 = 2. Posted on the outside of the temperature box and re- 022 - 7: Porterhouse.

corded on the dharCs:At the beginning and al the end of 022 - 8. Top loin:

the day. 022 - 9. b.
e.

017 - I. a. 2. d:

b. 1.

c.
a.

d: 3: f.

e. _

c.

017 -'2. The type of cum the length of the smoking period; -the
method of packaging._ T.

017 = 3. Vinegar and salt-water.
023 - 1.
023 - 2. T.
023 - 3: F. Change -r to -7."
023 - 4: F. Delete short ribs.
023 - 5. T.
023 -'6. a. R.

CHAPTER 4
b. R.

018 - 1: a: 3. e.
R.

b. Z
.

e. 4.
d. I.

8-

018 - Any five of the folloWikg eight:
g. R.

R.
a. Until.
b. Spareribs.
c. Hams. 024 - 1. 11-2

d: Boston butts. 024 - 2. Chuck: shoulder.
024 ; 3. 3.
024 - 4. Blade.
024 - 5. c.

a.

019

020

020

- 1:

- 1.

- 2.

e. Bseon.
1. Shoulders.
g Picnics.
h. Fit back:

a. 3.
b. 5:
c. 4.
d. I.
e: 6:
f. 2.

a. 3. 4.
b. 2 4.
c. 6.
d. 7.
e. 1.
f: 5:
g. 2. 4.
a. 3, 4, 5. 7.
b. I. 6.
d. I. Z 8.
d. I.
e. 1. 2. 3.
t. t. 2. 3.
g. 4.

021 - I. a. T.
b. F. Change all to excess.
c: F. Leave the gland on the tip.
d. T.
e. F. Change "abnve" to "below.,"

021 - L These are ( I) measuring 3 inches frOM the eye on the loin
end and nwking and (2) locating_ the_natural seam and
following the contour of the round, cutting in a straight
line to the 3-inch mark.

021 - 3: These ere:
Thelifth sacral ,v_ertebra.

b. The rump knucklebone,

f.
o.

025 - I. F.
025 - 2. T.
025 =3. F.
025 - 4 F.
025 - 5. 1. Short loin.

b. Arnibcitie chuck.
c. Blade chtsck.
d; Shoulder.

026 - I. a. 2.
b. 2.
c. I.
d. I.
e. I.
f. 2.

g. I.
h. 2.

027 - 1. a. 4.
b. I.

c. 3.
d. 2.
C. 5.

028 - I.
b. 4.
C.. t.
d. 2.

029 - I. F.
029 - 2 T.
029 - 3. T.
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030 - I.
030 - 2.
030 - 3:
030 - 4.
030 - 5.
030 -
030 - 7.
030 - 8.
630 - 9.

F.
F.
E.
T.
T.
F.
T.
F.
T.

031 - I. UnAtIcI2 pounds:
031 - 2. 12 Pound-S.71nd oite.
031 - 3. 12 pounds and over.
031 - 4. Under 12 pounds.
031 - 5. Under12 pounds.

032 - I.
032 = 2.
032 - 3.
032 - 4-
032 - 5.

1/1_
IZ 6.
Seven.
Loin end.
Carving easier.

033 - 1; Slab bacon is cut into one or two pound pieces, or sliced
And displayed in one pound packages, Salt port is pro-
cesUd in pieces Or sliced fbr display in not more than I
pound packages.

033 - 2. a. F.
b. T.
c. T.

. _
034 - I. T.
034 - 2. F.
034 -.3. F.
034 - 4. T.
034 - 5. F.
034 - 6. T.

035 - I. F.
035 - 2. T.
035 - 3. T.
035 - 4. F.
035 - 5. F.

CHAPTER 5

036 - 1. a. F.
b. F.
c. F.

036 - 2. a. 10S; 14.
b. 4S Of 8S; 14 and 16 for 8S.
d. 2S; 14:
d. 2; 14.
e. I; I I.

037 - 1. a. t.
b. I.
c. 2.
d; 2:

037 - 2. Proper packaging enhances bloom and causes the pro-
duct to appear more attractive and palatible.

037 - 3. a. 5.
b. 2.
c. 3.

d. I, 4.

038 = I. ii. 6.

b. 5.
c. I.

038 - 2. The oldest meat cuts are placed in the front of display
case (nearest the customer).

/04-
CHAPTER 6

039 - I. a. I.
b. I.
c. II.
d.
e. II.

039 - 2. The quantity of category I equipment is based on_the
classification of the store, and is normally obtained by
local procurement.

039 - 3. The commissary officer.
039 - 4. Hindtools, cleaning supplies.- knives and plates for

grinders, packaging trays, wrapping film.
039 - 5. Surcharge revolving fund.

040 - I.
040 - 2.
040 - 3:
040 - 4.

041 - 1.
041 - 2.
041 - 3.
041 - 4.

042 - 1.

042 -
042 -
042 -

T.
F. Delete. "not."
F. Change "60" to "30."
T.

F.
F.
T.
F.

a. Grocery:
b. Meat department:
c. Meat department.
dti Meat department.
e. Meat de_partment. .

2. Papain-papaya, bromelin-pineapple, and ficin-figs.
3: 24._ _

4: In bulk:

043 - 1. In deciding the amounts Of meat to display use put sales
-and space available. Factors to consider in deciding the
types of meat to display are consumption data, customer
preference,_ religious custom, holidays, season and Avail-
ability of the product.'

043 -2 a; F:
b. T.
c. F.
d. T.

044 - I. Past purchases; changes in base mission; and perfdrm-
ance standards.

044 = a. T.
b. F.
c. T. xi
d. T.

045 - 1.
045 - 2;
045 - 3.
045 - 4.
045 - 5.
045 - 6.
045 - 7.

107
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046 - 1.
046'- 2.
046 - 3
046 - 4.
04¢-5.

F.
F.
T:
T.
F.
F.
F.

Processing.
23:
82.
Two.
15.

047 - I. -Semiannual and semimonthly.
047 - The semiannual inventory is taken on the last workday of

April and October °leach year._ The semimonthly inven7
too is taken_ on die Saturday closest to the_15th_of the
month And the Wit sales day olihe calendar month.

047 - 3. Processed meats are inventoried as a single line entry on
the inventory form.

047 - 4. To permit flexibility while recovering losses or decreasing
gains during subsequent evaluation periods. t



0
047 - 5.' TAteconitdisSaiy officer or his designated representative;

_047 -.0.1 Ptirg', &It mil prices, season and approaching
d for steaks and ground meat, and

. l; Z4 on holidays.

uppliei, ineatcitting, wrapping, pricing, Ind,
ditplayl .

2. a Cakuujotttly,r-.

tV.`b' Pe-IrldV sAf.
Not allowee. .;,

tustomer complaints, .1.oduction charts. reports,'"and
accounting records.

04*; 2. a. T. , 1

I. b. F. '
c. T.

050-1. Listen carefully to whit is said and then ask how you can
serve him/ her note. a

AU OATS Al.( 7901121 )600 108

050 - 2. a. COIL
b. INCOR.
c. INCOR.
d. COR.

051 - 1., The Graduate Evaluation Program is a major aid in the
quality_control of formal and career development courses
and serves as a source of information to determine grad u-
ate performance, the use of acquired skillt and recension
of attained knowledge by graduates, revision needs to
improve training effectiveness and responsiveness to
using commends' requirements; and the heed for further

_ evaluation of training problems:
051 - I.

b. IV.
-c. V.
'rd. IV.
e: V:



S T 0 P - 1. MATCH ANSWER SHEET TO THIS EXERCISE NUMBER.
2. USE NUMBER 2 PENCIL ONLY.

EXTENSION COURSE INSTITUTE
VOLUME REVIEW =EMI&

6 1 15v0 1 01
MEATCUTTER

'107

CarefUlly read the following:
Doft_s

1. Check the "course," "volume," and "form" numbers from the answer

sheet- address tab against the "VRE answer sheet identification
number" in _the righthanecolumn of the shipping list. If numbers do

not matsft, return the answer sheet and the shipping list to ECI
immediately with a note of extaanation.

2. Note that it numbers on answer sheet are sequential in each

column. I
3. Use a medi tarp #2 black lead pencil for marking answer sheet.
4. Write the rrect answer in the margin at the left of the item.

(When you review for the course examination, you can, cover your

answers with a strip
-__

of paper and then check your review answers
against your original choices.)- After you are sure of your answers,
transfer them to the answer sheet. If you have to change an: answer
on the answer sheet, be sure that the erasure is complete. Use a

clean eraser. But try to avoid any erasure on the answer sheet i
at all possible.
Take action to return entire answer sheet to ECI.

6. Keep Volume Review Exercise booklet for review and reference.
If mandatorily enrolled student, process questions or comments

through your unit trainer or OJT supervisor. If voluntarily
enrolled student, send questions or oomments to ECI on ECI Form ?T.

DON!Ts: ...

1. Don't use answer sheets other than one furnished specifically for
each review exercise. ,

2. Don't mark on the answer sheet except to fill in marking blocks.
Double marks or excessive markings which overflow marking blocks

will register as errors.
3. Don't fold, spindle,'staple, tape, or mutilate the sheet..

4. Don't use ink or any marking other than a #2 black lead pencil.
NOTE: NUPROCUM7 LEARNING OBJECTIVE I A .4 ,A M A. ARE USED ON-THE VOLUME

REVIEW EXERCISE. In paren heSii after eadt item number on the
VRE is the 0 ...e Number where the answer to that
its can be-lo ated;__ When a ering the_items on the VRE, refer
to: the Dhjeettves indicated._by that. Numbers. The VRE
results wi I be sent_eto_you on a postcard which will list the

actual_ VRE_items_na_missed. Go to the VRE booklet and locate
the Learning Objective Numbers for the items missed. Go to the

text and carefully'review the areas covered by these references;
Review the entire VRE again before you take the closed-book
courseExantination.

1
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Q(AeSi...eit5 kte4e 4etti em:*.ked
due 1-0 -t-ke tzmiss:onoc Civaeer 2.

9.' (006) Which of the following handtools has a wide bevel?

a. Steak knife. c. Handsaw.

b. Baling knife. d. Butchers steel.
v-

.0

10. (006) Which of the following haldtools will normally get t', e
most use? #

Sharpening Stonos.'
Butchers Steel.

c. Boning Hooks.
dit Knives. '

11. (007) The first step-in Operating the bandsaw sto

a. turn on the switch.
b. push the carriage toward the-blade;
.c. just the meat gauge plate;
d. place the meat firmly against the gauge plate.

12. (00 ) The piece of power,ed equipment that his a sharpening attachment
is the

a; meat slicer;
b. meat grinder.

c. bandsaw.
d. meat tenderizer.

13. (008) Equipment used'in the meat department should be arranged
in such a manner as to

a. process, beef first.
b.' utilize all existing space. 'm

c. minimize'diStance from the lavatory.
d, minimize distance between preparation points.

A
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14. (008) The first consideration for. deciding the location of the

lavatory is the

a. convenience for customers
b. convenience for meatcUtter's.
c. entrance to the meat market;
d. necessity for sufficient airspace betgeet it and the meatrooms.

15. (069) While operating powered equipment do not wear

a. hard hatS. c. sa ty aprons.
b. safety thoOS. d.. meta mesh gloves.

16. (009)" When cleaning any poweredequipment the first thing to
do is ; r

a. install ground wires._
b. firmly secure the - electrical outlet.
c. check -for faulty electrical power cords.
d. turn off the powerto the equipment or remove the plug from

the outlet.

17. (010) To. maintain proper sanitation in's4he meat department, the
Minimum temperature of water-mmst be

150° F. c. 170° F.
160° F. d. 180° F.

18. (010) If lieavy paper or mats are used on the processing area
flodrs, this material must be removed and the floors cleaned

a. daily.
b. twice a week.

c. three times a week.
d. weekly.

19. (011) To prevent thp-Oread of germs, which of
t

the following
should be performed. most frequently?

fl

a. Going to the dispensary.
b. Washing your hands.
c. Getting plenty of rest*
d. Changing Smocks and aprond;.

20. (012) The primary purpose of veterinarian inspections is to

a. prevent the spread of germs and infectious diseases.
b. insure that customers are.soldonly the highest quality meats.
c. maintain high standards of sarkitation for meatcutters.
d. maintain high standards of sanitation for equipment and facilities;
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21. (013) When receiving beat from the commissary warehoUSei_Whi

copy or copies of the AF Form 129 must the inchecker sign?:

a; Second -copy.

b. First and second copy.
c. First and third copy.
A. Second and third copy;

22. (013) All carcass meats must be

a. age graded When received.
b. 100 percent weighed when-received; i/
c. inventoried at weights supplied by the vendor.

d. weighed; when received; at the discretion of the commissary

officer;

23. (01Z) Which of the following 'statements reflect proper storage

procedure?

a.' Store beef quarters in front Of any beef remaining from previous:

deliveries.
O. Store beef quarters to allow for-proper air circulation.

c. Store frozen chickens on meat hooks;
d. Stack frozen meat 2 inches from the wall.

24. (014) Which of the following is not stored on meat hooks?

a. Poultry. c. Veal.

tr. Lamb. d. Beef.

25. (015) If a package of bacon had a code date marked Mar 6, what

type of code date syStem is being used?

a. Revised AMI system;
b. Alpha numerical system.
c. Quality-assurance system.
d. Standard ANI system.

26. (015) To insure a reasonable home storage period; almost all

fresh chilled pork sausage must be delivered

a. within 5 days after packaging.
b. within 10 days afterpackaging.
d. within 72 hours after packaging.
d. within 96 hours after packaging.

6115 01 D1
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274 (.016) What drstance from the floor are thermometerS;located it
refrigerated areas?

ai 2 feet; c. 5 feet.
b. feet., a. 6 feet.

28. (017) What is the approxiamte keeping time dirk a frozen beef carcass?

4 months.
6 months;

29. (018)

c. 8 months.
d. 10 months.

The presence of a break joint is a CharaCteristic in

a. beef carcass.
b. veal carcass.

c. lam
d. por

carcass.
carcass.

30; (018) A_type of meat that, has been on the hoof over one year,
is classified at

a. veal.
b. lamb.

. (019) Cattle have 13 ribs which are connected on one end to the
backbOne and on the other end to the

c. mutton.
d. baby beef.

a. breastbone. C.- neckbbnei
b. pelvic bone. di foreshank bone.

32. (020) Which of the following correctly states the yield from_
the heel of round?

a. Ground beef, club steak, and_roast.
b. Ground -beef, stew beef, and roast.
c. Sirloin tip steak, porterhouse steak, T-bone steak, and. top

/Swiss
teak.

/d. Swiss steak, est, and ground beef.

33 (020) ,-..11,1hich_off the following correctly states the yield from
the neck area?

a. Ground beef, stew beef, and. boneless roast.
Ground beefir stew beef, and cube_steaks4

c. Ground beef, stew beef, and pin bone steaks.
d. Short ribs, ground beef,'and cube steaks.

6
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134.. (021-) The flank i removed from the hindquirter'.

a=-3 inAes from eye; on.Ioin end.,
b. 4 inches froth,eye, on lOin end.
c. 5 inches from eye. on loin end.
d. 6 inches from eye, on loin end.

35. (021) Theftill loih:Of a beef:hindquarter is removed using which
Of the following as pivot poLhts for the putting line?

. Aitch boneand rump knucklebone.
b. 'Fotirth _sacral. vertebra and rump knucklebone.
c. Fifth sacral vertebra and rump knucklebone.
d. Pinbone and rump knucklebone.

3b.' (022) The retail cut that has grains running lengthwise is

a. flank steak.
b. .sirlOin tip steak.

. c. round steak.
1. T-bone steak.

37. ,(022) The Silver strip is located between the

a: top and bottom round;
b. eye and bottom round.
c. eye and top round. _

d. sirloin tip and bottom round.

38. (022) Before outting the shOrt loin -of beefintosteaks remove
excess flank meat and remOve,anY tails that exceed

a. 1/2 inch:
b. 1 inch.'

= 3/4 inch.
. 1/4 inch.

39; (021) The 4ing:sectionof a beef forequarter is separated from

the cross-Cut section between the

a. fourth and fifth riba;
;b. fifth and sixth ribs.
c. sixth and seventh ribs;
d. seventh and eight ribs;

40. (023) Before processing the beef rib into retail cuts, remove
the chine bone and trim the

backbone. c. backstrap.
b. knuckle bones. d. featherbones.
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41. (024) To avoid a large'bonein the first beef arm_roaSt;
,

7the-foreshankfrom the,crosscut.,section

a; onehalf inch above the knuckle-_on the shoulder-side,
b. onehalf inch below .the knuckle on the shoulder side.
c: one inch above the knuckle on the shoulder side.
d. one inch belOW theknuckle.on the shoulder side.:

rezhpye

Y.

42; (024) The cross .rib is separated fromthe.beefarm between the

second and thir&r1bs._ C. fourth and fifth ribs;

b. third and fourth ribs. d. Tiftn and,eixth ribs..
. _

43. (O24) The first cut beef chuck roast is identified Oy the presence
of te

a; blade cartilage;
'b., blade bone..

44. (025) i!he. fit on fabritate&;
trimmed down to

4.5

a. one-half inchtii
b. one inch.

seven bone.
d. neck: bone.

sub - primal cOtSOf beef is normally,

c. one and one-half
d.- two inches.

inch.

(026) A major difference between veal and; beef is that

a, teal 16 received in quarters while beef is received in whole

sides._
b. two major butsar.e made from the veal legi and one majOr cut

is made_frotii_the corresponding, beer area.

c. the veal hindquarter is separated behind the last rib.

d. veal carcass is much longer than beef carcass.

46. (027) In Veal processing,- the chine bone is used as a measuring

point for separating .

a. the three rib corner.
b. the reast from the rib:
c. the shank from the shoulder.
d. the rib, and naval from the shoulder.,

47. (027) The first step in processing a.Side"of,veal is

b.

b.

d.

process the fbrequarter.
process the hindquarter.

,separate the rib_sectiOn'frOmshoulder.
separate the hindquarter and forequarter.

8
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(OM The flank is removed frOm the veal hindquarter'

inches from the -c)iine bone.,

inches from the chine bone.
6 inches from the chine bone.
$ inchee from the -chine bone.

-
Veal oiitiets are ,prO'deSeed 'from the

a; loin; c.

b. round.: d. rump.

ii+

50. .(029)_ -As it pertains to lamb and beef differences, ,whiCh of the-
.

follOw5,ng statements is correct?

A 'break, Joint separates the'hindsaddle'froM fOresaddle
:Lamb- carcasses are spi t 'ienthwise into
The lamb loin yiel6 "stems.
A beef, bindsherik had ca break joint

(Q30) ,,'Etefore procesming lamb rib,

remove the chine bone..
remove the. bones.,

c. Score the rib biones,
d, -.remove the lamb fell.

I

52. , (030) One of the ways to mierCbandise lamb neck is as

a.. lamb stew:. .c.- lamb chops.
b. lamb roast. d.. mock duck.

a;
,__

53. (030) Mock duck is prepared- from the top portion of a lamb

shoulder: c. lOin.

breast. d. rib;

54 (030) . Which of t he following carving procedures differs between
Atherican leg of lamb and French leg of lamb?

a.. Remove the excess_ fat.
b. Saw through the backbOne every 1/2 inch for eamier carving;
c. Remove the meat from the shankbone and scrape the bone free .

. of meat,_

d. Merchandied the whole leg of lamb.
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(031') e common processing step. for a 10-pound hnm is to

a. cut the ham in half.
b. cut the cushion into breakfast slices;
c. cut center slices up to the aitch bone;
d. remove the cushion from the aitch bone portion;

56. (031) Mbst hams weighing ever 12 pounds are

a. sold whole.
b. sold halVed.
0. sold halved after slices are removed.
d. processed into breakfast slices, ham hocks,, center slices,

and seasoning pieces.

57. (032) The type of-POrk Ch-606 priced higher than the others are:

a. end chops. , blade chops._

b. rib chops. d, center-cut chops, -

58. (032) To obtain backribs you must first

a; separate the rib bones from the backbone.
b. decide to foresecountry style ribs.
c. cut the loin in 'thirds.
d. remove all fat.

59. (033) One similarity in processing slab bacon and salt pork is
that both may be

a, sliced and merchatidiSed in one or-two pound packages.

b. cut_into one_or_two pound pieces for display.
c. sliced and merchandised in one pound packages.
d. sliced and merchandisid in two pound packages.

60. (034) What is the minkmum internal temperature for barbecuing
pork?

a. 165°F. c. 185° F.

b. 175 F. d. 195° F.

'61. (935) 4s it pertains to beef trimmings, which of the folloWing
statements is correct?

a. Too much_fatin ground meat will result in customer complaints.
b. Dark_trimminarshould be used in_ground meat.
c, A21 of he fat. should be used -with ,ground meat.
d. One inch of fat should be left on retail cuts.

I
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62. (035) What is the, preferable method for disposing of unusable
bones and fat in the meat department?

a. Dispose of them yourself.
b. Contact sanitary fill personnel.
c. Try to obtain a contract -to sell them.
d. Obtain detail personnel to dispose of them.

63. (036) Which of the_following states the correct procedure for
storing wrapping filt?

a; Stack roll tubes on end.
b; Insure relative huMidity of 35 to 50 percent for storing packages.
c; Insure'temperature between 65° to 75° F for storing all types

of film;
d. Store film in a dry place where it will receive direct sunlight.

64. (036) One characteristic of pliofilmi is, that it

a. contains no elasticity.
b. is coated on one side.
c. must be sealed at a very high temperature.
d. must be sealed at a very low temperature.

65; (037) Handwrap stations

a. cannot be used with automatic scales.
b. do not have a hot cutoff.
c. cannot be used-with a manual scaling system.

" d. may be either console type or table top type.

66. (037) The automatic scale

'a. has a keyboard attachment and a-label printer which are electrically
interlocked to operate as a unit.

b. automatically weighs, comput-esi prints, and issues a label
to the label activator.

c. contains a dial to set the total price.
d. is a prepack scale.

67. '(038) Which of the following elements is most desirable for meat
display cases?

a. A__front_loading_case.
b. Meat items arranged by group type.
c. Hand printed display signs.
d. 'Soft natural subdued blue lighting.

6115 01 01
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68.. (059) An automatic wrapping machine would be classified as

a; operating supplies. c. category II equipment._

b. category I equipment. d. miscellaneous equipment.

69. (040) Final accounting for equipment and supplies used in the
operation of the meat department is the responsibility of the

a. store manager. c. services officer.
b. commissary officer. d. meat department manager.

70. (041) To whom is each (single) commissary 'officer responsible?

a. The region commander. c. AFCOMS commander.

b. The complex officer. d. AFESA commander.

71. (042) Which one of the following items is authorized to be sold
in the meat department?

a. Prepackaged frozen, sliced bacon.
b. Prepackaged shortening.
c. Frozen nail;
d. Beef liver.

72. (042) Which of the following statements concerning pretenderized

beef is correct?

a. Three types of tenderizing_ processes used. _

b. Commissaries may-purchase name brand tenderized beef._ _

c. The tenderizing action takes place before the animal is slaughtered.

d. Commissaries cannot stipulate type of tenderizing process
desired;

73. (043) A decisibn as to the amount and types of meat to display

would nO-t normally be influenced by

a.
b.

holidays;
past sales;

o. weather changes.
d. customers preference.

74. (043) What is the most important factor to consider in deciding

the amount of meat to display?

a. Holidays. c. Past sales.

b. Season. d. Religious customs.

12
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75. (044) Changing the missionof a base could change the number

Of personnel assigned. Meat purchases should then be

a; increased.
b. decreased.
c. adjusted accordingly.
di reviewed for past requirements;

045) Shrinkage is a variable percentage of unavoidable loss.
What percentage of initial markup is required to cover these loases?

a. 1 1/2 to 2 percent.
b. 2 1/2 to 3 percent.

c. 3 1/2 to 4 percent.
d. 4 1/2 to 5 percent.

77. (046) The maximum percentage of fat allowable in any labeled
ground beef is

a. :18 percent. c. 0 percent.

b.. 25 otedeht; d. 5 percent.

78; (146) How many ounces of ground beef should be used in testing
IA fat content?

a; Two;
b. Three.

c. Four.
d. Six.

79. (047) What is -the maximum percentage of gain or boss: authorized

on semiannual inventories?

a. 2 percent
b. 1 percent;

c. 1/2 of one percent.
d. 0.1 of one percent;

80:. (048) The two most important reasons for conducting supervisory
inspections are'to

a. 'check the condition of meats andthe_cleanIiness of meatcutters.

b. correct subStandard conditions and evaluate the department's

operation.
c. ChirOk meat processing and control refrigeration temperatures.
d. correct sanitation problems and insure proper wrapping of

meat.

81. (049) All of the following sho 4 be analyzed in evaluating the

effectiveness of a meat dep ent operation except

a. production charts.
b. customer complaints.
c. accounting records.
0. operating hOUrS of the commissary.
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82. (05O) If a customer complains_thatsome stew meat he/she bought
was tough; you would best resolve the problem by

a. calmly explaining that the commissary sells only the best
stew_ meat.

b. caltly cutting new stew meat for her /him.

c. asking how you can serve him/her now;
d. asking how the meat was cooked.

. 83. (051) WhiCh Of the following would
USAF Graduate Evaluation Prograt?

a. Promotions.
b. Leave schedules.
c. Your jobi,erformance.'
d. Specialty Training Standard6.

be directly affected by the

11
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